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Autonomic computing suggests the need for dynamic systems that adapt their struc-
ture in response to environmental changes in a bottom-up fashion. Such systems can
be considered to be composed of agents that self-organise in support of more effective
operation. While various self-organisation approaches that aim to meet this need for
continuous adaptation have been developed, these typically operate on structures that
are not constrained to particular patterns (pipelines, hierarchies). Yet the ubiquitous
use of such patterns when structuring task workflows, communication protocols, and
traditional organisational design, suggests a need for their preservation when reorganis-
ing. In cases where specific patterns, or topologies, result from self-organisation, these
are artefacts of the self-organisation mechanism, rather than the underlying topology
itself being preserved. In contrast, this thesis explicitly tackles such adaptation, while
accommodating the need to preserve topology.
The thesis introduces techniques for adapting a system’s structure to improve task
throughput, and builds on these techniques, to provide a means of preserving particular
topologies. A framework for the reorganisation of defined topologies is introduced, and
specific solutions are given for the case of pipelines and hierarchies, which reorganise to
improve performance based on application-specific metrics, while preserving topology.
Importantly, efficacy is only slightly diminished when topology is maintained, but at the
cost of diminished autonomy.
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Introduction
1.1 The Looming Software Crisis
The ability to communicate and interact is rapidly becoming standard functionality for
all electronic devices. The capability to connect to the Internet — and thereby every
other device in the world — was once solely for computers, but is quickly becoming
commonplace on a multitude of household devices, from mobile phones to televisions
and refrigerators. However, along with the increase in interconnected electronic devices
comes the rather challenging task of managing them. At the personal level, keeping files,
contacts, calendars and other pieces of data synchronised across telephones, laptops, and
desktop computers at home, and in the office, can be a difficult task.
At an industrial level, the difficulty in information technology management is not just
caused by the large number of physical devices (though maintaining these devices can
be difficult in itself), but by the sheer number of virtual elements, such as pieces of
software, that coexist in one massive virtual environment. Referring to this problem
as the “looming software complexity crisis” [61], Kephart and Chess point out that
the problem of managing all these pieces of software is not caused by any single piece,
but by the complexity inherent in integrating a large number of heterogeneous software
applications, such that the overall emergent behaviour is, at some times, difficult and,
at others, impossible to anticipate.
Autonomic computing has generally been recognised as a tool to overcome this complex-
ity problem [61]: it is a paradigm for large scale computing systems, such that entire
2
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software and hardware infrastructures can be given high-level objectives and, mean-
while, autonomously complete low-level tasks such as configuring new devices, dealing
with defective or unexpected software behaviour, optimising overall system operation,
and protecting these large software ecosystems from any malicious entities, external or
otherwise. Self-* (self-star) systems have been proposed to tackle each of these low-
level tasks, where self-* refers to self-configuration, self-organisation, self-healing, or
self-optimisation, to name a few [75]. In this thesis, we focus on developing the mech-
anisms required for distributed systems to automatically organise themselves, without
external control or guidance.
1.2 Organisation in Telecommunications Networks
Consider a mobile telecommunications network, a highly distributed system that must
cope with environmental changes, most prominently changes in the geographic distribu-
tion of mobile users, and changes in service demand. In these networks, mobile devices
can be linked to any of a large number of access points, and when a mobile user moves
from one geographical location to another, the mobile device can change the access point













Figure 1.1: An example of a hierarchy in a mobile phone network
Beyond these access points lies a comprehensive network that is rigidly organised. As
specified by the current standards specification for Universal Mobile Telecommunica-
tions Systems, there is a strictly hierarchical structure that must be maintained [36].
In this specification four types of device are used to construct a telecommunications
network, known as mobile subscribers, base transceiver stations, base station controllers,
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and mobile switching centres, as shown in Figure 1.1. The structure is hierarchical such
that a mobile subscriber (for example, a mobile phone), is linked to one base transceiver
station (or transceiver), but a single transceiver can be linked to multiple mobile phones.
Likewise, a transceiver is linked to one base station controller (or controller), but a single
controller is linked to multiple transceivers.
In more detail, a transceiver covers a geographic region known as a cell, and all mobile
phones in that cell are linked to the network through that transceiver. In this context,
a network consists of many transceivers, each of which covers a distinct cell, and all
of these cells collectively cover larger regions so that a mobile phone can link with the
transceiver that covers its current location.
Now, if a mobile phone changes location then it can break its link with one transceiver,
and create a link with a new transceiver that covers the location to which it has moved.
To oversee this change, groups of transceivers are managed by a controller, such that
a single controller oversees multiple cells. When a mobile phone moves between cells
that are both managed by a single controller, a process known as handover is performed
by the controller that transfers the mobile subscriber from one transceiver to another.
Finally, multiple controllers are overseen by a mobile switching centre, so that when a
mobile phone moves between two cells that are not managed by a single controller, this
switching centre handles the handover process. Moreover, this is the gateway to other
telecommunications networks, such as those provided by other mobile phone providers,
or the Internet.
While the organisational structure is rigid, the handover process provides a simple form
of reorganisation at the lowest level of the hierarchy, which transparently transfers a
mobile phone from one transceiver to another so that service is not intermittent. Essen-
tially, the link between a mobile phone and a transceiver is automatically changed to
ensure service continues. At every other level of the hierarchy, the structure is generally
static.
However, if a controller is receiving many calls from all of its transceivers, it could be
beneficial to change a link, so that one of the current controller’s transceivers is managed
by a different controller to distribute load. Alternatively, if two transceivers are overseen
by two separate controllers then, whenever a mobile phone moves from the cell of one
transceiver to the cell of the other, a handover process must be performed. Because
each cell is managed by a different controller, the handover process must be overseen by
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the mobile switching centre. If both cells were instead managed by a single controller,
handover could be managed at the controller level.
Both examples suggest benefits that might be gained from a more flexible organisational
structure that is able to adapt to particular circumstances. Yet given the scale involved
(typically thousands of transceivers and controllers), central reconfiguration would be
complex, requiring central monitoring of the entire network, increasing the costs of de-
termining a better configuration of the organisation, and then requiring that the new
structure be communicated. An alternative to a central solution, therefore, providing
greater scalability might involve each entity in the network determining its own links
to other devices in the network. The challenge in this possibility is that any changes
must comply with the relevant system protocols. For example, the majority of exist-
ing telecommunications networks adhere to the Universal Mobile Telecommunications
Systems Specification [36], which dictates that each mobile phone should be linked to a
single transceiver. Similarly, each transceiver is linked to a single controller, and each
controller is linked to a single mobile switching centre. This forms a strict hierarchical
structure that must be maintained, but will be violated if it is not actively preserved.
This is precisely the challenge we focus on in this thesis, in the context of more general
systems.
1.3 Organising eScience
As an entirely different additional example of a distributed, and potentially autonomic
system in which adaptation of the system leads to better performance, consider a large,
potentially global network of electronic resources (such as devices, or even data), that are
owned by different institutions, all of which are willing to pool their individual resources
in order to gain access to a larger set of shared resources that would otherwise be
unavailable to them. All resources are networked, with some performing computationally
intensive tasks like the analysis of large scientific data sets such as those resulting from
the Large Hadron Collider at CERN [52, 53]. Processing this data takes considerable
time, and we want to process it as quickly as possible. If there is only one task, and
it cannot be divided and processed concurrently across multiple machines, then the
optimal solution is for the task to be processed on the fastest machine. However, if
tasks are decomposable, finding a (near) optimal solution requires consideration of their
distribution and added communication.
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Computational Devices
sc1 sc2 dsu1 dsu2 pa lra
Services
Data Storage n n y y n n
Processing Power y y n n n n
Hardware Specs
Memory - - 100 100 - -
Processing Power Faster Slower - - - -
Table 1.1: The capabilities and resources available in the eScience scenario
Data Storage Unit 
1














Figure 1.2: Visualisation of the eScience scenario
Now, suppose there are two research centres, each using a particle accelerator (pa), and
a laser research apparatus (lra) respectively, and both generate large data sets. Such
data needs to be stored and then processed, but neither research facility has the ability
to do so. However, there are two data storage units, (dsu1 and dsu2), that are each
capable of storing 100 units of data, and two supercomputers, (sc1 and sc2), that are
capable of processing data, with sc1 processing data faster than sc2. This is summarised
in Table 1.1.1
If pa and lra simultaneously perform experiments, respectively producing 50 units and
120 units of data, pa can store its data at dsu1, but lra stores 100 units at dsu2 and 20
units at dsu1, since neither dsu has the capacity for 120 units. pa’s data is then passed
to the fastest supercomputer, sc1, for processing and, since sc1 is now busy, lra’s data is
passed to sc2 despite it being slower. This is illustrated in Figure 1.2 where the arrows
labelled 1 show pa’s task being completed, and the arrows labelled 2 show lra’s task
being completed, where 2.1 and 2.2 show the task being decomposed.
While we will not discuss this further here, this more general example will be used later
as a basis for considering how we may adapt organisational structures to particular
circumstances.
1The capabilities of pa and lra are not relevant, so are omitted.
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1.4 Dynamically Reorganising Distributed Systems
Generalising the telecommunications scenario above, distributed systems consist of mul-
tiple distinct entities that are linked to each other by some network. In the example
above this is a hardware network, but in other cases this can also be a virtual network
that overlays the hardware level. Through these links, distributed entities can communi-
cate with each other. However, communication can become increasingly complex as these
systems scale up. For example, a set of three or four entities can easily communicate
with each other directly, but computational limitations, as well as limited bandwidth,
can make direct communication between three to four thousand entities more difficult.
To reduce complexity, these entities need to be ordered or structured in some fashion.
For example, by introducing tiers of authority like in a hierarchy, communication moving
up the structure can be filtered by intermediate entities, to avoid the higher tiers being
overloaded with information. Complexity can also be reduced by introducing entities
that specialise in particular tasks. For example a service registry can be introduced
with the sole purpose of keeping a record of all services in a system, so that it can
later be queried for services. Such concepts are typically grouped under the banner of
organisation, and involve increasing order in a system, such as structuring how these
entities are linked to guide communication.
These organisational tools are typically employed at design time, such that the demands
of the system are analysed a priori, so that the organisation of the system can be
manually designed. However, the demands of the system may not be known beforehand
and, even if they are, they may change. Distributed systems can be situated in dynamic
environments, and the demands of such systems may change over time, so that the
original design can become obsolete. When a dynamic environment changes slowly, it is
plausible that when an organisation’s design is no longer appropriate, it can be manually
redesigned as required, but when the environment changes more regularly, such changes
cannot be enacted manually, and so reorganisation must be performed automatically.
In particular, when the services that entities offer can change, or entities can come and
go, the location of services cannot be known a priori, and so some form of service discov-
ery must be used to locate them. However, services are located through communication,
which is guided by the network that connects these entities. Therefore, to locate services
we not only require some mechanism to do so, but also an appropriate organisational
design to guide this search process. If entities change the services they offer, or if the
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demands of particular services vary over time, then the organisation must be adapted
automatically to reflect these changes.
A system’s current organisational structure can be redesigned or adapted at run time,
either in a top-down or bottom-up fashion. Any top-down approach can work towards
a globally optimal organisation by enabling some central entity to gather information
about all entities and how they are linked, and then command entities to change these
links, accordingly. However, such centralised approaches are always limited by scale, and
also operate with the assumption that some central entity can have overarching control
of an organisation’s structure, which is not always the case. Alternatively, bottom-
up approaches can enable all entities to adapt their own links, so that the system-
wide organisation is not explicitly designed, but instead emerges. Such systems employ
self-organisation, and are referred to as self-organising systems; they have the benefit
of distributing the strain of reorganisation across all entities in the system, so that
reorganisation can be applied to a system at any scale.
1.5 Research Problem
To summarise, entities in large scale distributed systems are often linked by an organi-
sational structure, but this structure can become obsolete as the environment changes.
For such structures to be effective, links between entities must be changed at run time
according to changes in the environment; for these changes to be effective at any scale,
the structure cannot be controlled centrally but, instead, individual entities must con-
trol their own links, so that the overall structure of an organisation emerges from their
individual actions.
However, in the case of systems with pre-determined (and required) organisational struc-
ture, such as the telecommunications network example above, where there are particular
structural constraints (in this example in the form of a hierarchy), it is not clear that
traditional approaches to self-organisation and emergence will be adequate. Instead, we
need new mechanisms that will allow bottom-up reorganisation in an emergent fashion
while at the same time preserving the required structural constraints. This is the focus
of this thesis.
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The aim of this thesis is thus to develop techniques for self-organisation of distributed
systems while, maintaining particular structural constraints. More specifically, the thesis
seeks to:
• provide an analysis of different organisation structures and their impact on service
location;
• develop techniques for adapting structure to improve service location; and
• extend such techniques so that service location can be improved while at the same
time preserving important (and in some cases fundamental) structural constraints.
By developing approaches to improve service location in distributed systems and, in par-
ticular, extending each technique to preserve structural constraints, we hope to enable
systems, such as our telecommunications networks example, to make use of reorganisa-
tion approaches that would otherwise violate these constraints.
1.6 Publications
The work described in this thesis has already appeared in some publications, detailed
below.
• M. Luck, L. Barakat, J. Keppens, S. Mahmoud, S. Miles, N. Oren, M. Shaw, and A.
Taweel, Flexible Behaviour Regulation in Agent Based Systems, in C. Guttmann,
F. Dignum, and M. Georgeff (eds.), Collaborative Agents - Research and Devel-
opment: Proceedings of the CARE@AI 2009 and CARE@IAT 2010 international
workshops, Vol. 6066 of Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence, 99–113, Springer,
2011.
• M. Shaw, J. Keppens, M. Luck and S. Miles, Towards a General Model for Adapt-
ing Structure while Maintaining Topology: Pipelines, in H. Aldewereld and J.
Sichman (eds.), Coordination, Organizations, Institutions, and Norms, Agent Sys-
tems VIII: Proceedings of the Fourteenth International Workshop, COIN 2012,
Vol. 7756 of Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence, 174–191, Springer, 2013.
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1.7 Thesis Structure
The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 reviews relevant work
in relation to organisation and related concepts, and discusses prior techniques for reor-
ganisation at run-time. In Chapter 3, we motivate the development of a formal model
of task allocation and execution with a particular scenario, and consider the process of
collaboratively completing tasks within both the scenario and the model. The prob-
lem of locating services that need to be executed is identified as the key challenge, and
this provides the basis for subsequent work. Chapter 4 introduces an evaluation envi-
ronment, which is used throughout the rest of the thesis to analyse the performance of
task completion. Then, using this evaluation environment, the next two chapters provide
analyses of service location in centralised and decentralised contexts: Chapter 5 considers
some common centralised approaches; and Chapter 6 considers a decentralised approach
across several organisational structures, and in comparison to centralised service loca-
tion. In seeking to address some of the limitations of static organisational structures,
Chapter 7 introduces three approaches to reorganise at run-time, and evaluates the ef-
fect of each on a system’s ability to locate services. Finally, since such reorganisation
does not take account of underlying organisational constraints, Chapter 8 introduces
a framework to adapt reorganisation so that it preserves topology. This framework is
instantiated for two specific topologies: pipelines and hierarchies, and the performance





Self-organisation, in particular, has been recognised as a key aspect of autonomic com-
puting, where self-organisation is a mechanism that allows a system to adapt its organ-
isation at runtime without external control [104]. Though organisation is traditionally
decided at design time, Carley and Gasser’s review of computational organisation theory
[23] suggests that there is no single correct or proper organisational design (Ishida et
al. [59], Corkill and Lander [27], Lesser [74]) and, since then, others have agreed with
this position (e.g., Horling and Lesser [56]). Importantly, they claim that being able to
design an organisation is helpful, but adapting an organisation is essential [23].
This chapter separately reviews the fields of organisation and self-organisation, specifi-
cally in the context of multiagent systems, where an agent is an autonomous entity that
is capable of flexible behaviour [124]. We begin by exploring the concept of organisation
itself, by reviewing some common organisational paradigms in Section 2.2, and at least
one application of each. In Section 2.3 we then distil these types into key properties, and
discuss how varying degrees of these properties form the identity of each organisational
paradigm.
This is followed by a review of the field of self-organisation in Section 2.4, covering
a generally accepted definition, related concepts, and how self-organisation has been
11
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implemented previously. Finally, we discuss emergence in Section 2.5, which, for many,
is related to self-organisation, though the degree to which they are related is open to
debate. The chapter concludes in Section 2.6.
2.2 Organisational Types
There is rarely a perfect organisational paradigm for any one situation [23]. For this
reason there is often overlap between different types of organisations utilised at any
one time [56, 57]. However, for clarity, in this section we review some commonly used
organisational types (or organisational paradigms [56]) separately. The following sections
each cover a single organisational type. Some key characteristics of each particular
organisational type are highlighted, along with some applications of each. In particular,
we review hierarchies, holarchies, coalitions, teams, congregations, and societies.
2.2.1 Hierarchies
One of the most intuitive forms of organisational structure is a hierarchy [56], which
is the natural structure adopted by, for example, systems with authoritative (superior-
subordinate) relationships [39, 82]. A hierarchical structure is a partial-ordering of nodes
on some attribute that naturally decomposes into a rooted tree structure [82, 31]. Here,
each node has an arbitrary number of child nodes connected to it via edges. For example,
a small hierarchy is shown in Figure 2.1, in which the single node a1 is the root of the
hierarchy, with subordinate nodes a2 and a3 immediately below it. This structure has
no cycles, and although in this example each node has two subordinates, a hierarchy
does not necessarily limit the number of subordinates under one superior; an agent can





Figure 2.1: An example of a hierarchy
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Because hierarchies are easy to interpret and are highly structured, they are regularly
used in many contexts, such as in the structure of organisations [39], tasks [23], and
agent plans [31].
Defining Characteristics When sets of agents are arranged in a hierarchy, the or-
ganisational structure can be representative of many kinds of relationship, but the most
easily recognised is the authority of one agent over another. This is readily recognised
because it can be seen at work, where managers have authority over employees or con-
tractors, or in the military where commanders have authority over sub-commanders and
regular troops. Following these two examples, node a1 in Figure 2.1 is the employer or
commander, while nodes a2 and a3 are employees, or sub-commanders (lower ranked offi-
cers), respectively. In this case, the direction of the edges reflects the order of importance
or seniority in the hierarchy.
However, this ordering attribute could be something entirely different, such as the order
in which services or capabilities are required [31], or lines of communication. In a
hierarchy, communication lines can be bi-directional such that information is passed to
superiors, and summarised as it moves up the hierarchy, while commands are sent down
the hierarchy [14]. Nodes in the system can act as filters when this communication is
taking place: as data is passed up the hierarchy each agent can filter the data to be
propagated up the hierarchy [25, 40], ensuring that no node (especially the root node)
is overwhelmed with information, thus avoiding information saturation [40].
As well as specifying permitted communication between agents, a hierarchy can also
implicitly specify restrictions placed on system communication [56]. In Figure 2.1, node
a2 is not permitted to send messages directly to node a3 and, likewise, node a3 is not
permitted to send messages directly to node a2. Hierarchies, in their strictest form,
are rigidly constrained, and the constraints are typically well defined, aiding in easy
interpretation and implementation [80].
This can be seen in our military example, where lines of communication are rigidly
upheld and constrained by one massive hierarchy with the Prime Minister or equivalent
at the top, and soldiers of various levels below. In particular, the connections in the
hierarchy govern strict lines of authority such that each soldier can pass information to
the soldier directly above him, and can only give orders to soldiers directly below him
in the hierarchy. Thus, if Figure 2.1 is part of a military hierarchy, soldier a2 can pass
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information to soldier a1, and likewise agent a2 does not expect to communicate with
agent a3.
This restriction is true in strict hierarchies, but Matheiu [79], and more recently Kota [70],
relax this constraint, and introduce the use of cross hierarchical communication with
peers to reduce the cost of communication up and down the hierarchy. This is equiva-
lent to soldiers of the same rank in a group coordinating their efforts while performing
small tasks that do not require supervision, but it may be expected that they keep their
superiors updated on their current activities.
In fact, there are many variations of hierarchy. Fox describes three types: simple hier-
archies, uniform hierarchies, and multi-divisional hierarchies [39]. A simple hierarchy is
used when the number of agents in an organisation grows beyond the point where ad hoc
organisation is no longer feasible, and so one agent is assigned the role of manager of all
other agents, forming a two layer hierarchy. A uniform hierarchy creates multiple levels
of management, where middle management acts as a filter of information and commands
that are propagated up and down the hierarchy. Finally, when an organisation is too
large to manage, even with the filtering effect of middle management, a multi-divisional
hierarchy can be used to give each division (sub-hierarchy) autonomy for the moment-
by-moment running of the division, while higher levels of the hierarchy plan towards
long term, high level goals. Though hierarchies are used in many forms, they are in
general regarded as rigid and fragile structures that are prone to single points of failure
[80].
Applications of Hierarchies Because of their simplicity and predictable structure,
hierarchies are commonly applied in many systems. For example, in the context of task
allocation in problem solving agent organisations, Kota et al. [68] make use of hierarchies
in two ways. First, they use a hierarchical workflow, which is a decomposition of a task
into smaller sub-tasks, and each connection is a dependency between tasks, such that
one task cannot start before the task above it is finished. Secondly, a hierarchy is used
to organise agents in an organisational structure to guide service discovery. However,
Kota et al. use a loose definition of a hierarchy, and allow peer connections that are
utilised if the hierarchy is not sufficient to locate required services.
Kinnebrew and Biswas also decompose tasks into a hierarchical structure, to improve
the efficiency of sensor webs [62], enabling some sub-tasks to be executed before others
can be started. By interpreting Figure 2.1 as an illustration of such a workflow hierarchy,
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task a1 must be executed before task a2, because a1 is the parent node of a2, and sub-
task a3 cannot be executed until a1 is completed, for similar reasons. However, since a2
and a3 are siblings (this is to say that they are both children of the same parent), they
may be executed either sequentially or in parallel. In these examples, the direction of
the edges shows the order in which the tasks must be completed, so that the root node
must be executed first, followed by its children, and so on. Here, time of execution is
adopted as the ordering attribute, rather than authority.
In a slightly different style, Moffett makes use of a hierarchy to structure roles in a
system [82], by which some roles are sub-roles of another. For example, if we interpret
Figure 2.1 as a role hierarchy, a1 could be a generic health care provider, while a2 and
a3 could be a nurse and physician, respectively, where both are sub-roles of health
care provider. Here, the hierarchy is used to classify roles semantically. Moffett’s role
hierarchy can thus be seen as using an attribute of each role to structure them [82].
2.2.2 Holons and Holarchies
First coined by Arthur Koestler [65], the term holon is derived from the two Greek
words holos and on, which translate to whole and part respectively. The term refers to
the duality of entities in almost all systems, whereby any entity can be simultaneously
considered a whole in itself, and also a part of a larger system.
Defining Characteristics An example holonic structure can be seen in Figure 2.2,
where each solid circle represents an agent, and each dotted circle represents a holon.
Each holon is complete in itself, hence it is whole, yet it also forms a part of a larger
system. Each holon is thus recognised as a distinct entity, rather than as its constituent
parts. The structure of a holonic organisation is similar to that of a hierarchy, with the
added property that each sub-tree generally has much more autonomy, and it is often
the case that the sub-tree may appear to be a single entity to higher levels of the holonic
structure [56]. In this respect, it is very similar to a multi-divisional hierarchy described
by Fox [39], mentioned in Section 2.2.1.
Applications of Holarchies Holonic organisational structures have mainly been used
in business and manufacturing domains, such that holons in a holarchy can be a group of
workers in a team, a group of teams in a department, or a group of departments making
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Figure 2.2: An example of holons in a holarchy
up a particular company. The factor that distinguishes a holarchy from a hierarchy is
the partially autonomous behaviour of each holon, and the encapsulation of all lower
entities into a distinct separate entity [56, 37].
2.2.3 Coalitions
A coalition is generally regarded as a set of agents that work together to achieve a
specific, well defined goal, but each individual agent is only interested in improving its
own utility [92]. They are usually short-lived groups that form to achieve a specific
goal, and disband when the goal is achieved, the goal is deemed unachievable, or the
coalition is simply no longer relevant. Coalitions are known for their loose organisational
structure, making them extremely adaptable [3].
Defining Characteristics Three coalitions can be seen in Figure 2.3, where each
solid circle is an agent, and each dotted circle surrounds the agents in each coalition.
Each subset of the population of agents is a potential coalition [56, 94], and a coalition
that contains the entire population of agents is known as the grand coalition [108],
though this is generally regarded as inefficient as there are often large management
costs in a coalition that increase significantly as the size of the coalition increases [24].
A coalition is usually formed around some mutual goal, and the agents in the coalition
work collaboratively because it is either inefficient or impossible to achieve the goal
separately [106, 72]. Though a coalition is formed around some mutual goal, each agent
may have many goals of its own, and the coalition’s lifetime is limited to the time it
takes either to achieve the goal, decide it cannot be achieved, or until the goal is no
longer relevant, at which point the coalition disbands [107].






Figure 2.3: An example of coalitions
Some consider membership of a coalition to be mutually exclusive such that each coali-
tion is distinct and disjoint [100, 120, 95]. However, Shehory and Kraus [108] argue that
overlapping coalitions are possible, so that agents can be members of multiple coalitions
simultaneously (shown by agent a1 in Figure 2.3), though they point out that doing so
adds complexity and possible inefficiencies, due to an agent’s commitment being split.
Intuitively, an agent cannot join two coalitions with conflicting goals. If an agent is
a member of two coalitions, then it must consider how much time and effort must be
allocated to each coalition of which it is a member.
Agents in a coalition are self-interested, but their mutual goal motivates cooperation for
as long as the mutual goal exists. In this context, a division of some resulting utility
must be calculated [101]. Griffiths and Luck relax the need for a mutual goal, arguing
that an agent can join a coalition, even if doing so is not to the agent’s immediate
benefit, provided that agents are confident that there will be personal benefit in the
long term [48]. Others also agree with this broader view, describing coalition formation
simply as the coming together of autonomous agents to work together in a coherent
group [97, 13]. However, as all agents are self interested, forming a coalition in this
manner is all but impossible, because it can be unclear if these long term benefits will
ever arrive. To combat this problem, Griffiths and Luck [48] employ a trust model so
that when a coalition is being formed, agents can reason about the risk of working to
their short term detriment, but long term benefit, based on past interactions with other
agents.
Applications of Coalitions Soh and Li [115] introduce a model to formalise coalition
formation, so that individuals that see the need for a coalition can plan for coalition
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formation, enact the formation process, then evaluate the performance of the formation
process and learn from it to improve later coalition plans. Johansson introduces the
concept of norms to coalitions, where a norm represents an expected behaviour that has
emerged over time [60].
Shehory and Kraus make use of coalitions when allocating tasks to distributed problem
solver agents. They explore the use of both disjoint and overlapping coalitions, and
present algorithms that can successfully form coalitions, and achieve almost optimal
solutions when executing tasks in the blocks world domain [108].
Allsopp et al. explore the use of coalition formation techniques to aid in the logistics
of international multilateral operations [3]. In scenarios where a number of nations, or
other internationally recognised bodies (such as the UN, or Oxfam), each have short or
long term interests in the outcome, producing some form of organisational structure is
extremely difficult. Governments for each nation are, in general, self interested, and their
interests do not always overlap. However, Allsopp shows that by applying approaches
developed in the field of agent-based coalitions, effective and flexible command and
control structures can be produced in this complex domain.
2.2.4 Teams
As a starting point when defining teamwork, Tambe appeals to a dictionary definition,
describing it as “...a cooperative effort by the members of a team to achieve a common
goal” [116]. However, given the review of coalitions in Section 2.2.3, this is too broad a
definition to distinguish a team as a distinct organisational paradigm. Cohen et al. go
as far as to say that a team of agents must have a shared goal and mental state, the
result of which is unified activity, without which a team does not exist [26], though some
believe these constraints to be too restrictive [7]. The main difficulty in distinguishing
coalitions and teams is that their most distinguishing feature is not their actions, but
the mental state that motivates these agents to cooperate.
Defining Characteristics Both coalitions and teams take part in achieving common
goals. The distinguishing but subtle difference is that, in a coalition, agents work to
achieve their own goals, and cooperate with other agents when these goals overlap. In
contrast, agents in a team work together to ensure that the organisation as a whole
achieves some system-wide goal [40, 116]. In some cases this means that an individual
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agent will work to its own detriment if the organisation as a whole achieves its goal.
Agents that are part of a team can also reason about the consequences of their joint
actions, as well as the tasks that need to be completed to achieve a certain goal [116, 49].
As with all the organisations we review here, each team consists of a number of agents,
and for each of these agents autonomy is arguably the most fundamental property.
Yet agents in a team agree to collaborate, which almost always means a reduction in
autonomy [16]. Therefore agents in a team are willing to give up their autonomy, at
least to a degree, so that the team as a whole can achieve its goals [34], highlighting
the trade-off in a team between the authority of a lead agent (if one exists), and the
autonomy of team members.
Tambe agrees that the feature that sets a team apart from any other group of agents
is cooperation towards a common goal, coupled with significant communication and
coordination between agents so that cooperation can be achieved [116]. This high level
of communication keeps all agents up to date about the activity of all other agents,




Figure 2.4: An example of a Team
The amount of communication needed to coordinate a team can be extremely heavy
due to the intensive coordination required and, as a result, can be a drawback of such
structures [90]. In addition, the pattern of interactions can be arbitrary, as can be
seen in Figure 2.4, in which a high number of bi-directional connections between agents
represents the large amount of communication links that are needed to coordinate a team
[56]. Diggelen discusses the possibility that teams can vary across three dimensions
depending on: the time leadership is established; whether planning is centralised or
decentralised; and whether tasks are allocated to the team as a whole or individual agents
[34]. However, some disagree with the notion that team planning can be centralised,
instead arguing that team members tend to work together [40, 116], and reason about
their actions as a group [49].
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Applications of Teams Schurr et al. introduce a system called DEFACTO, to train
incident commanders in the skills they need to oversee disaster response in time-critical
scenarios such as natural disasters, or terrorist attacks [102, 103]. Their system makes
the key assumption that each person in the rescue team communicates through an
individual agent proxy, rather than communicating directly. As such, a potential incident
commander does not need to know whether he, or she, is communicating with a real
person, or an agent simulating a rescue team member. So, for training purposes, the
DEFACTO system can make use of software agents to replace each person in a rescue
team to simulate decisions the incident commander would need to take in a real disaster.
2.2.5 Congregations
Any academic can work in solitude, but in doing so their work will have no impact on
the wider world, and their progress will be minimal. What makes academia productive
is the collaborative work performed between multiple researchers, research groups, and
institutions. However, finding people to collaborate with can be extremely difficult. For
example, in 2011, employed academics made up approximately 0.3% of the population
in the UK, and of that group, only 6.1% worked in engineering and technology subjects1,
so for a computer scientist to find a suitable academic to collaborate with by talking
to random people in the population will take a long time. For this reason, most aca-
demics work in a university with other academics, and attend academic conferences to
meet people with similar interests and capabilities. Such groups of people with similar
capabilities and interests are known as congregations, and agent organisations can be
grouped in the same manner.
Defining Characteristics A congregation is a group of entities that have characteris-
tics or capabilities that are either similar or complementary in some way. For this reason,
two distinct congregations typically have distinct characteristics, otherwise they would
tend to merge into one congregation. Figure 2.5, inspired by Horling and Lesser [56],
shows three congregations, where each solid circle is an agent, each dotted line represents
a congregation, and the variation between each congregation is shown by the different
shading of each group of agents.
Brooks and Durfee [19] describe a congregation as a group of self-interested agents, that
congregate to decrease the time and effort needed to locate other agents with similar
1Statistics derived from data collected by www.hesa.ac.uk and www.ons.gov.uk.





Figure 2.5: An example of three congregations
or complementary capabilities. Congregations are used in open environments: they are
free to come and go. The success of a congregation does not rely on any individual
agent, but rather the sum of all the agents that currently reside in it. Individual agents
can therefore join and leave throughout the lifetime of the congregation, and as long as
the congregation population size is maintained, the effect is minimal.
Agents join a congregation for some benefit, but the benefit received must outweigh
the cost of being part of the congregation (cost of interaction and management, rather
than any membership cost), or the agent will leave [17, 20]. For example, using our
academic conference example, academics attend to meet other academics, learn about
other people’s research, and find possible opportunities for collaboration. However, to
attend, funding is needed for flights and hotel rooms. The benefit of the collaboration
must therefore be higher than these costs.
Though the agents that populate a congregation may vary over time, the capabilities
of the agents themselves are typically stable [56]; for example a computer scientist will
rarely decide to become a football player. Brooks and Durfee [18, 19] refer to congre-
gations as long term entities, potentially surviving the agents that originally formed
the congregation. In addition, agents that are part of the congregation for an extended
amount of time repeatedly interact. Griffiths builds on Brooks and Durfee’s concept of
a congregation and, based on these repeated interactions, he enables agents to model
the trust of others, which he views to be an agent’s assessment of the risk of cooperating
with another, based on previous interaction experience [46, 47]. This assessment is then
used when forming a special type of congregation known as a clan.
Agents can be members of multiple congregations, as long as agents consider it to be
beneficial. Brooks and Durfee [19] note that the decision to leave or join a congregation
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is left to the individual agents, which they must do effectively as a bad choice of congre-
gation affects their own performance far greater than that of others. They also consider
those characteristics that are not dealt with in congregations. For example, there is no
notion of payment for completing tasks, since congregations are not task-oriented.
Applications of Congregations Horling and Lesser describe and review congrega-
tions and markets as two distinct organisational paradigms [56]. However, according
to Brooks and Durfee, a market is, at most, a specialised form of congregation, and is
generally just a particular application of the congregation paradigm [18].
Brooks and Durfee use congregations to cut down the size of a marketplace, so that
auctions can efficiently be established [18]. By cutting down the search space of possible
buyers from the whole population to those that have congregated, they find that a
system can achieve relatively constant profits, regardless of its scale.
2.2.6 Societies
Human societies are not typically concerned with how individuals are linked, what roles
they plan, or what they plan to do at any given moment. Instead, societies consist of
individuals that are bound to rules or norms. An individual in a society is expected to
behave in a particular way, and also has expectations about the behaviour of others in
the society. A society may thus expect individuals to drive on the correct side of the
road, or join the end of a queue before paying for goods in a shop. Societies are also
inherently open, with individuals of varying skills, knowledge, and cultures. In agent
based societies, the same expectations exist, which help to decrease the complexity of
interactions. However as societies are open systems, ensuring that agents comply with
such expectations is difficult [109].
Defining Characteristics A society is generally understood to be a group of agents
that have a common set of constraints, with which they are obliged to comply. Unlike
all other organisational types discussed here, societies are inherently open [56].
In any system in which there is a large amount of interaction, such interactions can
potentially be expensive. In systems with very specific and simple interaction protocols,
communication is cheap, or at least communication costs are minimised. However, when
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a system is open, interaction can be significantly more complicated, requiring negotiation
over communication protocols, and the mapping of semantic concepts, causing commu-
nication to become computationally expensive. In such situations, centralised control is
not feasible, because a central agent will present a significant bottleneck. Similarly, a
completely decentralised system is not possible, because the number of negotiations re-
quired between agents for even simple interactions would be computationally prohibitive
[109].
Motivated by this complexity, societies make use of social laws, norms or conventions to
impose constraints on the population. These constraints guide agents, so that they know
both how to act and what behaviour to expect from other agents in the environment. By
limiting actions in this way, the complexity of reasoning about other agents is decreased
[84, 109].
However, these constraints are only helpful if used effectively. Fitoussi and Tennen-
holtz [38] point out the importance of there being a balance between objectives and
social laws: laws must be restrictive enough to have the desired effect — to constrain
the system in the way they are expected to do — but they must also be flexible enough
so that the objectives of all agents in the system are equally feasible. More specifically,
the laws must restrict all entities fairly so as not give an unfair advantage to a subset of
the population.
In addition, these restrictions are only useful if we can ensure that agents follow them.
If laws are imposed, then an authority is required to enforce them in some manner [32].
If social norms are used, then all agents should encourage others to comply with any
norms, or suffer punishment from society as a whole [77, 76].
Applications of Societies Willmott et al. present a permanent operating environ-
ment for agents known as agentcities ([123]). The goal of agentcities is to create an open
system for even extremely heterogeneous agents with different goals and different levels
of intelligence so that they have a common domain in which to act and communicate,
despite their heterogeneous nature.
Using social laws can increase efficiency, but some means of ensuring that laws are
adhered to is needed, or agents may simply disregard them and they become useless.
One method of achieving this is through trust and reputation, as can be seen in the work
of Ramchurn et al. [96], which uses mechanisms for agents to monitor the behaviour of
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others according to previously agreed norms. If norms are followed then an agent is
trusted, but if norms are violated then the offending agent is punished, either by direct
sanctions (i.e. penalties such as fines) or by less direct means (such as competition from
equally capable agents with better reputation).
2.3 Key Organisational Concepts
The term organisation is often used loosely to refer to any concept or paradigm that
involves a group of entities. Indeed, Carley and Gasser comment that providing an all
encompassing definition is difficult, citing the classic response to the question, “What
is an organisation?” to be, “I know it when I see it.” [23]. Even so, when the term
organisation is used, a set of common concepts are often observed, and so in this section
we highlight each.
According to Carley and Gasser [23] it is generally agreed that organisations, though
applicable to most situations, are usually employed in large-scale systems. These are
usually distributed systems with multiple entities that, to some degree, collaboratively
work together to meet some goals. An organisation can have its own identity that is
separate from any of the single agents it contains, and the use of organisation can enable
the efficient use and coordination of resources, where resources can be anything from
people to data or computational devices.
In the of context multiagent systems, Horling and Lesser give a more focused view, stat-
ing that “the organisation of a multiagent system is the collection of roles, relationships,
and authority structures which govern its behaviour” [56]. In Section 2.2, we discussed
generally accepted organisational paradigms, and in doing so touched on some more
general organisational concepts. In this section we explicitly discuss the key concepts
that are seen across each of these paradigms to varying degrees. We begin by discussing
the relationship between goals at the organisation level and agent level.
2.3.1 Agent and Organisation Level Goals
It is generally accepted that agents are autonomous, goal-directed entities [124], and as
such each agent has its own set of goals. At a higher level, organisations can also exhibit
goals, though the nature of the goal is not always obvious.
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The most general goal that drives most organisations is to aid in the completion of
tasks, but each organisation tends to meet more specific goals when achieving this.
Teams complete tasks efficiently through constant communication between team mem-
bers. Coalitions can also complete tasks, but this is not the driving force behind a
coalition. Instead, completing tasks is what drives the agents to act to improve their
own utility, and the goal of the coalition is to enable self-interested agents to collabo-
ratively execute tasks offering the incentive of increased personal utility. More indirect
organisation level goals can be seen in congregations, which improve the efficiency of com-
pleting tasks by minimising the time and cost of service discovery. Societies decrease
interaction costs by establishing norms to specify expected behaviour, and enforcing
laws to prevent malicious behaviour.
2.3.2 Organisational Structure and Topology
In multiagent systems, agents are expected to be social [124]: that is, they can take part
in complex communication such as coordination and negotiation, and they can build
various relationships, or communication links with other agents if required. When or-
ganisational theory is discussed in the context of multiagent systems, the terms topology
and structure are regularly used to refer to the overall set of links between agents [5,
119, 56, 127, 77]. However, these terms are at times used ambiguously, as we discuss
here.
Argente et al. use topology as a collective term for the set of all links, and the term
organisational structure is an all encompassing term, which encapsulates topology, roles,
interaction models, and social norms [5]. Valetto et al. also use topology to refer to the
links between agents in an organisation, and refer to unstructured topologies when stating
that these connections are not constrained in any way [119].
According to Horling and Lesser [56], organisational structure guides lines of interaction,
resource allocation, and authority, and when these organisations are constrained, such
as in hierarchies, coalitions, and teams, it can aid the constituent agents by reducing
the complexity of their reasoning, such as when deciding how to allocate tasks during
the task allocation and execution process.
Zambonelli et al. [127] share this view, such that an organisation’s structure is simply the
set of all connections that exist between agents, and this structure can be constrained
by some topology that specifies where agents must be situated in relation to one another.
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Similarly, when studying norm emergence in networks of multiagent systems, Mahmoud
et al. refer to structure as the connections that build up the network that connects
agents, and they study how imposing topology on a structure affects the emergence of
norms [77].
For clarity, we follow the interpretation of Horling and Lesser [56], Zambonelli et al.
[127] and Mahmoud et al. [77], such that an organisational structure is a set of all links
in an agent organisation, and a topology is imposed on an organisational structure to
constrain or shape it in some manner. A hierarchy imposes the most tight constraints on
an organisation’s structure, such that all agents have explicit connections to a superior
and a number of subordinates. Coalitions tend to be flat structures, with no explicit
connections, though they sometimes have a lead agent forming an implicit hierarchy in
the coalition. Connections in a team do not tend to be restricted in any way, but the
agents in a team communicate regularly, and are often represented as highly connected
graphs, where all agents communicating with all other agents is possible.
2.3.3 Task Environment
Though tasks do not seem immediately relevant when discussing organisations, the two
are inextricably linked. Rosenschein and Zlotkin [98], and later Carley and Gasser [23],
and Kota [66], assume tasks to be the key factor that defines the environment in which
an organisation is situated, and they all refer to this as the task environment.
An organisation’s task environment can vary greatly depending on the volatility and
repetition of tasks, as well as the complexity of each. If the task environment is volatile
such that the types of tasks are varied and often change, then organisational design
is difficult because the needs of the organisation are changing. Conversely, if tasks
are repetitive, then any organisation designed to complete these tasks is applicable for
a longer period. Task environments tend to be: oscillatory, such as seasonal tasks;
incremental, such as when new manufacturing technologies are introduced; or gradual,
where only small changes are made [23].
Thompson [117] discusses how the overall group of tasks to be executed can vary over
two dimensions, and the volatility of the task environment can be categorised as such.
First, the task environment can either tend to be: heterogeneous, so that a large variety
of services or capabilities are required; or homogeneous, so that only a few capabilities
are required. Second, the task environment can be regarded as stable if the demand
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Figure 2.7: Three task dependencies: pooled, sequential, and reciprocal.
for services does not change, and shifting if service demand varies over time. The
task environment can, therefore, vary over these two continua from homogeneous to
heterogeneous, and from stable to shifting, and each varies independently from the
other, as shown in Figure 2.6.
Tasks are usually decomposable into subtasks, which tend to have dependencies or tem-
poral ordering constraints between them [117]. Thompson introduces three types of
task dependencies, known as pooled, sequential, and reciprocal, each of which is shown in
Figure 2.7. The pooled dependency can be seen in Figure 2.7(a), where task d depends
on the completion of the set of tasks a, b, and c. Figure 2.7(b) shows two sequential
dependencies, where task b depends on the completion of task a, and task c depends
on the completion of task b. Finally, Figure 2.7(c) shows the reciprocal dependency
between tasks a and b.
However it was later shown in the PCANS model that pooled and reciprocal dependen-
cies are essentially syntactic sugar, and both can be decomposed to a set of sequential
dependencies [71]. For example, in Figure 2.7(a) task d has three separate dependencies,
a sequential dependency with task a, and task b, and task c. Figure 2.8 also shows how
the reciprocal dependency between task a and task b can be decomposed into sequential
dependencies by breaking each task down further so that each sequential dependency is









Figure 2.8: Decomposing a reciprocal dependency to sequential dependencies.
clear. Kota et al. make use of these sequential dependencies when modelling decom-
posable tasks, such that a task is only dependent on the completion of a single other
subtask, creating a tree like structure of ordering constraints [66, 69, 70].
2.3.4 Roles
Hannoun et al. describe roles as a set of predefined or expected behaviours or capabilities
that agents exhibit [51]. Similarly, Zambonelli describes a role as a well defined set of
responsibilities or goals that are an aspect of the organisation as a whole [127].
Roles are seen in the organisational paradigms described previously. For example, in
hierarchies all agents take the role of either superior or subordinate, and often both,
depending on the context. For example, when an agent is communicating with its subor-
dinates, it is fulfilling the role of a superior, but the same agent is, in turn, a subordinate
when communicating with its superior. Though teams tend to be unconstrained with
regard to expected roles, team members can elect a team leader that will be expected to
take the lead in group coordination [116]. Brooks and Durfee [18] introduce a specialised
congregation known as a market, which also has two roles: buyer and seller. As with
hierarchies, these roles are not mutually exclusive; indeed it is common for agents to be
both buyers and sellers simultaneously.
2.3.5 Overcoming Individual Agent Limitations
The key rationale for the use of organisational concepts is to overcome the limitations by
which an individual agent is often bound [23]. Most well-known is bounded rationality:
the notion that an individual agent is constrained either by its own capabilities, or its
own knowledge. Carley and Gasser [23] divide agent limitations into four categories as
follows.
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Cognitive Limitations Cognitive limitations encompass any agent limitation due to
incomplete information, or an inability to use the information available, effectively.
For example, if an agent needs to trade on the stock market, it may have limited
information, and it will not necessarily know what to do with the information it
does have.
Physical Limitations Physical limitations for agents usually encompass: computa-
tional limitations, where an agent cannot process information fast enough; mem-
ory limitations, where it can only store limited data; or power limitations, if agents
are mobile and have limited battery life.
Temporal Limitations Some high level goals take a long time to achieve, or are some-
times open-ended. In such circumstances, the effort to achieve the goal must sur-
vive past the lifetime of any single agent.
Institutional Limitations Individual agents can have legal or political limitations. If
required resources are situated in multiple zones of authority, then any one agent
cannot work alone. Instead, it must coordinate with agents that have appropriate
authority to complete tasks.
Sandholm and Lesser consider bounded rationality when forming coalitions [101]. When
deciding how to divide a population of agents into a number of coalitions, an optimal
solution can be found, but since the complexity of finding a solution is NP-complete,
these solutions are not tenable for any rationally bound agent. Allsopp et al. explore the
use of organisational design for international coalitions in military scenarios [3]. Here,
because entities from a number of countries are involved, boundaries of authority must
be considered.
2.3.6 Organisation Life Cycle
Dang considers the use of coalitions in virtual organisations, and describes one possible
interpretation of the life-cycle of a virtual organisation in which there are four distinct
phases: creation, operation, maintenance, and dissolution [28], and all organisations go
through these stages to some degree. Creation, otherwise known as formation, involves
recognising the need for an organisation, and an organisation being established, and
this process can be performed either at design time or at run time if the organisation
can be dynamically created. Operation involves the use of the organisation, such as
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collaboratively executing tasks, locating services, or other processes that can be aided
through organisation. Maintenance involves adapting the organisation when it is clear
that the current organisation is no longer fit for purpose. This can either involve the
system being stopped, redesigned, and reimplemented, or the system can be adapted at
run time using reorganisation or self-organisation techniques. This is discussed more in
Section 2.4. Finally, dissolution, or disbanding is the tearing down of the organisation
when it is no longer of use and adaptation is not an option or not relevant.
2.4 Self-Organisation
It is generally agreed that no single organisational structure is suitable for all situations,
so an organisational structure is only suitable when it is designed in the context of a
specific system. Where the environment is static, or fairly stable, an organisational struc-
ture can be specified at design time, but when the environment is more dynamic, any
such structure can quickly become obsolete. To maintain its relevance, an organisational
structure must therefore be equally dynamic. Therefore, the next logical progression in
the organisation of agent-based systems is to move away from designing organisations,
and instead design agents that can adapt their own links with others at run time, ac-
cording to the needs of the system in which they are situated. These techniques are
commonly grouped under the banner of self-organisation [104].
At its core, self-organisation is recognised as a mechanism that allows a system to main-
tain, and adapt its own organisation without external control [9, 55, 67, 104, 30]. Yet
defining self-organisation is a contentious issue, as many disagree over what further char-
acteristics are present in a self-organised system. Holzer et al. [55] believe that the two
most important properties of self-organisation are autonomy and emergence, which is
in stark contradiction to Wolf and Holvoet [30] who focus on the relationship between
emergence and self-organisation, which they view as two related, but distinct concepts.
When comparing these two concepts, Wolf and Holvoet note that in some cases the two
concepts have been confused entirely, such that many properties are introduced under
the banner of self-organisation when they instead describe emergence, such as in the
case of Camazine et al. [22]. Serugendo et al. [104] take a different tack by defining
self-organisation as:
“ ... the mechanism or the process enabling a system to change its organ-
isation without explicit external command during its execution time.”
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They then divide the concept into two variations of self-organisation as follows. Weak
self-organisation is a centralised mechanism to adapt a system’s organisation that is
internal to the system that it is reorganising. Strong self-organisation has no centralised
control, external or otherwise, and hence organisation is an emergent property.
Self-organisation is a form of adaptation, oriented specifically towards adapting the or-
ganisational structure of a system of autonomous entities. This adaptation dynamically
changes the structure according to its environment, or to changes in the goals of entities
in the system. Such self-organising systems are, by nature, robust and so can continue
operation in situations that would cause other systems to fail [67]. In what follows, we
review the concept of self-organisation, by first discussing how self-organisation mech-
anisms can be categorised in Section 2.4.1, and then reviewing a number of existing
techniques in Sections 2.4.2 to 2.4.5. Finally, some existing evaluations of self-organised
systems are reviewed in Section 2.4.6. The concept of emergence is discussed in Sec-
tion 2.5.
2.4.1 Categorising Self-Organisation Mechanisms
Many self-organisation approaches have been developed, and they can be broadly di-
vided into approaches that are inspired by natural systems, and those that are not. In
particular, Serugendo et al. [105] divides self-organisation approaches into five distinct
classes, depending on the core mechanism that drives each, as follows.
Direct Interaction Self-organisation can be achieved through direct interactions be-
tween all elements being organised. This type of self-organisation is typically used
in self-assembly and formation construction for mobile robots [78].
Stigmergy Self-organisation can also be achieved through indirect communication,
known as stigmergy. Essentially, agents make changes to the environment, and
other agents can observe these changes. This form of communication is com-
mon in natural examples of emergence and self-organisation, such as the use of
pheromones when ants are foraging for food [88, 22].
Reinforcement Learning In scenarios where agents can dynamically change their be-
haviour, or capabilities, reinforcement learning techniques can be employed so that
agents learn what capabilities are required depending on the requirement of the
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environment around them, rather than through explicit coordination, or role allo-
cation [105].
Cooperation Cooperative self-organisation mechanisms are based in closed environ-
ments, in which all agents are created by one entity. Such coordination permits
agent behaviours that would otherwise be difficult to create. For example, the
Organisation Self-Design framework [59] can merge two agents into one if their
communication cost is too high, or divide a single agent into two if the demands
of the system require it.
Generic Architecture The final type of self-organisation mechanism is such that the
organisational structures that emerge are instances of generic reference architec-
tures. These can subsequently be modified at run time to ensure that the organi-
sation can meet the needs of the particular environment in which the organisation
is situated [105].
In the remainder of this section, we review a number of existing self-organisation ap-
proaches. First, we discuss three approaches at length, each of which takes a differ-
ent form. This is followed by a brief overview of some additional applications of self-
organisation.
2.4.2 Past and Future Performance Heuristics
Kota et al. [68] provide of model of the distributed task allocation problem, which consists
of a collection of agents that must work collaboratively to execute tasks that no agent can
perform alone. Each pair of agents has one of four types of relationship, such that they
are strangers, acquaintances, peers, or part of a superior-subordinate relationship. The
different types of relationship determine what agents know about each other (the services
that neighbours offer), and also determine the order in which agents are considered when
one agent is locating another with which to collaborate. For example, an agent will
consider allocating its task to its subordinates before considering its peers.
Importantly, task allocation can be expensive, and the cost is proportional to the number
of agents considered in allocation process. So the set of links, or relationships, between
agents, as well as the type of each relationship, can significantly affect the costs of the
system. If an agent is a peer, then it is rarely considered during the task allocation
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process, so the cost to maintain such a relationship is low. However, subordinates are
considered first, so the cost of maintaining subordinate relationships is high.
To improve overall system performance (global utility), a self-organisation approach is
introduced that adapts these relationships, thereby minimising the number of agents that
must be considered when locating agents. This self-organisation approach is performed
by all agents, such that an agent sequentially considers each of its relationships, and
considers the benefit of every possible change that can be made to that relationship. The
changes that an agent can make to a relationship are as follows: remove peer relationship,
form peer relationship, remove subordinate relationship, add subordinate relationship or
take no action. However, the changes are limited depending on the relationship; for
example, agents that are already peers cannot form a new peer relationship.
To evaluate the benefit of making each of these changes, an agent uses a set of heuristic
functions, which analyse the performance of the agent in the past based on its current
relationships, and compares this to the potential performance of the agent in the future,
if the change is enacted. An agent’s performance heuristic is based on changes in the
cost of communication, agent load, and the cost of changing a relationship. Once the
benefit of each action has been assessed, the action with the greatest perceived utility
is enacted. The utility of taking no action is always 0, so a change is only made if the
utility of doing so is positive.
Since adapting relationships in this way incurs a cost, it is impossible to consider every
relationship in the organisation at every time step. Instead, a dynamic method is used
to adapt the number of relationships to be considered by an agent at each point. Thus,
two issues are addressed: how to reorganise, and when.
This reorganisation approach adapts a system’s organisational structure from within
the system, yet agents only adapt their own relationships, so the overall structure is
emergent. Additionally, this adaptation approach operates in a completely decentralised
fashion. Therefore, according to the definition put forward by Serugendo et al. [104],
this approach can be categorised as strong self-organisation.
2.4.3 Multiagent Reinforcement Learning and Self-Organisation
Learning can broadly be divided into three categories: supervised, unsupervised, and
reinforcement learning. Supervised learning suffers from being over constrained, such
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that the scope for learning is very small, and unsupervised learning suffers from being
under constrained, such that the complexity of learning grows exponentially, and so is
computationally prohibitive. As an intermediate approach, reinforcement learning can
learn with no a priori knowledge, and the learning process is partially constrained by
the learning algorithm itself, updating the direction of learning through trial and error
at run time [113].
Though it can be argued that using learning techniques in the context of multiagent
systems is simply an application of an already established field, some would disagree.
Reinforcement learning was originally developed for environments that are Markovian,
that is to say environments that can be modelled as a Markov Decision Process (MDP),
but Nowe´ et al. state that when applying reinforcement learning in a multiagent envi-
ronment, the MDP model is no longer appropriate [86]. Panait et al. also argue that
multiagent reinforcement learning (MARL) should be studied separately for the follow-
ing reasons. First, because of the number of entities in a multiagent system, the search
space can become unusually large. Second, even small changes in the learning algorithm,
or behaviour, can produce unpredictable effects at the macro-level [89]. In the context
of multiagent systems, the goals of reinforcement learning can therefore change. Where
reinforcement learning traditionally focuses on finding some globally optimal result, or
behaviour, MARL must operate in environments that contain multiple learners. Other
than in fully cooperative multiagent systems, MARL must work to achieve stability de-
spite not having complete knowledge or control. In contrast to stability, agents must
also explore to learn. However, rather than converge on a stable result, agents must
instead learn continuously to adapt to the dynamic environment around them [21].
Abdallah and Lesser [2] make use of reinforcement learning techniques in the distributed
task allocation problem domain. They acknowledge that though multiple multiagent
reinforcement learning approaches have been developed to aid in effective task allocation,
these typically assume that the organisational structure that limits agent interaction is
static [1, 93]. Boyan and Littman [15] do consider dynamic systems, and introduce a
Q-learning approach to network routing. However, they only explore the performance
of their approach when network load is dynamic, keeping the structure of the network
static.
Ziermann et al. [129] use reinforcement learning to reorganise communications paths in
distributed embedded systems, with the aim of converging on a fair bandwidth alloca-
tion. However, their approach relies on initial exploration to find a suitable solution,
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that is potentially not useful in the long term. This is because when self-organisation is
used, the organisational structure changes, so an agent can be disconnected from a com-
munication path, or agent, that it has learned much about, and can also be connected
to a new path, or agent, that it knows nothing about, limiting the usefulness of its prior
learning.
To tackle this problem, Abdallah and Lesser [2] develop an integrated approach consist-
ing of a technique to adapt an organisation’s structure, and a multiagent reinforcement
learning technique to learn how to best allocate tasks. The self-organisation approach
uses information from reinforcement learning to suggest which agent links should be
changed, and the reinforcement learning technique uses heuristics to transfer what an
agent has learned about agents with which it was previously linked to the agents with
which it will be newly linked.
2.4.4 Distributed Sensor Networks
Distributed sensor networks (DSN) consist of collections of many inexpensive electronic
devices. They are typically distributed across hard to reach areas, and are used to sense
the environment, and wirelessly return what has been sensed or measured back to a base
station or user. If the wireless range on a single device is limited, these devices can work
together to ensure the network as a whole has connectivity to the base station. They can
also work together to achieve some higher goal such as tracking, though achieving this
can be difficult when these networks are unstructured and contain potentially thousands
of devices [125]. The application of sensor networks can typically be divided into two
categories, tracking [110], and monitoring [64].
Sims et al. make good use of self-organisation in a distributed sensor network (DSN)
[111]. The DSN used is taken from a previously described problem [58], and consists
of a set of cooperative sensor agents distributed across a geographical area. Here, each
agent is in a fixed location, has local computational ability, and also has the ability to
communicate with others, though bandwidth is very limited.
The total set of sensor agents is broken down into disjoint sets called sectors, each
containing some sensor agents and one sector manager. The job of the sensor network
is to detect moving vehicles that pass through an area, with the task of tracking one
vehicle being given to a sector manager to accomplish. The sector manager must then
use the sensor agents in its sector to complete the task.
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All agents know their own location and orientation, but they can only sense the distance
between the vehicle and their current position. This means that to track a vehicle, a
minimum of three sensor agents need to be able to monitor it, in order to triangulate
its position, requiring coordination between agents. For this, Sims et al. use a simple
two-level hierarchy in which the sector manager is the authority over the sensor agents.
However, if the moving vehicle passes into another sector, the original sector manager
is no longer be able to manage the task of monitoring it. At this point, coordination
is needed between sectors, as there is no central authority. Instead, sector managers
must negotiate with each other on even terms. To tackle this, a variation of the well
known Contract Net Protocol [114] is used so that sector managers can self-organise to
complete the tasks given to them in the most effective manner possible.
This method of adapting the system can potentially improve the efficiency of the net-
work’s tracking ability. If a sector is not able to track a vehicle it can try to pass the task
to another sector that can do so. However, passing a task from one sector to another
is costly, so the system attempts to delay passing a task to another sector as long as
possible. It may be that the task must eventually be passed to another sector, but the
cost of doing so is saved if the vehicle changes course and is still in range.
Coordination becomes even more difficult when multiple sectors need to work together,
which occurs when a vehicle is on the border of the sector’s range and a sector cannot
track it alone. In this case, the task is not simply to pass control to another sector, but
to enable the sectors to share agents to provide the minimum three that are needed to
track a vehicle. This is done by negotiating with other sector managers and, if possible,
taking an agent from another sector into the original sector so that the vehicle can be
tracked.
Sims et al. also ensure that the system can cope with real-time dynamism, primarily the
addition and removal of sensor agents, due to system failures or to more agents being
added because of gradual network scaling, for example. Here, if a new agent becomes
active, then it searches the area for a sector manager within its range. If one is found,
then it joins the sector, but if not, then it becomes a sector manager itself, for the
area around it. When more agents in the area become active, they then see the sector
manager and join the sector. This is possible because agents are homogeneous and all
have the ability to manage a sector if the need arises.
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Agents can also cope with failures in other agents. All sensor agents periodically contact
their sector managers, while sector managers periodically check in with all sensors under
their control. If a section manager cannot contact one of its sensor agents within a time-
out period, then the sector manager assumes it has failed and forgets it. If the sensor
agent ever becomes active again then it must go through the normal start-up process,
as described above. This means that even if a large number of agents fail, the ability to
perform tasks may be diminished but the sensor network will continue to function.
If a sensor agent cannot contact its sector manager within a time-out period then it
assumes that the sector manager has failed. Assuming that the system is asynchronous,
one sensor agent in the sector will realise that the manager has failed before any others
do, and will thus become a sector manager. This self-organisation creates an extremely
robust system.
2.4.5 Other Self-Organisation Applications
Gershenson introduces reorganisation as a means of increasing the number of tasks a
distributed system can execute in a given amount of time, by decreasing communica-
tion delay arising from both transmission (latency of sending messages) and work to be
performed before a reply can be sent (decision delay) [43]. In essence, this is concerned
with locating the agent a that suffers the most from transmission and decision delays
combined, the agent b that is a neighbour of a and causes the most decision delays, and
the agent c that causes the least decision delays in the whole system. Then, the link
between a and b is removed, and a link is created between a and c. This technique was
tested on four topologies (random-homogeneous, random-normally distributed, symmet-
rical, and scale-free), with results suggesting that: delay can be diminished, increasing
the number of tasks executed; and the more links, the longer it takes to reorganise.
Gaston and desJardins introduce two techniques to adapt the organisational structure
of a set of agents so that teams can more easily be formed to execute tasks [42]. This
provides an initial attempt at adaptation based purely on organisational structure, rather
than on application-specific information. The results show that structural adaptation
can be effective, and leads to better performance.
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2.4.6 Evaluating Self-Organisation
There have already been several efforts to evaluate structural adaptation (e.g. [70,
122, 128, 119]), each of which offers different insights into improving distributed task
allocation to some degree, but the analysis of each approach is typically coarse grained,
obscuring the distinction between different component parts of the task allocation and
execution process.
For example, Abdallah and Lesser [1, 2] use reinforcement learning to adapt an organ-
isation’s structure, which successfully improves task throughput, but their evaluation
only considers the overall reward value for the completed tasks, so that it is not clear
how their approach affects the time it takes to locate services, nor its effect on agent
load. Kota et al. [70] recognise that when completing tasks, multiple factors must be
considered, such as communication cost, agent load, and the cost of reorganising. How-
ever, when it comes to evaluating their approach, these are consolidated into a single
utility function, again obfuscating how each individual component of the overall cost
is affected. Weerdt et al. [122] consider a similar problem, known as the social task
allocation problem, and propose two methods: a centralised NP-hard solution, and a
less complex decentralised version. Their evaluation is centred on a utility value for
the quality of the overall global performance, and execution time for each algorithm,
highlighting the benefit of the heuristic over its NP-hard counterpart. Zhang et al. [128]
provide a strong but narrow analysis that makes use of a single evaluation metric (the
average time needed to complete tasks), which is of little help in further analysis and
improvement.
2.5 Emergence
In various fields (e.g. physics, sociology, computer science, biology, economics), the phe-
nomenon known as emergence has been observed. Despite its appearance across a large
variety of fields, in each the notion of emergence typically consists of a group of many
interacting parts that cause some global property to emerge. This property is built
from the culmination of all interactions, yet the interactions themselves show no design
towards this emergent property.
In physics, a commonly studied example is Rayleigh–Be´nard convection cells [44], where
heating a liquid causes seemingly stochastic movements at the atomic level, yet globally,
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structures emerge. Each atom rises when heated, drops when it cools, and bounces off
other atoms in the process. These simple interactions cause multiple distinct structures
to emerge, with no controlling force directing their construction.
Similarly, in economics, a stock market consists of a large number of self-interested
traders that are motivated by their own improvement or gain. Yet what emerges is a
robust mechanism for the allocation of effort that ensures a country produces all the
resources it requires. This point is made succinctly by the economist, Adam Smith,
when referring to such traders [112]:
“He intends only his own gain, and he is in this, as in many other cases, led
by an invisible hand to promote an end which was no part of his intention.”
Though the definition of emergence in each field may vary, and each gives a varying
degree of specificity, each typically recognises that such emergent systems [104, 10]
exhibit some common properties and, in particular, some emergent phenomenon can be
observed [30, 54, 22]. In this section a number of examples of emergence are discussed,
drawn from some of the fields named above. Following this, we draw out some of the
generally recognised concepts or properties of such systems, relating them to each of the
discussed scenarios.
2.5.1 Conway’s Game Of Life
Conway’s Game of Life, initially introduced by John Conway, was later presented to a
wider audience by Gardner [41] in his column, “Mathematical Games”. The Game of
Life, as discussed by Holland [54], has by no means useful functionality, but it serves as
a good example of emergence. The game consists of a grid of cells, each cell being an
individual location. Here, each cell in the grid is considered either alive or dead, and
each cell alternates between these two states over time according to its own state and
the state of its surrounding cells: its neighbourhood. This can be seen more clearly in
Figure 2.9, in which the black cell is alive, the surrounding white cells are dead, and the
surrounding white cells are the black cell’s neighbourhood.
The states of all cells change throughout the game according to a common, simple
behaviour that is employed by all cells in the system. For cells that are alive: each cell
with less than two neighbours dies; each cell with four or more neighbours dies; and
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Centre cell:
Neighbour cell:
Figure 2.9: Example of a cell and its surrounding cells.
each cell with two or three neighbours survives. For cells that are dead: each cell with
three neighbours becomes alive.
This is a zero-player game, so the initial configuration of live cells determines the result.
Given certain initial configurations, collections or patterns may self-replicate. One ex-
ample of this is the glider configuration shown in Figure 2.10, which replicates one cell
down and one cell to the right each time the game is run through four times (i.e. every
time all cells re-evaluate their state four times according to the above rules). This can
easily be seen by comparing the first and last grids of Figure 2.10. Over an extended
run of the game there appears to be, from a global viewpoint, one entity moving across
the grid, and this apparent movement can be considered as an emergent behaviour.
Figure 2.10: Game of life with ‘glider’ configuration.
Emergence can be seen in this example quite clearly, as a pattern emerges that was not
an explicit part of the system’s design. Each cell is a separate entity of the system, and
the cells interact simply by being alive or dead in each other’s neighbourhoods. From
these simple interactions a global behaviour emerges in the system as a whole.
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2.5.2 Simulating Emergence In Biological Systems
Emergence can be seen throughout nature, and the observation of these natural systems
has inspired computational models, to aid in existing problems in areas such as network-
ing infrastructure. For example, Panait and Luke show how a colony of ants foraging
for food can find optimal paths without any centralised control or knowledge, and they
imitate this mechanism in an agent-based simulation [88]. In their simulator, each agent
is situated in a grid, and moves towards one of two possible locations: a food source,
or the colony’s nest. However, agents have no knowledge about the wider world, and
they are unable to map a geographical space internally. Instead, agents must rely on
pheromones that they leave behind themselves, and those that have been left behind by
others, to guide them. Initially no pheromones exist, and so all agents randomly explore,
but once an agent finds a food source it will begin to drop pheromones pointing to the
food source as it returns to the colony’s nest. As more agents find the food source, they
increase the pheromone levels in its vicinity, gradually forming a pheromone gradient,
so that in the future agents can move directly to the food source, rather than locate it
through exploration. Additionally, because these pheromones are continually updated,
if the food source is moved the pheromone gradient will, over time, change to direct
agents to the new location.
The processes that the individual agents undertake (moving up pheromone gradients,
updating pheromone levels according to the immediate environment, collecting food if
it is available and dropping food if it is at the nest) are very simple, and the technique
for interaction (dropping pheromones) is simpler still, but the actions that the ants take
do not seem to have any direct relation to seeking out food. Instead, they move around
according to the pheromones in their immediate vicinity, and when they come across
food, they pick it up. Yet, what emerges is a completely new and coherent behaviour:
the system as a whole seeks out a locally optimal path to and from food sources, and
adapts this path if the location of the food source changes.
2.5.3 A Tale of Two Shops
Miller and Page [81] use a population of people that decide on a shopping location on a
daily basis to highlight the difference between two scenarios that are similar, but only
one of which exhibits emergent behaviour. In a town with a population of 100 people,
there are two grocery shops, and each individual visits one of these two shops each day.
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Given no information, each individual picks a random shop, so that each shop receives
an average of 50 customers, the number on any day being subject to random variation.
Here, a large number of entities are acting in parallel, but each makes its decision in
isolation, so the even distribution of people across both shops, on average, is not an
emergent property.
Now suppose that, by some oddity of nature, the town populace one day awakes realising
that using one shop continuously is easier as they can learn the layout of the shop, but
they are not fond of a shop that is overcrowded. Each day a single random person
evaluates whether the current shop that they use is crowded, and if it is, they decide to
switch. In this scenario, the presence of other shoppers is now affecting the decision to
switch shops, changing the dynamics of the system, resulting in the number of people in
each shop stabilising at 50 people. Each person has no interest in an even distribution
of customers across both shops, and there is no central entity allocating people to each
shop, yet an even distribution of customers emerges.
An additional property of this new shopping behaviour is that the system as a whole
adapts to any perturbations that are introduced. For example, suppose that a customer
in shop one starts to date a customer in shop two, and as a result decides to change
shops so that they can shop together. This will break the stable 50/50 split between
shops, but the next day a random shopper may feel overcrowded, change shop, and
restore equilibrium.
2.5.4 Key Properties
Serugendo et al. review emergence in the context of self-organisation [105], inferring
emergence through the properties that are present. Wolf and Holvoet also discuss, in
detail, the distinctive properties that define emergence, and in particular what separates
emergence from self-organisation [30, 29]. Therefore, our discussion here draws from
both of these sources. In each of the following sections we discuss the importance of a
number of key concepts to the overall notion of emergence, and tie each to the scenarios
discussed in the previous section.
Micro-Level vs. Macro-Level Emergence can always be observed at two distinct
levels, or from two distinct perspectives: the micro-level, which is concerned with the
individual actions and interactions of the entities of the system; and the macro-level,
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which considers the system at a broader, more abstract level, encompassing everything
that can be observed globally in the system [105, 104, 118, 54, 91]. These levels are
not necessarily explicit, and do not tend to be clearly divided in the system’s design.
Rather, they are different levels of abstraction from which the system can be observed.
In Conway’s Game of Life [54], at the individual cell level only basic behaviour is ob-
served, where each cell dies or returns to life depending on the number of cells that are
alive or dead in its neighbourhood. Yet at the global level, patterns can arise such as
the glider pattern that seems to move across the grid. Similarly, in the ant colonies
example [88], each ant decides on a direction to move according to the pheromones in its
immediate vicinity, and updates the pheromone levels in its current position according
to pheromone levels in the surrounding area. Yet an optimal path is found to and from
food sources.
Novel and Coherent Behaviour Any property or behaviour that arises is only an
emergent phenomenon when it can be observed at the macro-level, so that the property
or behaviour that emerges is novel with respect to the individual actions and interactions
at the micro-level. If this global behaviour is produced through explicit action towards
such a behaviour then it did not emerge, but was instead designed [81, 105, 104]. In
addition, an emergent phenomenon must be observable for an amount of time. Often,
when many entities interact, a number of novel patterns, behaviours, or properties may
arise, some of which come and go. However, for a novel property to be recognised as
an emergent phenomenon it must also exhibit stability, or longevity [87, 81] — it must
be coherent. Wolf describes a coherent property as maintaining some identity over time
[30].
Conway’s Game of Life succinctly shows both novel and coherent behaviour [54]. In the
glider example, it is impossible to predict, through observing each individual cell, that at
the macro-level some global entity appears to move across the grid. In addition, the fact
that this behaviour can be identified as a glider, shows that it is coherent. Conversely,
many other initial configurations can be used that produce unstable behaviours, but
these behaviours disappear from the system quickly, so are not coherent and are not
considered to be emergent phenomena. In the shopping example [81], the distribution
of customers is consistently maintained over time, and in the ant colony example [88],
ants continually seek out a locally optimal path to food sources.
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Robustness Emergent phenomena are typically robust to perturbation [81, 88, 30].
However, this does not mean that such behaviours are not susceptible to all perturba-
tions. An example put forward by Camazine et al. [22] shows that wasps constructing a
nest can produce malformed tunnels when they are disturbed in mid-construction.
In Conway’s Game of Life [54], if two gliders move into the same space, then the emergent
phenomenon is destroyed. However, in the two shops example [81], if a shopper moves
from one shop to the other, then the system automatically restores equilibrium. In the
ant colony example [88], obstacles can be placed on the current ant trail, and initially
disrupt the system but, over time, a new path is formed.
Interaction Between Entities Miller and Page [81] discuss the difference between
disorganised and organised complexity. When a large number of elements are taking
actions in parallel but each is distinct, or each action is mutually exclusive, then this is
disorganised complexity. In this case, according to the Law of Large Numbers, extremes
are cancelled out, and so average behaviour over time can become extremely predictable,
but individual cases are subject to random variation. Alternatively, organised complexity
is when there is interaction between individual parts, changing the dynamics of the
system, and often producing some emergent phenomenon. Wolf and Holvoet argue that
without interaction it is impossible for emergent properties to arise. It is the interactions
rather than the parallelism that causes emergence [30].
2.6 Discussion and Conclusions
According to Horling and Lesser [56], organisational structure guides lines of interac-
tion, resource allocation, and authority, and when organisations are constrained, as in
hierarchies, coalitions, and teams, this can aid the constituent agents by reducing the
complexity of their reasoning, such as when deciding how to allocate tasks during the
task allocation and execution process.
An organisational structure can be constrained to mimic the structure of tasks, and
their respective workflows. Indeed, Thompson [117] believes the structure of a task
is so closely tied to the structure of the agents completing the tasks, that he points
out potential agent connections by highlighting the dependencies between tasks and
subtasks, and Carley and Gasser explicitly state that an organisation is expected to
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improve its performance if it matches the structure of the underlying tasks that it is
executing [23].
The use case discussed by Zambonelli et al. [126, 127] also displays the connection
between task structure and organisational structure in a manufacturing pipeline. Tasks
are constrained such that each subtask is completed in sequence, with no concurrency.
To reflect this, the organisational structure of the agents in the manufacturing process
follow a pipeline topology. However, here the pipeline structure only holds for the flow
of execution from one subtask being executed to the next. Zambonelli explains that
a hierarchy can simultaneously be used to control the completion of tasks across the
pipeline. Regardless of the structure used, both instances call for some topology to be
used.
Krackhardt and Carley [71] recognise that the structure of any task can be broken
down into a collection of ordering constraints, where the constraint (t1, t2) states that
t2 cannot be executed until t1 is complete. Though these constraints can create many
structures, they are often depicted as a tree structure. Given Thompson’s assertions on
the structure of tasks and organisations being interlinked, it is also easy to see how this
tree structure can be transferred onto the structure of an organisation.
Finally, the Contract Net Protocol proposed by Smith [114] was developed to aid in
the negotiation for task allocation in problem solving agents, where tasks are broken
down, and each subtask is contracted out to other agents. This protocol again tends
towards a task having a tree structure, but as the structure of the task is realised
through contracts being successfully awarded to agents, it also implicitly creates a form
of temporary organisational structure.
Constrained organisation is clearly prominent both in organisations and in concepts
that influence organisational structure, such as tasks, workflows, and communication
protocols. However, with the rise in interest of self-organisation and emergence and,
in particular, the creation of biologically inspired self-organisation mechanisms, more
rigidly structured organisations such as hierarchies are seeing competition from random
or emergent structures, such as lattices and scale-free networks.
Moving away from constrained structures is neither an absolute positive nor a negative
progression. If a system can operate and adapt effectively without considering structural
constraints, this makes the design of self-organisation techniques much easier, because
there are no constraints to limit adaptation. However, this is not always the case, as is
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evident from our motivating example in Section 1.2. We can see that telecommunica-
tions networks must maintain a strict hierarchical structure if they are to comply with
telecommunications network standards. If any existing self-organisation technique is
applied, then the strict hierarchical structure will be broken, so current self-organisation
techniques cannot be used in such systems. This is not to say that self-organisation in
general cannot be of any use or benefit, but rather that in its current form, adapting
some systems in this way is not tenable. For self-organisation to be acceptable in the
context of the systems we are considering, we must design a method to adapt an organ-
isational structure, while ensuring that any existing structural patterns, or constraints,
are maintained.
Telecommunications networks, alone, provide examples of some of the largest distributed
systems in the world yet, while they maintain particular structures, we nevertheless
believe that the dynamic adaptation of such systems can be of great benefit. Therefore,
in the remainder of this thesis we focus on how rigidly constrained, distributed systems
can be adapted. Specifically, our ultimate goal is to develop an approach to enable a
rigidly structured system to self-organise, while ensuring any structural constraints are
maintained.
Chapter 3
Modelling Task Allocation and
Execution
3.1 Introduction
By working together, agents can complete tasks that require a combination of services
not offered by any single agent alone. Without such collaboration, tasks would otherwise
fail. However, collaboration introduces complexity into any system, requiring tasks not
just to be executed, but also to be managed in the sense that an agent must reason
about whether it can execute a task and, if not, must allocate the task elsewhere. More
specifically, when a task requires a set of services that no single agent offers, the agent
that initially receives this task must determine which other agents can provide these
required services.
Task completion thus requires a consideration of these different aspects, from the initial
receipt of a task, through its direct execution if possible, the need to locate another
agent to execute the task if not, its allocation elsewhere, and the communication that
is required to facilitate all of this. If we are concerned with developing an effective and
efficient mechanism to complete tasks in a distributed multiagent environment, we must
therefore examine each of these aspects, in order to determine where the possibilities
for improvements lie, and how they may be achieved. This chapter addresses just this
problem, in elaborating task completion across its stages of task allocation and execution,
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and in drawing out potential areas of interest that may provide opportunities for more
efficient means of collaboration.
As we have seen in Chapter 2, it is clear that the connections between entities in large
scale distributed systems are as important as the entities themselves. We therefore return
to the eScience scenario presented in Section 1.3 and abstract out from it to develop a
model in which we elaborate the key elements of the problem space, including both the
entities and the links between them, and construct a formal model that represents the
more general problem of agents that offer services, and tasks that require these services.
The chapter is structured as follows. In Section 3.2 the key elements of the eScience
scenario, presented in Section 1.3, are extracted and formally described, creating a
more general representation that we refer to as our task allocation and execution model.
Then, Section 3.3 considers, step by step, the completion of a single task, and the
path that a task typically follows in our eScience scenario as each individual part is
executed. Section 3.4 describes the processes that are performed by each agent in our
task allocation and execution model. The process of executing a task is divided into a
number of distinct phases in Section 3.5, and then communication, a building block of
each of these processes, is discussed in Section 3.6, as well as the cost of communicating
between agents. Finally, in Section 3.7, we offer conclusions in relation to what can be
done to improve the time needed to complete tasks.
3.2 Task Allocation and Execution Model
Though organisational adaptation may be applied in any number of contexts, for the
sake of simplicity and understanding we focus on only one scenario in the domain of
eScience. The eScience scenario described in Section 1.3 gives a single concrete instance
of distributed entities, collaboratively completing tasks. In this section, key aspects are
extracted from this scenario in order to develop a formal model that will be used as
the base for subsequent work. We refer to this as our task allocation and execution
model. This model includes similar characteristics to those introduced by Abdallah
and Lesser [1], and Kota et al. [67], which are both concerned with competing tasks of
some form through agent collaboration. Importantly, this provides some assurance that
our model is not idiosyncratic but is instead one that applies well to a broad range of
scenarios and ties directly to other work.
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In the eScience scenario, different computational entities are required to undertake var-
ious tasks (such as dsu1 storing data for pa’s task), and to pass these tasks to others if
the entities themselves cannot execute them (such as dsu1 passing the remainder of pa’s
task to sc1, because it cannot process the data itself). The key task in this scenario is
to analyse data. In this sense, to complete a task, some requirements must be satisfied,
where a requirement amounts to a specification of a service, and the amount of work
the service is required to perform. Tasks can be decomposed according to these re-
quirements, potentially with ordering constraints: for example, to analyse data it must
first be stored and then processed. Therefore, completing a task involves locating other
entities that offer instances of these required services, in the some defined order.
In what follows the key elements from the problem space are formally specified. We begin
by specifying the naming conventions used throughout this model. We then describe
services, and how tasks are built up from the need for such services. Next, we discuss
a simple mechanism to model the correlation between a set of requirements in a single
task. Finally, we specify the structure of each device in our scenario, which we represent
as agents.
3.2.1 Naming Convention
Throughout this formal specification, and the remainder of our work, some notation
is used to formally represent various key elements. This notation is governed by the
following conventions. Sets are always represented by one or more small, upper case
letters, that form an acronym of the set’s name, for example a represents a set of agents.
Elements in a set are represented by one or more italicised, lower case letters, such as
an agent a ∈ a. There is one exception to the rule that elements are lower case: when
we describe a set of sets, each element is represented by small upper case characters,
in a similar fashion to all other sets. To help identify between multiple elements from
the same set, a subscript is used to number each element. Finally, all functions are
represented by strings with all characters italicised and lower case, except for the first
character of the subsequent words making up the string, which are upper case (this is
typically referred to as camel case). This is summarised in Table 3.1. For reference,
this naming convention is repeated in Appendix A, along with a list of all terms used
throughout the remainder of this thesis.
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Notation Description Example
Set Small, upper case letters. Acronym of set name a
Set element Italicised, lower case letters. Exception: set of sets a
Multiple elements Subscript is used to number elements a1, a2
Functions Full words, italicised characters. Uses camel case. addItem()
Table 3.1: Naming conventions
3.2.2 Task Model
In our example, the system as a whole contains a set of services, each of which defines
a piece of functionality, such as such as storing or processing data. The details of such
services are unimportant for our purposes, and we simply specify the set of all services,
s = {s1, s2, . . . }. Entities dsu1 and sc1 offer instances of these services, where dsu1’s
data storage instance stores data from pa’s task, and sc1’s data processing instance
processes the same data. Though we can envisage a service instance to be specified by
many parameters, we are only interested in the service of which it is an instance, and
so a service instance si = (s). Clearly, in order to fulfil tasks, these service instances
must perform some work. A requirement is a specification of a service and the amount
of work needed from an instance of the service in order to satisfy the requirement. An
example of this is dsu1 storing 50 units of data, and sc1 processing 50 units of data.
For simplicity, we assume that all service instances provide the same amount of work,
or effort, per unit of time, and we use time as a simple proxy for an amount of work.
In this way, a service may be required for 3 units of time, while another requirement
may specify that the same service is required for 6 units of time. A requirement r thus
takes the form (s, srt), where s ∈ s is the service of which an instance is required, and
srt ∈ Z+ is the amount of time for which it is required. Enactment of a service instance
to satisfy a task’s requirement is encapsulated as a running task rt = (t, si) where si is
the service instance executing task t.
Tasks are decomposable according to their requirements, as indicated above, and there
are ordering constraints between these requirements that form a tree structure. We
call the set of all ordering constraints in a single task a requirement ordering tree, rot,
an example of which can be seen in Figure 3.1, where each vertex, r1 to r5, indicates
a requirement, and each edge indicates an ordering constraint between requirements.
Each constraint takes the form (rx, ry), such that rx, ry ∈ r, and ry can be satis-
fied immediately after rx has been satisfied. In Figure 3.1, there exist two constraints
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Figure 3.1: Example of a task, and a requirement ordering tree.
rot1, rot2 ∈ rot, such that rot1 = (r1, r2) and rot2 = (r1, r3), which specify that r1
must be satisfied in full before r2 and r3 can begin (because r2 and r2 are children of
r1), but once r1 has been satisfied, requirements r2 and r3 can be satisfied concurrently
(because they are siblings). The full requirement ordering tree can thus be represented
as rot = {(r1, r3), (r1, r2), (r3, r4), (r3, r5)}.
A task t is thus a tuple, (r,rot), where r is the set of requirements for completing
task t, and rot is the requirement ordering tree, that links these requirements. In
each task there is only one requirement that does not depend on another, at the root
of the requirement ordering tree. This is r1 in Figure 3.1, and is known as the initial
requirement. On this basis, a task can be divided into subtasks, where a subtask consists
of a subset of these requirements, with relevant ordering constraints. A subtask is simply
a subtree of the requirement ordering tree, such as tasks t2 and t3 in Figure 3.1, where
t2 = ({r2}, ∅) and t3 = ({r3, r4, r5}, {(r3, r4), (r3, r5)}). Finally, a task that has one
requirement, and thus no dependencies, or an empty requirement ordering tree, we call
an atomic task, of which task t2 is an example.
3.2.3 Requirement Correlation
It should be clear from the above that the main structure in a task is a requirement
ordering tree. The services that are required in this ordering tree could be arbitrary
but, fortunately, this is not typically the case. Indeed it has been suggested by Guo
et al. [50] that if multiple services or capabilities are required for a single task, the
first service required tends to suggest what other services or capabilities will also be
required. Therefore, one requirement can give an indication about the other services
that are required in the same requirement ordering tree. We refer to this phenomenon
as requirement correlation.
For example, when a Londoner organises a holiday to Hong Kong, a flight must be
booked. Following this, there is a strong possibility that a taxi, coach, or train to
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the London airport will also be required. Similarly, a hotel room in Hong Kong may
also be needed, as well as some mode of transport on arrival. Conversely, it is extremely
unlikely that a service to store or process large amounts of data is required when booking
a holiday.
The same phenomenon is present in our eScience scenario. Both devices pa and lra
have tasks that require data to be analysed, and this analysis involves processing large
amounts of data. It is easy to see that if large amounts of data need to be processed, then
they also need to be stored. We can also assume that a service will not be needed to book
a flight from London to Hong Kong. Similarly, in the context of web services and service
composition, Guo et al. have recognised the benefit of considering the correlation between
multiple services. For example, when an institution owns multiple service instances,
it may prefer to use its own services rather than those offered by others. Moreover,
relationships between institutions can facilitate more efficient composition of multiple
services, without affecting quality, encouraging agents to use a subset of services [50].
This observation is crucial to our work, since we will seek to take advantage of this phe-
nomenon in addressing issues in the efficient and effective management and processing
of tasks. For now, we simply assume some regularity or pattern in the tasks we consider,
mirroring those in the real world, and observed by others in the context of service com-
position. Given this, and in order to proceed, we seek to model this assumed correlation
between required services by insisting that a single task only ever requires services from
a subset of all services, known as a service category, sc. For example, suppose that
agents offer instances of services from the set of services s = {s1, s2, . . . , s20}, and this
set of services is divided into four distinct and non-overlapping service categories, as
shown below. In this way, a task that requires multiple services can require a service
from sc1 or sc2, but not both.
sc1 = {s1, . . . , s5}
sc2 = {s6, . . . , s10}
sc3 = {s11, . . . , s15}
sc4 = {s16, . . . , s20}
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3.2.4 Agent Model
Tasks themselves are executed by entities providing services; for example in our eScience
scenario, tasks are executed by computational devices. Each of these entities that ex-
ecutes tasks is encapsulated as an agent, which uses its service instances si to execute
tasks in its list (ordered set) of tasks, t. Each agent has a set of service instances
si = {s1, s2, . . . }. An agent can satisfy a task’s requirement if it offers an instance of
the service specified by the requirement. Once an agent begins to satisfy a task’s re-
quirement, the task becomes a running task, and remains so until the requirement is
satisfied. To represent this, a running task, rt = (t, si), is added to the agent’s set of
running tasks, rt, where t is the task being executed. An agent’s running task capacity,
rtc ∈ Z+, limits the number of tasks it can execute at one time, so |rt| ≤ rtc. This
represents a limit of resources such as memory in a data storage unit. Once all of a task’s
requirements are satisfied, it is removed from rt, allowing more tasks to be executed.
This covers the execution of tasks, but since we are concerned with the allocation of
tasks as well as their execution, we need also to consider the structure in which agents
are connected to each other. In any system, services are provided and consumed via
the links or connections between them. Moreover, for agents in a multiagent system to
complete tasks collaboratively with others, they must interact with these others. Thus,
an agent has a set c of connections to other agents. These connections are symmetric,
so that if an agent a1 has a connection to agent a2, then agent a2 also has a connection
to a1. Such connections are the means by which agents interact to provide or consume
services and, more generally, to collaborate. A connection between an agent a1 and a2
is represented as c = (a1, a2) such that an agent’s set of all connections is represented
as c = {(a1, a2), (a1, a3), (a1, a4), . . . }, and (a1, a2) = (a2, a1).
Taken together, we define an agent a as a tuple, a = (si,t,rt, rtc,c), where si is a set
of service instances that a offers, t is the set of tasks that a has received, rt is the set of
tasks agent a is currently executing, rtc is the maximum number tasks that agent a can
run at any one time, and c is a set of connections which agent a has between itself and
others. Since any system of the kind we are considering has many agents with different
connections, the system as a whole is considered to be a multiagent system, mas, such
that mas = (a,c) where a is the set of all agents, and c is the set of all connections
between agents.
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pa lra
sc1 dsu1 dsu2 sc2
Figure 3.2: The initial structure in the eScience scenario.
3.3 Task Completion in the eScience Scenario
As we have indicated, the completion of a task in our model requires an agent to receive
the task, determine if it can be executed, and allocate it to other agents if it cannot
until, eventually, the task and all of its subtasks are executed and therefore complete.
By returning to our eScience scenario of Section 1.3, we can illustrate this with the
collection of agents pa, lra, sc1, sc2, dsu1, and dsu2. Suppose these agents, shown in
Figure 3.2, are currently running and have already completed several tasks they have
received.
Now, suppose that all these agents are idle when pa receives a task t that requires data
to be stored, and then processed. Initially, pa considers t ’s initial requirement, which is
to store data, and checks if it has the capability to meet the requirement. Because pa
offers no data storage service, it must seek to locate another agent that does offer data
storage, and does so by undertaking a search of the available agents. Such a search may
be achieved in different ways, for example by querying a centralised service registry, or
by querying individual known agents directly, asking whether they offer the required
service. If, eventually, pa locates agent dsu1 that offers the required service, then pa
allocates the task to dsu1.
When dsu1 receives the task, the task must be executed, but execution is not possible
until dsu1 has capacity to do so. If dsu1 is already executing a large number of tasks
when t arrives, then it must complete some of these tasks before it can begin to execute t.
However, as we have indicated, dsu1 is idle, and does have capacity, so begins executing
t by satisfying its first requirement: storing the data. Finally, when this requirement is
satisfied the next requirement must be satisfied (processing data), and so dsu1 performs
the same process that pa did previously. First, dsu1 checks to see if it has the capability
to process the data, and comes to the conclusion it cannot, and so proceeds to locate an
agent that can do so. When searching, dsu1 finds that sc1 offers the required service,
and therefore allocates the task to sc1.
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As with dsu1, once sc1 has received task t, sc1 waits until it has capacity to execute
t, then meets the next requirement in the task: processing the data. Once sc1 has
satisfied the requirement, sc1 finds that there are no more requirements to be executed,
and returns the results of the completed task back to dsu1. In turn, dsu1 returns results
to pa. At this point pa can be satisfied that the task is complete.
3.4 Allocating and Executing Tasks
Moving beyond the structure of each of the elements of our model as presented in
Chapter 3, we are able now to consider, in relation to our model, the behaviour of
agents so that tasks are completed, either by a single agent executing them in full, or
through multiple agents executing distinct parts of a task. Here, agents are considered
to be heterogeneous, with each agent offering a different set of services. However, the
core processes that each agent performs are the same. All agents continually perform
two processes: they analyse received tasks to determine whether they can be executed,
and if possible execute them; and they reallocate any tasks that cannot be executed, to
other agents. We consider each of these separately.
As stated earlier, in considering the management and execution of tasks, we adopt a
base model similar to that of others (e.g. [70, 2]). For simplicity, we assume that time
is discrete, with a number of time steps, in each of which an agent a must: manage its
tasks list t; and execute tasks in its running tasks set rt. In managing tasks, a first
places any received tasks in the list t. Then each task t ∈ t is reviewed: if t ’s initial
requirement can be satisfied directly by a (because a offers the required service and has
the capacity to do so), a removes t from t, and adds the tuple (t, si) to rt where si
is the service instance executing t; if a can satisfy t ’s initial requirement, but does not
have capacity to do so, then the task remains on the list, waiting for capacity to become
available; finally, if a cannot satisfy t ’s initial requirement, then it must allocate the task
to another agent.
After t is updated, execution begins on an agent’s running tasks list, rt, by satisfying
each task’s initial requirement. Since tasks require a service for a specified time (in time
steps), srt, they remain in rt until srt has elapsed, at which point they are removed.
At this point, if the task’s initial requirement rx is also the task’s only requirement,
then the task is complete, otherwise a subtask is created for every branch from rx in
the requirement ordering tree. The initial requirement of each subtask is r1, r2, . . . , rn,
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such that there are n subtasks, and (rx, r1), (rx, r2), . . . , (rx, rn) ∈ rot. Each subtask is
added to t so that it can subsequently be executed or allocated. Through the repeated
use of this process, each task an agent receives will be managed, and either executed or
reallocated to another agent.
Finally, when an agent cannot satisfy a task’s requirement itself, the task must be
allocated to another agent. For an agent to allocate a task it must, first, locate another
agent that can execute the task and, second, reach an agreement with the other agent,
to ensure the remainder of the task is completed.
Locating an agent and forming an agreement can be a complex problem, because we
consider the agents in our system to be autonomous. Obtaining information about
the services that other agents offer, and reaching an agreement about executing tasks,
can potentially introduce the need for some form of negotiation. Though the issue of
negotiation between autonomous entities is an important one, we instead assume agents
to be, to a limited degree, cooperative. Therefore, agents will help each other to acquire
information about services offered by themselves, and others, if required. All agents
also cooperate to ensure that tasks are completed, and so when an agent a1 wishes to
allocate a task to a2, then a2 will accept.
Given that agents will cooperate in the allocation of a task, the key aspect is to determine
to which other agent the task will be allocated. More specifically, if an agent does not
offer a task’s required service then it cannot execute it, so it must locate another agent
that does offer the required service. We refer to this as the service location problem.
Service location is an integral part of collaborative task completion. If agents are unable
to locate services, then any task that requires a set of services that no single agent
provides cannot be completed. In the chapters that follow, a variety of service location
approaches are introduced.
3.5 Phases of Task Completion
By describing the completion of a single task in Section 3.3 we can see that completing
a task is not just a matter of executing it. Importantly, task completion is built up of a
number of processes, each of which makes up a portion of the overall time to complete
a task. This section divides task completion into a five parts, or phases. Each of these
phases is introduced and discussed separately below. The total time to complete a



























Figure 3.3: A summary of task completion time.
task, task completion time, consists of five phases, and the time spent on each phase is,
generally, independent. The time required for each phase is known as: service location
time, task allocation time, waiting for capacity time, task execution time, and task return
time, each of which can be seen in Figure 3.3, and is described below.
On two occasions during the completion of task t in Section 3.3, a service needs to be
located. The amount of time required to locate a service is known as service location
time, and is based on the cost of communicating with other agents when locating a
service. Service location time can vary greatly according to how the system is designed,
and how it operates. The most obvious factor that can affect service location time is
the approach used to locate services. Once an agent offering task t ’s required service
has been located, t is allocated. The time needed to allocate a task is called the task
allocation time, and like service location time, is based on the cost of communication.
When an agent receives a task that it can execute, the next step is to execute it, but
not until the agent has the capacity to do so. The amount of time between a task
being received and execution starting is called waiting for capacity time. If an agent
has already received more tasks than it can execute simultaneously, then waiting for
capacity time for task t will be above zero. If the system as a whole is overloaded, or
an agent receives a disproportionate allocation of tasks, then waiting for capacity time
may be very high. When the system as a whole is overloaded we cannot remove the
problem, but aim instead to handle it gracefully by beginning to execute waiting tasks
as soon as possible. In the latter case when an agent receives more tasks than others,
an alternative allocation approach can be used to direct tasks elsewhere; in addition, if
an agent receives a few very large tasks, then it may appear more busy than another
with many small tasks.
Once an agent has capacity to do so, it starts executing the task. The actual time spent
on execution is task execution time, and is determined by the requirements of a task. For
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simplicity, we assume that all agents execute tasks at the same speed, so task execution
time cannot be altered or affected. Finally, once execution is finished, the results must
be returned to agent that initially received the task. The time taken for task results to be
returned is called task return time, which is the same as task allocation time, because it
is the same process in reverse. Each of these phases contributes to the overall time taken
to complete a task. If the task is complex (and has multiple subtasks), then the total is
not simply the sum of all these parts, since some subtasks can be executed concurrently.
However, the time to complete an atomic task is the sum of all these values.










Communication between agents is a large component of completing a task. Indeed, of
the five phases of task completion time discussed in Section 3.5, service location time,
task allocation time, and task return time are all built up from the cost of communication
between agents.
The cost of communication is derived from the cost of the messages that must be sent
back and forth between agents when communicating. This can be broken down into two
factors: the computation needed to send a message; and the time taken for a message
to be sent from one agent to another. However, compared to the computational cost of
executing tasks, the computational cost of compiling and sending a message is negligible.
From a telecommunications network perspective, the time to send a message from one
agent to another is a complex issue involving latency and bandwidth, so we instead
abstract away from it as follows: if a message is sent from an agent a1 to an agent a2,
and a1 transmits the message at time n, then the message will arrive at agent a2 at time
n + 1.
While various approaches may be used to reduce the number of messages required to
locate services and allocate tasks, such as various mechanisms introduced by Didona et
al. [33], our concern is not with the absolute number of messages sent or received, but
rather the relative number of messages sent when comparing two alternative systems.
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We therefore appeal to the principle of monotonicity, that any mechanism used to reduce
communication in a particular system, reduces communication costs in all systems in
the same way, and magnitude. As this will not affect the relative communication cost
between systems, such mechanisms are not considered.
3.7 Conclusion
In this chapter we have elaborated the eScience scenario from Section 1.3, one of many
possible situations in which organisational adaptation can be beneficial. The scenario
has been formalised as a task allocation and execution model, which specifies how tasks
are built up from the requirement for services and the internal structure of agents that
execute these tasks.
Moreover, we have presented an analysis of task completion time, which is made up of five
phases, and which varies depending on how services are located. Interestingly, changing
the design and operation of a system does not affect all phases of task completion.
Clearly, task execution time is determined by the underlying speeds of devices, but for
simplicity we assume that all agents operate at the same rate, and do not consider
this further. We can conceive that task allocation time and task return time can be
affected by changing how services are located. For example, if one approach allocates
a task to the first agent located that offers a required service, the requirement will
be satisfied, and the next required service must be located. Alternatively, if a second
approach instead searches until multiple agents are located, and then allocates the task
to an agent that can satisfy multiple service requirements, rather than just one, then
fewer task allocations are needed and, by inference, fewer tasks need to be returned.
However, to achieve this, the service location process must locate multiple agents, which
implies that when one agent has been located, the search process continues. Though
this can decrease task allocation time and task return time slightly, service location time
is typically increased significantly as a result, countering the benefit.
Thus, to summarise, in the context of our task allocation and execution model, task
throughput, or task execution time, can be affected by the approach used to locate
services. However, this generates minimal impact on task allocation time and task return
time. Instead, any change to the service location approach only affects service location
time and waiting for capacity time, and this is where we focus in the remainder of this




As we have discussed previously, our concern in this thesis is to study task execution
and allocation in distributed multi-agent systems. Our approach is experimental: in
seeking to understand the underlying model and its consequences, and in seeking to
develop mechanisms to improve task allocation and execution, we require a simulation
environment with which to examine these issues. In this chapter, therefore, we describe
just such a simulation environment to evaluate the performance of our task allocation
and execution model, and to be used as a base for evaluating subsequent developments.
Importantly, we also consider how to evaluate, and provide metrics that will be used
subsequently as a means of determining the performance of different mechanisms pro-
posed in this thesis. Since the model has already been provided, we need only consider
here how that model is instantiated, through the generation of tasks and agents, and
the metrics themselves.
This chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 and Section 4.3 describe how to gener-
ate tasks and agents respectively, both of which were formally introduced in Chapter 3.
In Section 4.4 parameters are introduced for our simulations, and in Section 4.5 metrics
are introduced to evaluate the performance of task throughput based on task completion
time.
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4.2 Tasks
According to our task allocation and execution model, a task takes the form t = (r,rot),
consisting of a set of requirements, r, and a requirement ordering tree, rot, which
specifies the order in which these requirements must be satisfied. We describe the
process that is used to generate a task in two parts, first describing the process to
generate requirements, and then the set of ordering constraints.
4.2.1 Requirements
As stated previously, a requirement specifies the need for a service s for an amount of
time srt, and so is a tuple r = (s, srt). To generate a requirement in our simulation
environment, s is instantiated as a random service from the set of all services, s. Because
srt cannot be infinite, and must be specified, it is instantiated as a value between
srtmin and srtmax, according to a linear distribution. When a task simply has a single
requirement, this is all that is required, but when there are multiple requirements, the
set of requirements must be generated differently, as follows.
Recall that our work is predicated on the assumption of a correlation between services,
by which the choice of, or need for, one service in a task influences the choice of others. In
practical terms, this requirement correlation demands that all requirements in a single
task will only require services from a subset of services called a service category, sc,
so the generation of a requirement is parametrised by the service category from which
it can require services sc ⊂ s. The required service is an element s ∈ sc, and is
randomly selected using a linear distribution across all the elements of sc. The value
srt is generated as specified above.
Since requirements cannot themselves be infinite, the set r for each task has between
normin and normax number of requirements, where the number of requirements is deter-
mined using a linear distribution across this range. Once the number of requirements is
determined, the prescribed number of requirements are generated and added to r.
4.2.2 Ordering Constraints
Now that we have a set of requirements, we can generate a requirement ordering tree
to specify the order in which these requirements must be satisfied. A task has a set of
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ordering constraints of the form (rx, ry) that collectively form the requirement ordering
tree, rot.
To create a requirement ordering tree, first a requirement is chosen to be the root of the
tree. An arbitrary number of dependants are then selected from the set of remaining
requirements, and a dependency is created between the root requirement and each of
the selected requirements. Each of the selected requirements is then in turn assigned
a number of dependants. This process is repeated until all requirements are linked
together, and in this way a requirement ordering tree is generated.
More formally, Algorithm 1 shows how a requirement ordering tree can be generated for
a set of requirements, r. First, all but one of the requirements is placed in set, nad: a
set of requirements, each of which has not yet been linked to the requirement ordering
tree, or is not a dependant (lines 1–2). The remaining requirement r′ is placed in set,
lwd: a set of requirements that are linked to the requirement ordering tree, but have
no dependants of their own, or are linked, without dependants (line 3). On line 4 we
start to iterate over each requirement in set lwd, to attach dependants. Initially, lwd
only contains r′, but additional requirements are added as they are connected (line 14).
Line 5 checks if any requirements are not yet linked to the requirement ordering tree.
If nad is empty, then the ordering tree is complete. If not then line 7 specifies the
number of dependants, nod, for the current parent requirement, pr. This is a random
value between nodmin and nodmax. If the number of dependants is greater than the
number of remaining unconnected requirements (line 8), then nod is reset to the size of
the set nad on line 9. Finally, requirements are iteratively removed from the nad, each
of which is called a dependant requirement, dr, and a dependency is created between pr
and dr on lines 11–13. Now that dr is connected to the tree it can be added to lwd, and
nod is decreased. This continues until all requirements are connected, at which point
rot is populated with ordering dependencies that form a requirement ordering tree, and
so is returned.
4.3 Agents
Recall from Chapter 3 that an agent takes the form a = (si,t,rt, rtc,c), where si is
the set of service instances that agent a offers, t is the ordered set of received tasks,
rt is the set of running tasks, rtc is an agent’s running tasks capacity, and c is a set of
connections, through which a is connected to other agents. At runtime, agents receive
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Algorithm 1 generateTree(r, nodmin, nodmax)
1. for r ∈ r \ {r′} do
2. nad ← nad ∪ {r}
3. lwd ← {r′}
4. for pr ∈ lwd do
5. if |nad| = 0 then
6. break
7. nod← random(nodmin, nodmax)
8. if nod > |nad| then
9. nod← |nad|
10. while nod > 0 do
11. dr ← r | r ∈ nad
12. nad← nad \ {dr}
13. rot← rot ∪ {(pr, dr)}
14. lwd← lwd ∪ {dr}
15. nod← nod− 1
16. return rot
tasks and place them in set t, which is initially empty. Likewise, rt is populated at
runtime when an agent is executing a task, so it is initially empty. Thus, to generate an
agent according to our model, only si, rtc, and c need to be initialised.
All agents offer a fixed number of service instances, represented as nsi. These services
are therefore selected from the set s, and a service instance is added to si for each.
Every agent’s running task capacity value, rtc, is fixed for all agents. We can imagine
situations in which this value might vary across agents, indicating that agents have
different resources, and therefore higher or lower capacity for executing tasks, but for
simplicity we remove this from consideration.
Finally, we must generate the set of connections that link all agents in a system. Between
every possible pair of agents exists a binary relationship, such that there is a connection
between them, or there is no connection, so for a set of n agents, there are n×(n−1)2 pairs





pairs. For all these agents,
there are 2(
n
2) possible set of connections that link them. So, for example, if a system
contains 100 agents, then there are 4950 agent pairs, and approximately 1.25 × 101490
possible structures. Naturally, this is a large number of structures that is both infeasible,
and unrealistic to consider, but the set of connections is often restricted depending on,
for example, the approach used to locate services. Therefore, we instead instantiate the
connections between agents as they are needed in later evaluations.
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4.4 Simulation and Parameters
This section specifies the default parameters used for all experiements in the remainder
of this thesis, unless otherwise stated for a particular experiment. In undertaking sim-
ulations themselves, each simulation consists of 100 simulated agents that collectively
receive a mean of 10 tasks at each time step, where the actual number arriving at each
point is dictated by a Poisson distribution. Tasks are initially allocated to agents accord-
ing to a linear distribution, and all agents execute tasks at the same rate. Each agent
offers two service instances. The initial parameters for each simulation are summarised
in Table 4.1.
Using the description of all key elements above, we implemented a simulator for this
agent based system, to perform various experiments. The simulator was developed using
the Java language and libraries, and some additional libraries were used, including the
Java Universal Network/Graph (JUNG) Framework1 to implement connections between
agents and for various graph based algorithms, the Colt library2 to generate random
numbers for Poisson and Normal distributions, and JUnit3 for testing. Each experiment
was performed on a machine containing 8GB of RAM, and a CPU running at 1.9GHz.
Parameter Description Default Value
srtmin The minimum value for service requirement time 1
srtmax The maximum value for service requirement time 20
normin A task’s minimum number of requirements 1
normax A task’s maximum number of requirements 10
nodmin Minimum number of dependencies for one requirement 1
nodmax Maximum number of dependencies for one requirement 4
nsi Number of service instances offered by each agent 2
ns Number of services, of which agents offer instances 200
nsc Number of service categories 25
rtc Agent capacity for simultaneous running tasks 10
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4.5 Evaluation Metrics
Now that we have specified the details of our simulation environment, we can proceed to
a consideration of the metrics that are needed in order to analyse the task throughput
achieved by a particular configuration. Each experiment consists of the same simulation
being repeated 25 times, with the results averaged over all runs. Based on the task
completion process described in Chapter 3, service location time and waiting for capacity
time are individually assessed in each experiment.
The first part of the evaluation assesses service location time. The average service
location time is evaluated at each time step, to determine whether service location time,
as a whole, is improved. However, over the course of a simulation, thousands of services
need to be located. Average service location time can suggest a trend towards improved
performance, but it can also hide outliers. Therefore, the frequency distribution of
service location time is also assessed to determine whether outliers exist and, if so, how
regularly they occur.
The second part evaluates the additional effects of structural adaptation and, in par-
ticular, the effect of changing service location time. As we have said, task completion
consists of five phases, each of which is a distinct, sequential part of the task completion
process, so changing one phase can have an effect on all subsequent phases. For example,
if the rate at which services are located changes, then the rate of task allocation will also
change, which will affect the load of all agents receiving tasks. We use waiting for ca-
pacity time, agent load, and the number of overloaded agents, to assess any by-products
of changing service location time.
At various points in our evaluations, statistically significance is used to validate our
results. When significance is mentioned throughout the remainder of this thesis, this
is based on the results from a T-test, where a resulting p-value ≤ 0.05 is considered




As we have seen, one of the most crucial aspects of task allocation lies in the time taken
to locate relevant services and the agents that offer them. Perhaps the most obvious
and most simple means of locating services is to use a central registry to maintain
information on individual agents and services. This is the focus of this chapter, which
describes and analyses the performance of three different approaches that locate services
in a centralised manner.
In particular, we introduce approaches to locate services using a centralised registry,
with the registry providing different functionality in each approach. We do not claim
any contribution in the development of these approaches, which follow the client-server
model that is commonplace in many distributed systems [11]. Instead, we aim for two
things. First, we aim to provide a baseline for evaluating performance of different task
allocation mechanisms as a means of comparison with subsequent developments. Second,
we aim to provide a detailed analysis of each of these approaches on the system as a
whole. As discussed earlier, both service location time and waiting for capacity time can
be affected by the service location approach used, and we examine the impact on each.
This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 5.2 three service location approaches are
introduced, and in Section 5.3 these approaches are evaluated and the results analysed.
The chapter is concluded in Section 5.4.
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5.2 Service Location
When analysing the tasks it has received, an agent will likely come across a task that it
cannot execute by itself because it does not offer one or all of the services that the task
requires. In this situation an agent must execute as much of the task as it can, before
allocating it to another agent that can satisfy the next service requirement. However,
before the task can be allocated, first another agent must be found that offers an instance
of the required service.
In this section we focus on centralised methods to locate services. Each approach de-
scribed here is considered centralised because all service location is brokered through a
central registry that stores different information about the agents and services within the
broader system framework. As we have seen, agent interaction is guided by the relation-
ships or connections between agents, and different connections can thus determine the
performance of a particular system. In the case of centralised service location, agents
locating services always begin the search process by communicating with the central
registry. Therefore, on initialisation, each agent is connected to this central registry,
and no other connections exist.
5.2.1 Central Agent Registry: Isolated Requests
The problem of locating services can be simply solved by using a central agent registry
that maintains contact data on all agents in the system; it can then be queried to find
a single random agent. If an agent k needs to find another agent offering service s, k
first sends a request to the registry, and the registry replies with details of a random
agent m1. Agent k then asks m1 if it offers service s, and m1 replies with confirmation
if it does, at which point k allocates the task to m1. If it does not offer the service,
then it replies with a denial, at which point k requests from the registry another agent’s
details, m2. This centralised search is very simple, and ultimately does not fail to locate
services (assuming no communication problems). However, since the registry does not
track requests, it is possible that m1 = m2, and so multiple denied requests to the same
agent are also possible. Because the registry does not consider the result of previous
requests when responding to a query, we say that this approach uses isolated requests.
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5.2.2 Central Agent Registry: Sessions
As a development of the service location approach that sends isolated requests, the
central agent registry might instead record previous requests from each agent. Here, it
can more effectively respond in the future by excluding responses that each agent has
previously received. For example, in the case above this would ensure that m2 6= m1. In
this way, every time an agent needs to locate a service, the registry maintains a service
location session for the agent until the service is found. Once the service is found, the
session ends, and the information recorded is deleted. The next time an agent wants to
locate a service a new session will begin. However by introducing sessions for each agent,
a higher demand on computation and memory is also introduced, putting more strain
on the central registry that already represents a significant communication bottleneck.
Depending on the number of agents in the system, and the numbers of services and
requests, this could be excessive.
5.2.3 Central Service Registry
The final centralised location approach goes one step further, such that the central reg-
istry does not just track each agent, but also the services offered by each agent, in a
similar fashion to the matchmaker concept introduced by Ben-Ami and Shehory [8]. We
call this the central service registry. This converts the central registry into a complete
black box, such that an agent can request an instance of a particular service, and the
registry responds with the identity of an agent that offers the required service. When
the central registry receives a request, it checks its records for an agent that offers the
required service. Of all the agents that offer the required service, one agent is selected,
and its identity is returned to the requesting agent.
As the central service registry locally stores information about all services, the location
process is significantly faster, since only two messages need to be sent to locate a ser-
vice (taking two time steps). However the central registry’s computational load and
communication costs increase significantly compared to the previous two centralised ap-
proaches because the registry must store potentially large amounts of information about
each agent. When the central service registry is queried, it must search through this
large data store, and if the system’s agent population is dynamic then the central ser-
vice registry must expend time and effort in ensuring that its information on agents
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and services is kept up-to-date. Such additional pressure on the central registry is not
apparent when considering service location time.
5.3 Evaluation
Given our description of these three centralised service location approaches, we under-
took experiments to analyse the performance of each, in the context of the simulation
environment and experimental set-up as described in Chapter 4, and the experimen-
tal parameters described in Section 4.4. The first two approaches each make use of a
central agent registry, where the first uses isolated requests, and the second maintains
sessions for each agent. The third approach makes use of a central service registry.
Each of these approaches operates on top of a static organisational structure, where
each agent has a connection to the central registry. More formally, and with respect
to the task allocation and execution model introduced in Chapter 3, for a multiagent
system mas = (a,c), where a = {(a1, a2, . . . , an)}, all agents are connected to a central
registry, cr, as follows: c = {(a1, cr), (a2, cr), . . . , (an, cr)}. For every agent ai ∈ a, such
that ai = (si,t,rt, rtc,ci), the agent ai has one connection as follows: ci = {(ai, cr)}.
5.3.1 Central Agent Registry: Isolated Requests
Our first experiment evaluated task completion time when locating services by making
isolated requests to a central agent registry. For this approach, an average service location
time of 400 time steps is achieved, as shown in Figure 5.1, but service location can —
on rare occasions — take up to nearly ten times this. This is shown by the frequency
distribution of service location time in Figure 5.2(a), which highlights a tail-off effect
such that services are generally located quickly, but on rare occasions service location
takes a significantly larger amount of time. The bars in the graph indicate the number of
instances for which service location took a value in a limited range. The graph is shown
as a histogram for ease of inspection, and the results can be understood probabilistically,
as follows.
Suppose we have a set of agents a, only one of which offers the required service. A
request is sent to the central registry, and the identity of an agent is returned. Now,
the probability of the returned agent offering the required service is 1|a| , and conversely,
the probability of the agent not offering the service is |a|−1|a| . If the service is not found,
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Figure 5.1: Centralised service location: service location time



















(a) Centralised, isolated requests




















Figure 5.2: Centralised service location: service location time frequency distribution
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Figure 5.3: Centralised agent registry, isolated requests: overloaded agents
then a second request is sent and, because each request is isolated from all others, the
probability of the second agent offering the service is again 1|a| , and the probability of
the second agent not offering the service is |a|−1|a| .
Given this, we can infer that the probability the service has not been located after
making n requests is thus equal to ( |a| − 1
|a|
)n
so that the probability that the service is not located after making n requests is always
positive (though it becomes small very quickly). For example, if there are 100 agents,
the probability of not locating a service after making 500 requests drops to 0.007. The
probability of not locating the service after making 5000 requests is approximately 1.5×
10−22: possible, but very unlikely. The tail-off effect makes this approach clearly less
desirable than one that can guarantee service location after a fixed period.
By examining the number of overloaded agents in Figure 5.3, we can see that a small
number of agents are overloaded, and Figure 5.4 shows that the average load is approx-
imately 45-50%. Figure 5.5 shows that average waiting for capacity time is never high,
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Agent registry, isolated requests
Figure 5.4: Centralised Service Location: Average Load































Figure 5.5: Centralised agent registry, isolated requests: waiting for capacity time
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though tasks must, at times, wait to be executed, and the number of rounds they need
to wait initially increases slowly and then levels out. In the worst case, approximately
one in 10 tasks must wait a single round before it can be executed. In principle, waiting
for capacity time can be improved by ensuring load is distributed better. However, in
the context of our experiments there is only one instance of each service, and so load
cannot be distributed.
The gradual rise in average load displayed in Figure 5.4 can be attributed to the very
high service location time shown in Figure 5.1 and wide frequency distribution shown
in Figure 5.2(a). Initially no tasks are being executed, so the average agent load is
zero. Once service location begins, a large proportion of the required services are located
quickly, so tasks can be allocated and executed, causing the average load to rise. Finally,
as shown by the tail-off effect in the service location frequency distribution, a minority
of services take a long time to be located, so load continues to rise but at a slower rate.
In summary, using isolated requests with a central agent registry will always successfully
locate services. However, as demonstrated by the tail-off in the distribution of service
location time, the amount of time needed to locate a service is extremely unpredictable.
In addition, few tasks have to wait to be executed, and when they do their wait is short,
but many agents are idle suggesting that load distribution can be improved.
5.3.2 Central Agent Registry: Sessions
Our second experiment evaluates task completion time when locating services through
a central agent registry that maintains sessions for each service location process. By
remembering the agents that have already been contacted during a particular search
process the tail-off effect, present in the previous service location approach, can be
removed. In fact, in doing so, this makes service location time much more predictable.
The time required to check if one agent offers a particular service is four time steps (a
request and reply to the central registry, plus a request and reply to the agent identified).
Thus, for a system of 100 agents, the time to locate a service is always somewhere between
0 and 400 time steps, as shown in Figure 5.2(b), and the average time needed to locate
a service is 200 time steps, as shown in Figure 5.1. More generally, for a system that
consists of n agents, service location time is, in the worst case, 4n and, on average,
2n. This performs better than isolated requests, but requires the registry to keep a











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 5.6: Centralised agent registry, sessions: overloaded agents
record of the progress of each service location process for every agent. It is thus more
computationally and memory intensive for the central registry.
In addition, load can be affected by the rate of task allocation, and when sessions are
maintained by the registry, required services, and therefore required agents, can be lo-
cated more quickly. For this reason, the results achieved for agent load in Figure 5.4,
the number of overloaded agents in Figure 5.6, and waiting for capacity time in Fig-
ure 5.7, are the same as for isolated requests, with the single difference that any change
to performance occurs more quickly, such as the initial rise in agent load.
To summarise, by utilising a central agent registry that maintains sessions for each
service location process, tasks can now be located faster, and within a well understood
upper bound. The distribution of load is also similar, when compare to isolated requests.
However, this requires that the central registry performs more work.
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Figure 5.8: Centralised service registry: overloaded agents
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Figure 5.9: Centralised service registry: waiting for capacity time
5.3.3 Central Service Registry
Our final experiment in this chapter evaluates task completion time when using a cen-
tralised service registry to locate services. Because the central registry maintains infor-
mation about all agents, and the services they offer, it can return the identity of an agent
that is guaranteed to offer the requested service. In addition, because this information is
local, service location time is consistently two time steps, as shown in Figure 5.1, and as
all services are located in the same amount of time, there is no distribution to show. The
tasks that require services can also be allocated much earlier so, as before, all changes
in performance occur more quickly, though ultimately all results in this respect are the
same as isolated requests and sessions (agent load, Figure 5.4; number of overloaded
agents, Figure 5.8; waiting for capacity time, Figure 5.9).
However, this approach requires a significant amount of work from the central registry
that is not immediately apparent when evaluating service location time, and waiting for
capacity time. First, storing information about each agent in the system can require
a large amount of memory depending on the number of agents in the system, and the
number of services they offer. Second, ensuring that this information is up-to-date
requires constant maintenance. Though this approach can achieve extremely low service
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location time, the extra load placed on the central registry to achieve this increases the
problem of the registry being a significant bottleneck.
5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter we have introduced three approaches to locate services in a distributed
manner. The first two approaches rely on a central agent registry that maintains a list of
each agent in the system, and the third approach makes use of a central service registry
that maintains information about each agent, and each service instance it offers.
Through evaluating these approaches we have shown that service location time is worst
when the central registry treats every request in isolation. This also produces unpre-
dictable service location times, such that services are usually located in a reasonable
amount of time, but can occasionally take a significant amount of time to be located.
Service location time can be decreased when the central registry maintains sessions,
and this also introduces an upper limit so that service location time never takes longer
than 400 time steps (the average service location time for isolated requests). However
this requires the central registry to do more work. By using a central service registry
instead of a central agent registry, service location time can be significantly improved.
However, to achieve this the central registry must store information about each agent,
and the services they offer, and also constantly maintain this information to ensure that
it is up-to-date. The waiting for capacity time achieved by each of these approaches is
similar, the single difference being that changes in waiting for capacity time occur at
different rates depending on service location time.
To conclude, across these three approaches there is a trade-off between service location
time and the load on the central registry. When using isolated requests, the load on
the central registry is low, but this produces the worst results with respect to service
location time. Using a central service registry achieves far superior results with respect
to service location time, but as the registry needs to maintain a significant amount of
information, the load is significantly higher. Finally, regardless of approach, each relies
on a central entity to locate services, introducing a single point of failure. Clearly, in
a distributed system this is suboptimal, and needs to be addressed. In what follows,
therefore, we consider how to remove both the bottleneck and single point of failure that
this central registry represents so that service location time can be improved without




As we have seen, using a central registry to facilitate service location can be applicable
in some contexts, but to locate services in a timely manner, the central registry is
placed under significant load, limiting the scale at which centralisation is applicable. In
consequence, for services to be effectively located at any scale, agents must be capable
of locating services in a decentralised manner. Now, when locating services, agents
communicate across the organisational structure by which they are connected. In the
case of a central registry, this structure can only take one form, as seen previously.
However, when services are located in a decentralised manner, this structure can vary,
with different structures potentially impacting on an agent’s ability to locate services
in different ways. This is the focus of this chapter, which describes and analyses the
performance of a single decentralised service location approach, across four different
organisational structures.
The chapter is structured as follows. In Section 6.2 we discuss the categorisation of
organisational structures according to any structural constraints, and describe four typ-
ical organisational structures over which decentralised service location might operate.
In section 6.3 we introduce an approach to locate services in a decentralised manner,
effectively removing the system’s reliance on a central registry. In Section 6.4 we analyse
the potential effects of each structure on the performance of service location, and then
in Section 6.5 we provide an empirical evaluation. Section 6.6 concludes.
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Figure 6.1: Fully connected structure: connections linking m to all other agents
6.2 Organisational Structures
When a central registry is used, the organisational structure over which agents com-
municate is constrained, such that all agents indirectly locate each other through the
central registry. As discussed, this causes a bottleneck and a single point of failure.
To address this, we might consider decentralising service location by which this central
registry is removed, and services must instead be located though direct communication
between agents that require services and agents that offer services (and, depending on
the context, agents can be on both sides of this interaction). However, because agents
communicate across the set of all connections that link them — across the organisa-
tional structure — these links are crucial. In particular, in the centralised approach,
the connections exist only between the central registry and each agent in the system.
In order to decentralise, therefore, we must ensure that there are appropriate connec-
tions between the agents in the system to a sufficient degree that decentralised service
location is facilitated. A simple solution is to create a connection between every pair of
agents, as shown on the left in Figure 6.1, so that each agent can communicate with all
others directly. For example, the same structure is displayed on the right hand side of
Figure 6.1, and highlights the connections, in bold, that link agent m directly to every
other agent.
However, when a system is of any significant scale this becomes, at some times, imprac-
tical because it is expensive to maintain the amount of information required and, at
others, infeasible because it is not possible for every agent to keep an up-to-date record
of every other agent in the system. Instead, we must consider alternative structures
where the number of required connections is reduced, but services can still be located.
Our agents are, to a degree, cooperative, and so will help each other to locate services,
so we do not need a fully connected structure. To ensure that any agent can locate a
service offered by any other agent, we do not require a connection between each pair of
agents, but rather a path of connections between every pair. This is to say that, if the
















Figure 6.2: Path of connections between agent m and all other agents
organisational structure is a graph, where agents are vertices, and connections between
agents are edges between these vertices, then the graph must be connected such that
the graph is not partitioned into multiple subgraphs. An example of this can be seen in
Figure 6.2, where the two top structures are connected, and the two bottom structures
are not connected, because they are divided into subgraphs. At the top left of the figure,
the structure is not fully connected, yet at the top right, a path of connections exists
between agent m, and every other agent (and these connections are shown in bold). At
the bottom left of the figure, a path of connections exists between agent m, and agents
n and k, but no path exists between agent m, and agents u, p, and q. In summary, to
ensure that every agent can locate every other agent, the organisational structure does
not need to be fully connected, but it must be connected.
Such connected structures can be commonly seen in many kinds of distributed systems,
both computational and natural, and are typically referred to as topologies, which can be
broadly divided into two categories according to the context in which they appear. The
first category refers to patterns that emerge in complex systems, such as societies and
biological systems. These are also referred to as complex networks, and the topology
is not intentionally created or constructed, but instead these patterns emerge. Work
by Kittock [63] falls into this category, where a lattice is used to simulate restricted
interaction between agents. Similarly, Newman [85] discusses the properties of a number
of complex networks, such as scale-free networks.
The second category refers to topologies that are specifically constructed or designed for
their beneficial qualities, such as hierarchies or pipelines, which offer structure that serves
to regulate or organise the interactions between entities. In Section 1.2 we introduced a
telecommunications network, which is an example of those that are specifically designed
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to follow a particular organisational structure, in this case a hierarchy. These kinds
of structure are the focus of this thesis, since we are interested in structures that are
designed and maintained, and therefore consider topologies that fall into this category.
The topologies we consider are drawn from physical layer communications networks,
which are usually categorised as point-to-point, bus, line, ring, star, tree, mesh, and fully
connected networks. However, as we will see, we need only consider line, tree, mesh, and
fully connected networks, since all others can be reduced to these four. We first discuss
these four topologies, and then discuss the remaining topologies showing how each is
reduced to one of our four.
A network following a line topology consists of a collection of entities that are connected
to each other sequentially, as shown in Figure 6.3(a), such that all entities have two con-
nections, apart from the two entities at each end of the line that have one connection.
A network that follows a tree topology is connected via superior-subordinate relation-
ships, shown in Figure 6.3(b). Every entity is a subordinate to one entity, and can be
a superior to many other entities. There is a single entity that is an exception to this
rule at the top of the tree, with no superior. A network that follows a mesh topology
has any number of connections that generally have no clear structural constraints, as
in Figure 6.3(c), and so the connections are arbitrary. When a network follows a fully
connected topology, every entity has a direct connection to every other entity, as shown
in Figure 6.3(d).
The remaining four topologies can be reduced to one of these four. A bus network is
technologically very different to a line network at the hardware level. However, since
the networks that we consider are at the virtual level, these two topologies are similar
enough to be considered the same. A ring network is essentially a line network that
loops back on itself much like a circular queue, and is sufficiently similar. A star network
is a specialised tree that has a limited depth of two. Finally, a point-to-point network is
simply a line network with a length of one.
(c) (d)(a) (b)
Figure 6.3: Pipeline, hierarchy, random structure, and fully connected structure
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To summarise: line, bus, ring and point-to-point networks are essentially the same; and
tree and star networks are also considered to be one topology. Therefore, from this point
forward, we only refer to fully connected, mesh, line, and tree topologies. Indeed, we no
longer refer to hardware networks, and instead exclusively discuss virtual networks. To
highlight this distinction, we no longer refer to each of these as fully connected, mesh,
line, and tree topologies, but instead refer to them as fully connected structures, random
structures, pipelines, and hierarchies respectively.
6.3 Network Based Search
As discussed above, in decentralised service location where there is no central registry,
agents must communicate with other agents in the system directly. As with the cen-
tralised approach, when locating services, an agent only communicates across the con-
nections specified in the organisational structure, so the result of this approach depends
on the structure used.
To help describe our service location approach, we assume the organisational structure
shown by the graph in Figure 6.4, where the vertices k, n, m, p, q, and u are agents,
and each edge is a connection between two agents. Here, rather than rely on the central
registry to act as a matchmaker, agents can use their connections to other agents to
locate a service. Additionally, if an agent’s neighbours do not offer a required service,
the agent can request that its neighbours, in turn, query their neighbours for the same
required service. By iteratively performing this process, a single agent can search the
entire network. For this reason, we refer to it as network based search.
To demonstrate, assume that agent k wants to locate a service s that is offered by agent
m. There is no direct connection between k and m but, by using network based search,




Figure 6.4: Example of some connected agents.













Figure 6.5: Network based search in action.
sequentially queries agents n and p whether either of them offer service s, as shown in
Figure 6.5(a) where ? represents a query. Both n and k reply stating they do not,
represented by an x. Agent k then asks each of its neighbours to ask their neighbours,
in turn, if they offer the required service, as shown in Figure 6.5(b). The first query is
sent to agent n, but as n has no other neighbours, it immediately gives a negative reply.
Next, k asks agent p about its neighbours. In turn, p asks its only other neighbour, m,
for service s, and m confirms to p, who confirms to k, so that k can then allocate the
task to m. This is shown in Figure 6.4(b), represented by a 3.
By making use not only of its own connections, but also its neighbours’ connections,
an agent can thus perform a breadth-first search across the network to locate a service.
While this approach in general provides an effective way of locating agents and their
services, clearly its effectiveness depends heavily on the connections between agents. In
particular, if the required service is not found until the search is many levels deep, then
service location will take significantly more time, because the amount of communication
required increases exponentially as network based search progresses.
There exist more complex approaches to reducing the number of messages needed to
locate services, such as query routing [73], which uses forward knowledge (about the
services provided by one agent) to reduce the amount of communication required when
searching for a service provider. Though other approaches may reduce the amount of
communication required, in general the more jumps between an agent and the service it
requires, the more communication is needed to locate it, even with query routing. We
have therefore chosen to adopt our more simple approach (network based search) and
not use query routing, so that the added complexity does not distract from what we
plan to investigate: can we reduce the distance between agents, and the service they
require, thereby locating services faster?
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6.4 The Effect of Structure on Network Based Search
The search path for network based search forms a tree structure, where the root vertex is
the agent searching for a service, every other vertex in the tree is an agent that is queried
for a particular service, each edge is a branch of the search path, and the children of
each vertex represent agents being queried. For an agent to query a single neighbour,
two time steps elapse: one to send the query; and another for the response. The time
required in a given network can thus be determined by the number of connections in the
search tree.
Suppose we have a search tree, as in Figure 6.6(a), such that below each vertex there
are two branches: a binary tree. If we consider the root of the search tree to be level 0,
then from level 0 to levels 1, 2, and 3 there are a total of 2, 6, and 14 edges in the search
tree, respectively. Thus, for binary trees, from level zero to level or depth, d, there are
2d+1 − 2 edges in the search tree. More generally, with any regular number of branches
from each vertex, where the search tree is d levels deep, and each vertex has b branches,
we have the following number of edges:
bd+1 − b
b− 1
As network based search progressively searches 1 level deep, 2 levels, and so on, until d
levels, as in Figures 6.6(a), (b), and (c), respectively, the total time needed to reach d




b− 1 × 2
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.6: Network based search: search tree
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where y is each value between 1 and d. This is fine when b > 1, but when b = 1
(essentially, when the search tree is a pipeline), this is not applicable, and the number
of edges is simply the number of agents in the pipeline minus one, or the depth of the
search tree: d. Thus, the time to search an entire tree to depth d, where each vertex in






b− 1 × 2, if b > 1
d∑
y=1
2y, if b = 1
(6.1)
If we know the depth of the search tree then, assuming the tree is balanced (each vertex
has the same number of children), we can calculate the search time, which is shown to
be exponential when b > 1 and polynomial when b = 1. While requiring a balanced tree
is not, in general, appropriate, this does nevertheless provide an estimate. Clearly, the
best case arises when the agent that initially receives a task can execute it itself, so that
service location time is zero. In what follows, we estimate the worst case and average
case for each topology separately (assuming a structure that consists of 100 agents).
6.4.1 Fully Connected Structure
In a fully connected structure, the search tree is never more than one level deep, so search
is similar to the central agent registry approach where sessions are maintained. The only
difference is that no communication is required between the agent and the registry, so
services are located more quickly, causing any changes in performance to occur more
rapidly.
For 100 agents, each agent is connected to 99 other agents, so the worst case for service




99− 1 × 2 =
992 − 99
99− 1 × 2 = 198 time steps
Because the search never traverses more than one hop away from the searching agent,
when only one instance of a service exists service location time increases linearly as more
agents are searched. This meaning that the average case will be half of the worst case,
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Figure 6.7: Determining the worst case for service location time for agent a2
which is 99 time steps. The search tree is regular regardless of the agent performing the
search, with all agents having exactly 99 connections, and the search tree always 1 level
deep.
6.4.2 Pipeline
In a pipeline, the worst case arises when agents a1 and a2 are at opposite ends of the
structure, and agent a1 requires a service only offered by agent a2. So, for a set of
100 agents in a pipeline, the search tree for an agent at the end of the pipeline has a
maximum depth of d = 99, and each vertex only has b = 1 branch. Therefore, using
Equation 6.1 gives the worst case as follows.
99∑
y=1
2y = (1 + 2 + · · ·+ 99)× 2 = 9900 time steps
However, if an agent a is in the middle of the pipeline, with 50 agents to one side, and
49 agents to the other, then a essentially has a pipeline on either side. If we assume, for
simplicity, that both pipelines have a length of 50, so each has a search of depth d = 50,
the worst case for service location time is the time to search two pipelines of length 50
agents. We can determine the worst case by using Equation 6.1, and multiplying the
result by two, as follows. 50∑
y=1
2y
× 2 = 50∑
y=1
4y = 5100 time steps
Now, for any other agent, this is more complicated because the number of agents at
each side is different, so we divide the pipeline as in Figure 6.7, where we focus on agent
a2. We require e, the distance to the nearest end of the pipeline, and l, the length of
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the pipeline. Then, to calculate the worst case, we divide the problem into three parts.
First, we calculate the time to search the portion of the pipeline, or the sub-pipeline, in
which the searching agent, a2, is the middle agent. The sub-pipeline starts at a1, ends at
a3, and is of length 2e. As stated previously, if an agent is in the middle of the pipeline
we can determine the search time by calculating the time to search the pipeline on one








Second, we determine the time to search the remaining portion of the pipeline. Because
we have searched the sub-pipeline of length 2e, the remaining portion of the pipeline,
or the pipeline tail, is of length l − 2e. We can determine the time to search it using




Finally, whenever an agent in the pipeline tail is searched, a2 must also communicate
through the entire length of the sub-pipeline; in our example, this is a1 and a3. Therefore,
we also calculate the time needed for agent a2 to search to the outermost agents in the
sub-pipeline (2e×2), and multiply it by the number of agents in the pipeline tail (l−2e),
as follows.
(2e× 2)× (l − 2e)
=4e(l − 2e) (6.4)
By adding together the result of equations 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4, for an agent that is e edges
away from the closest end of the pipeline, in a pipeline that has a length l, the worst







+ (4e(l − 2e)) (6.5)
The worst case for service location time for a pipeline of 100 agents, for each agent
in order, is shown in Figure 6.8, in which it is clear that from the centre, radiating
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Figure 6.8: Worst case for service location time in a pipeline, depending on position
outwards, the worst case initially increases rapidly, and then slows down, but continues
increasing. For a pipeline of 100 agents, the worst case is 9900 time steps, but for the
two centre agents the worst case is 5098 time steps.
Average service location time also varies according to the position of the agent, but since
the lowest is achieved by an agent in the middle, and the highest by an agent at the
end, a range can be determined within which lies the average for the pipeline as a whole.
Now, on average, half of all agents need to be searched, so for a pipeline containing




4y = 1300 time steps
For an agent at the end of the pipeline, the average time is as follows, where d = 50.
50∑
y=1
2y = 2550 time steps
Thus, the average service location time for a pipeline of 100 agents is between 1300 and
2550 time steps. It is interesting to note that if a pipeline is in a ring configuration then
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every agent is in the middle of the pipeline, and so the average and worst case for service
location time will be the same, no matter where the agent is in the pipeline.
In summary, the search tree for pipelines is not regular. Nevertheless, it is clear that
even if an agent is in the middle of the pipeline (the position that achieves the best
performance), the worst case and average case for service location time are much worse
than that achieved in a fully connected structure. The worst case is 5098/198 ≈ 25 times
longer, and the average case is 1300/99 ≈ 13 times longer.
6.4.3 Hierarchies and Random Structures
Though we have been able to determine the worst case and average case for service
location time for pipelines and fully connected structures, performing a similar analysis
for a hierarchy and a random structure is difficult. This is because the connections in
each can have a large number of configurations. For a hierarchy the number of overall
connections is consistently the number of agents in the structure, minus one, but a single
agent can have a large number of connections or very few. For a random structure the
number of overall connections in the structure can also vary.
To determine the time to search an entire search tree, we require two parameters: the
number of children below each agent in the tree, b; and the depth of the tree, d, as
shown in Equation 6.1. Given that these values change from structure to structure,
and even within a single structure these values are not uniform, we cannot provide an
accurate determination for service location time. However, by providing an average value
for b, and an average and maximum value for d, we can estimate the worst case and
average case for service location time. For example, if the search tree has an average
of b = 2 children at each level, and if the furthest distance between two agents in the
network structure being searched is d = 7 and the average distance is d = 5, then using









2− 1 × 2 = 228 time steps (average case)
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However, it is important to note that this equation can be used only to derive an estimate,
not an accurate result, because an actual search tree would have a variable depth for
different branches, and the number of children would also very throughout the tree.
6.5 Experimentation and Results
To evaluate the performance of network based search, and examine the effect of structure
on the performance of decentralised service location, we performed four experiments
(one for each structure), using the simulated framework described in Chapter 4, and the
experimental parameters described in Section 4.4. However, since decentralised service
location can be applied to the variety of structures described above, we must specify
how each of these structures is generated so that they can be used when simulating task
allocation and execution.
Creating a fully connected structure is trivial, because there is only one configuration
of connections for such a structure (every agent is connected to every other agent).
Provided that we assume that entities in a pipeline structure are ordered arbitrarily,
generating a pipeline is also trivial. Constructing a hierarchy is more complicated, but
we have already specified how to generate a hierarchy in Section 4.2.2 when generating
a tree of ordering constraints for a task, and we use the same approach here. Therefore,
we need only describe how to create a random structure. There exist many models for
generating random graphs. For the purpose of modelling social networks with scale free
networks, Albert and Baraba´si’s model is suitable [6]. To generate a graph that exhibits
small world properties, we would use Watts and Strogatz’s model [121]. However as
our intention is simply to provide some random connections, in contrast to the regular
connections found in a pipeline or hierarchy, Erdo˝s and Reny´i’s model is sufficiently
complex for our pruposes [35].
In this model, a graph G(n, p) has all pairs of nodes in n connected with probability
p. Ideally, this structure consists of as few connections as possible, to distinguish from
a fully connected structure. However, as we have already discussed, we want to ensure
that the structure is connected so that a path exists between all pairs of agents. To
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Figure 6.9: Decentralised service location: service location time comparison
This variation uses the number of vertices, |n|, in the graph to calculate the lowest value
of p such that a connected graph is produced, as illustrated in Figure 6.3(c).
When using a central registry to locate services — with the exception of the isolated
requests — each method of service location has a well defined upper limit for service
location time, as discussed in Chapter 5. However, as the distance increases between
an agent and the service it is trying to locate, the number of messages increases expo-
nentially. Because the number of messages can increase rapidly, and many agents are
locating services simultaneously, the computational complexity of simulating this pro-
cess forced us to impose a limit on the network based search as follows. The network
based search essentially performs an iterative deepening depth-first search across the
network of agents. We impose a limit on the depth of the network based search, such
that if the service has not been located after searching 20 connections away from the
searching agent, then the search fails, as does the task.
6.5.1 Fully Connected Structure
As discussed above, if network based search in a system of 100 agents operates over a
fully connected structure, then service location time will take, on average, 99 time steps,
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Figure 6.10: Decentralised service location: service location time frequency distribu-
tion
and a maximum of 198 time steps. This is supported (as expected) by the results from
our first experiment, shown in Figure 6.9, in which average service location time is indeed
approximately 99 time steps (midway between the minimum and maximum service loca-
tion time). By examining the frequency of service location time in Figure 6.10(a) we can
also see that service time is consistently between 0 and 198 time steps, and the frequency
of service location time is evenly distributed across this range (with approximately half
of the instances between 0 and 100, and half between 101 and 200).
Recall that the key difference here with centralised approaches is that fewer messages
are needed to achieve similar results. Thus, the number of overloaded agents, average
load and waiting for capacity time are all similar to the centralised approaches. Fig-
ure 6.11 shows experimental results confirming that the number of overloaded agents
remains relatively small, and is never sustained above zero. Here, each point in the
graph indicates the number of overloaded agents at a single point in time (time step in
the simulation). Similarly, Figure 6.12 shows that the average load increases, like the
centralised approaches that use isolated requests and maintain sessions (in Figure 5.4),
but at a faster rate. Both centralised and decentralised approaches reach a plateau of
50% load, but here it is much faster (after approximately 500 rounds, compared to over
1000 rounds for sessions, and 2500 rounds for isolated requests). Finally, Figure 6.13
shows that for waiting for capacity time, the plateau is reached more rapidly than in the





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.11: Fully connected structure: number of overloaded agents
centralised approaches because services are located more quickly, and therefore tasks are
allocated more rapidly.
Despite this positive aspect of network based search on a fully connected structure, the
use of such a structure is not feasible for realistic scenarios in which the devices or
services are large in number. It is not reasonable to assume that all agents can maintain
an internal registry of all others. Instead, this simply provides a theoretical baseline to
compare against, without the cost of each agent maintaining total knowledge.
6.5.2 Random Structure
For random structures, we undertook an experiment with 100 agents, generating graphs
as specified in Section 6.5, which have on average 9.2 connections per agent, compared to
exactly 99 connections for each agent in the fully connected structure. Now, with fully-
connected structures, any service is only one connection away from a service consumer
since each agent is connected to all others. With centralised approaches, a service is two
steps away from a consumer, since it requires only a request to the registry and a request
from the registry to the provider. In contrast, with random structures, this distance is
limited only by the number of agents, with that number being the maximum number
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Figure 6.12: Decentralised service location: average Load

































Figure 6.13: Fully connected structure: average waiting for capacity time
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of hops. However, as discussed above, we limit the search through such structures to
a maximum of 20 hops in order to make the simulations manageable; this brings some
consequences for our results. In particular, it may not be possible to locate some services
within this limit of 20, so service location, and the originating task, may therefore fail.
In Figure 6.9 we can see that the average time to locate a service is around 100 time
steps. Figure 6.10(b) also shows that the service location time frequency distribution is
smaller than the central agent registry with isolated requests, and service location takes
longer than a central agent registry maintaining sessions on only very rare occasions (as
can be seen by comparison with Figure 5.2(b)).
On first sight, the results seem to show that using the network based search on a random
structure performs just as well as when used on a fully connected structure, with a 90%
reduction in the number of connections that need to be maintained. However, on closer
inspection, we find that approximately half of all required services are not located. This
is evident when comparing the frequency distribution of random structures to that of
fully connected structures. The frequency distribution of service location time also shows
the total number of services located, and in Figure 6.10(a) we can see that, across a fully
connected structure, just over 100,000 services are located, whereas in Figure 6.10(a) we
can see that, across a random structure, approximately 45,000 services are located —
under half.
We know that the set of 45,000 service location processes are represented in our results.
We also know that 55,000 are not represented because the service location processes
either failed, or are still running when the experiment finishes. If a service is located
quickly, then it is used in our results, and if the service location process fails, or does
not finish, then it is omitted, therefore it is safe to assume that average service location
time will, in fact, be much higher than our results show.
From our analysis of network based search in Section 6.4 we argued that we can estimate
the time to locate services based on the average and maximum distance between all agent
pairs, and the average number of connections for each agent. In the random structures
that we generate, each agent has an average of d = 9.2 connections, the average distance
between all agent pairs is between d = 2 and d = 3, and the worst case is d = 4. Using
Equation 6.1, we can calculate that average service location time is between 198 time
steps (for d = 2), and 1836 time steps (for d = 3). We can also calculate that the worst
case for service location time is approximately 16,956 time steps (for d = 4).
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We can therefore conclude that when our simulation completes, a large number of ser-
vices are still being located including, potentially, some search processes that started at
time step 1. More broadly, we can also conclude that reducing the number of connec-
tions will increase service location time, and so increase the number of services that are
not located within the duration of our experiments.
As a large proportion of service location processes do not finish, few tasks are being
successfully allocated to increase the system’s load, and so it is reasonable to assume
that this will cause the average load to be relatively low compared to centralised and
fully connected systems. As the system’s load will be lower, the number of overloaded
agents will also be lower, causing waiting for capacity time also to be lower.
Figure 6.14 shows that this is, indeed, the case as agents are almost never overloaded.
In addition, Figure 6.15 shows that tasks, on average, spend less time waiting to be
executed. Given that approximately half of all tasks are not successfully allocated to
agents that can execute them, it stands to reason that the number of overloaded agents,
and the average time waiting for capacity is going to be lower. The true detrimental
effect of this approach can be seen in Figure 6.12, which shows that the average load of
all agents does not breach 20%. Though we could hope that this is because the approach
makes the system significantly more efficient, executing all tasks with significantly less
load, this is not the case.
6.5.3 Pipelines and Hierarchies
To examine pipelines and hierarchies, we undertook two further experiments in the
same way, and to a limited depth. This limitation causes task failure in many cases,
and so our results show little. However, for pipelines, the fact that the majority of
tasks fail supports our analysis in Section 6.4.2, which shows that service location time
is extremely poor compared to fully connected structures and centralised systems.
More generally, because the amount of time required to locate a service increases poly-
nomially in a pipeline, service location time is poor, unless services are very close to
the agents that require them. In consequence, the majority of services cannot be lo-
cated, so most tasks cannot be allocated, and the average agent load is extremely low
(Figure 6.12). We also cannot adequately assess waiting for capacity time.
For hierarchies, Figure 6.9 shows that average service location time is poor, at around
150 time steps. There are few data points because, as with pipelines, most service
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Figure 6.14: Random structure: number of overloaded agents

































Figure 6.15: Random structure: average waiting for capacity time
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location processes fail or do not finish, though this is better than for pipelines. Similarly,
Figure 6.12 shows that average agent load is extremely low, but this is caused by poor
service location performance.
In the same fashion, as with random structures, we can determine the average number of
connections for each agent (d = 3), the average distance between each agent pair (which
is between d = 5 and d = 6), and the maximum distance between all agent pairs (d = 7).
Using Equation 6.1, we can calculate that average service location time is between 1,074
time steps (where d = 5) and 3,258 time steps (where d = 6), and the worst case is
approximately 9816 time steps (where d = 7).
6.5.4 Discussion
The results above suggest that there is a trade-off between the total number of connec-
tions in a structure, or the structure’s level of connectivity, and service location time.
More specifically, when a set of 100 agents is connected by a fully connected structure,
each agent has exactly 99 connections, with a total of 4950 connections in the struc-
ture. Alternatively, when the same set of agents is connected by a random structure,
each agent has an average of 9.2 connections, with approximately 455 total. In our
experiments, a hierarchy always has a total of 99 connections, and the same is true for
pipelines.
We can see that as the level of connectivity decreases, service location time increases.
Among all these structures, a fully connected structure achieves the lowest service loca-
tion time, but also has the highest level of connectivity. In contrast, a pipeline has the
lowest level of connectivity, but results in the highest service location time. A random
structure lies somewhere in between for both connectivity and service location time.
However, drilling down into the detail, there is also a more subtle point to notice here.
Both the pipeline structure and hierarchy have the same number of connections, but the
hierarchy performs better than the pipeline (though only marginally). In addition, the
centralised service location approaches in Chapter 5 had the same number of connections
as both the pipeline and the hierarchy yet they achieved much lower service location
time. This is because an increase in connectivity is indicative of a decrease in service
location time, but the actual reason service location time decreases is because the average
distance between each agent, and all services, decreases. By decreasing the distance
between agents and the services they require, services can be located quicker.
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Figure 6.16: Degree frequency distribution in various structures
Though the average distance between services and agents can be decreased by increasing
the overall number of connections in the structure, we can also produce the same result
by changing the existing connections. For pipelines and hierarchies, the number of
connections is the same, but the frequency distribution of the degree of connectivity of
all agents is different. This can be seen in Figure 6.16, which contains four hierarchical
structures. In each structure, the number of agents, and the number of connections, are
the same, but each agent’s degree of connectivity varies considerably. In each structure
the minimum degree of connectivity is always 1, but from 6.16(a) to (d) the maximum
degree is 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively. At the same time we can observe that the maximum
distance between any two agents also decreases.
As a result, as service location time can be improved by significantly increasing either a
structure’s level of connectivity, or its degree distribution, but doing either is not ideal.
Increasing a system’s degree distribution results in bottlenecks, where agents with high
degree receive a disproportionately large number of queries during the service location
process, while increasing a structure’s level of connectivity is not always sensible (or
indeed feasible), as discussed when considering fully connected structures.
Figure 6.17 illustrates the interplay between service location time, the level of connectiv-
ity, and degree distribution. The lowest degree distribution is produced when all agents
have the same degree of connectivity, and the highest when one agent is connected to
all other 99 agents (with all others having only one connection). The lowest level of
connectivity is 99 connections, in a pipeline, hierarchy, or centralised system, and the
highest level of connectivity is a fully connected structure, resulting in 4950 connections.
Finally, the lowest average service location time achieved in our results is two time steps,
and as our simulations lasted 5000 time steps, and some services are not located in that
time, we can say conclusively that the highest service location time is greater than 5000
time steps.





















Figure 6.17: The effect of degree frequency distribution, and the total number of
connections, on service location time
An ideal system is situated at point C, such that the structure’s level of connectivity
is low, the degree distribution is the same for all agents so that no bottlenecks form,
while services can be located rapidly. However through the experiments performed in
this chapter and Chapter 5, we have found that this is difficult to achieve.
For example, consider all three centralised approaches, which have fixed structure. They
each have the highest possible degree distribution because the central registry has a
degree of connectivity of 100, while all other agents have a degree of 1. They also
have the lowest level of connectivity of the number of agents minus one. Therefore, in
Figure 6.17, all centralised approaches appear somewhere on the line between A and
D. When isolated requests are used, average service location time is 400 time steps,
appearing about half way between A and D. With sessions, average service location
time is 200 time steps, and so is closer to D. Finally, using a central service registry
achieves the best possible service location time and so is situated at D.
Each of the four decentralised approaches is much more varied. Average service location
time for a fully connected structure is approximately 100 time steps, with extremely
low degree distribution because every agent has the same degree of connectivity (99
connections). However, this structure also has the highest possible level of connectivity,
so the result must be placed between point F and G in Figure 6.17. For a random
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structure the level of connectivity is much lower but degree distribution now forms a
bell curve (so is moderate), and service location time is higher than for fully connected.
This can therefore be placed directly in the middle of the cube, because it performs
moderately across all characteristics. Finally, both pipelines and hierarchies have the
lowest possible level of connectivity, and low degree distribution (but slightly higher
for hierarchies). However, for both structures, performance is extremely bad, with the
highest results for average service location time. Therefore, a pipeline is situated at B,
while a hierarchy is close to B, but tends towards A and C.
As stated earlier, our aim is to achieve the lowest service location time possible, while
decreasing the structure’s level of connectivity, and degree distribution. However, as we
have just shown, by lowering one of these levels, the other two tend to be increased.
6.6 Conclusion
This chapter has demonstrated how to remove a system’s reliance on a central registry
by introducing a decentralised approach to locate services, which we call network based
search. We then evaluated the performance of this approach when operating on top of
a fully connected structure, random structure, pipeline, and a hierarchy.
To summarise, to improve overall system performance, we need to design a system
such that the structure’s level of connectivity, and its degree distribution, are as low as
possible, while achieving low service location time. However, designing a system that
achieves these three characteristics is difficult because decreasing one of these three
factors often increases the other two. In fact, in Figure 6.17 the grey pyramid between
points B, D, G, and C, shows the area that no approach manages to enter. In the next
chapter, we explore two alternative approaches to decrease service location time, while
maintaining low degree distribution and connectivity.
Chapter 7
Improving Task Throughput via
Structural Adaptation
7.1 Introduction
It is clear from the review in Chapter 2, and from Chapter 6, that because the connec-
tions between agents guide the service location process, choosing the right organisational
structure is just as important to the system’s overall performance as the agents them-
selves. If this structure is inappropriate for the task faced by agents, then their efficiency,
in particular in locating agents to which to delegate tasks, is compromised, since it can
take a long time to locate needed services. Moreover, if the environment is dynamic, as
might be expected in any real-world environment of the kind we are considering, where
openness is key characteristic, with agents joining and leaving the system at will, chang-
ing the services they offer and, importantly, changing their network connections, then
such problems can become even more significant. Since the network structure is funda-
mental to efficiency, a change to this structure should be able to improve (or decrease)
it. Such adaptation is the focus of this chapter.
In any consideration of adaptation, there are two key issues to address. First, we need
to examine what adaptations can be introduced and how the network structure changes
as a result. Second, we need to examine the effects or consequences of these adap-
tations, in order to ensure that they are beneficial: that they improve overall system
performance or efficiency. Now, in all this we are guided by the principle of Occam’s
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Razor, of parsimony, economy, or succinctness, and seek not to provide overly elaborate
algorithms for adaptation when simpler ones will do. In this context, our concern is not
to complicate adaptation, but instead to provide an analysis that reveals where and how
a parsimonious approach can reap benefit.
Thus, in contrast to other efforts, which have sought merely to adopt overall metrics
that provide a global evaluation of performance, through some measure of utility, for
example, in this work we seek, first, to provide simple approaches to reorganisation and,
second, to evaluate these approaches in the context of the explicated process of task
allocation and execution.
This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 7.2 we propose two structural adap-
tation techniques for reducing the distance between agents and the services that they
require, to improve overall performance when locating services. Section 7.3 discusses
some potentially dangerous behaviour from each structural adaptation approach, and
some techniques to avoid them. Our reorganisation approach is then used in Section 7.4,
and each is evaluated. Finally, in Section 7.5 our evaluation technique is compared to
some related work, and a potential application for our approaches is discussed. The
chapter is concluded in Section 7.6.
7.2 Structural Adaptation
As we have seen in Chapter 6, service location time is affected by the distance between
agents, and the services they require since, if the distance from an agent to the service
that it requires is small, then the service can be located quickly. In response, in this sec-
tion, we introduce two approaches for structural adaptation that aim to take advantage
of this relationship between service location time and the distance between agents. We
can consider these approaches to be distance reduction reorganisation approaches, the
aim of which is to reduce the time required to locate services by decreasing the number
of neighbours that need to be contacted when using network based search. The key issue
for these approaches to address is to ensure that the direct connections between agents
are to those offering required services.
Based on the assumption that if a service has been used in the past it is likely to be
used again, the most simple means of reducing distance is to adapt the organisational
structure so that when an agent encounters a new agent that offers a required service
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it creates a direct connection to it for subsequent use. We can also consider a more
sophisticated approach in which agents have connections to those offering the most
frequently used services. Given our premise of requirement correlation, the assumption
that there is a correlation between services that any particular agent will need, it may
be possible to identify those agents (and services) that can satisfy the relevant needs.
Thus, a second approach seeks to ensure that each agent’s most frequently used services
are offered by at least one of its neighbours. Both of these approaches require additional
information such as the services an agent has encountered, and the frequency in which
services are used. Therefore, each of these approaches also relies on adapted forms of
network based search, such that this information is recorded.
However, before considering either of these approaches, it is important to determine
whether adequate adaptation can also be provided without leveraging this extra infor-
mation about services and their use, both in itself, and as a baseline for comparison.
We therefore begin by introducing an approach that simply offers random changes to
the organisational structure.
7.2.1 Random Reorganisation
To distinguish arbitrary structural changes from those based on prior knowledge of
service use, we introduce a structural adaptation approach that we call random reorgan-
isation, which simply changes random connections at each time step. This is achieved by
locating a number of random agent pairs that are connected, removing the connection
between them, locating a number of random agent pairs that are not currently connected,
and creating a connection between each of these pairs. This approach is formally speci-
fied in Algorithm 2, where a is the set of all agents, and nc is the number of connections
to be added and removed. The algorithm makes use of a function, rand(a), which returns
a random agent from the set of agents a, a function connectedTo(a), which returns a set
of agents to which agent a is connected, and two functions createConnection(a1, a2) and
removeConnection(a1, a2) which, respectively, create and remove a connection between
a1 and a2.
7.2.2 Full Service Connection Reorganisation
As we have stated, our aim here is for distance reduction reorganisation on the premise
that if an agent is directly connected to at least one agent offering each of the services
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Algorithm 2 randomReorganisation(a)
1. for i = 1 to nc do
2. a1 ← rand(a)
3. a2 ← rand(connectedTo(a1))
4. removeConnection(a1, a2)
5. a1 ← rand(a)
6. a2 ← rand(a)
7. while a2 ∈ connectedTo(a1) do
8. a2 ← rand(a)
9. createConnection(a1, a2)
that it requires, then it can always locate required services quickly. To enable agents to
adapt connections according to the services that have been required, we need an adapted
form of network based search, such that every time a service is required, it is added to
the set of required services, rs. In full service connection reorganisation, when an agent
requires a service that is not offered by an agent to which it is directly connected, it
creates a connection to another agent that offers the service, located using our adapted
from of network based search.
This is specified in Algorithm 3, where a1 is the agent adapting its connections, rs is the
set of services that have previously been required for tasks by agent a, and es is the set
of known (which we call encountered) services offered by agents to which a1 is directly
connected. Two functions are used here: connectedTo(a), which returns the set of agents
to which agent a is connected; and offeredBy(a), which is the set of services of which
agent a offers an instance. Lines 1–3 state that for every service that has previously
been required for a task (and located), if that service is not yet offered by an agent to
which a1 is connected, then the service is added to the set es, otherwise the next service
in rs is considered. Next, lines 4–6 states that, for all agents to which a1 is connected,
if any offer the newly encountered service, then the flag found is set to true. Finally, on
line 7, if at least one neighbour offers service s (that is, if found is true), then we move
on to the next service s ∈ rs. If no neighbours offer service s (that is, if found is false),
then we continue to lines 8–9, where we locate an agent a2 that offers service s using
network based search, and create a connection between agents a1 an a2.
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Algorithm 3 fullServiceConnection(a1, rs, es)
1. for s ∈ rs do
2. if s /∈ es then
3. es← es ∪ {s}
4. found← false
5. for n ∈ connectedTo(a1) do
6. found← found ∨ [s ∈ offeredBy(n)]
7. if ¬found then
8. a2 ← networkBasedSearch(a1, s)
9. createConnection(a1, a2)
7.2.3 Frequent Service Connection Reorganisation
Now, as discussed in Chapter 3, we adopt the assumption of requirement correlation, by
which some services are typically needed in combination, while others are not. Essen-
tially, if one service has previously been required for a task, then any further services
required by the task will be from a subset of services, or a service category. Frequent
Service Connection Reorganisation is the second distance reduction reorganisation con-
sidered, and builds on this by ensuring that for each agent, at least one of its neighbours
offers each of its most frequently used services.
To achieve this, we first require an adapted form of network based search, which maintains
a counter for the number of times that each service has been required, and every time
a service is required its counter is incremented. Frequent service connection can then
make use of the function sortByFrequency(s), which sorts the set of services, s, according
to the frequency that services have been required in the past.
Frequent service connection periodically checks that the most frequently used services
are offered by one of an agent’s neighbours. If a neighbour does not offer the service, then
a connection is created to another agent that does offer it, located using network based
search. This is specified in Algorithm 4, where a1 is the agent adapting its connections
and rs is the set of services that agent a1 has previously required (as for full service
connection).
All previously required services, rs, are first sorted by the function sortByFrequency(rs)
(line 1), and the most frequently used services are placed in the set f (line 2). The flag,
found, is set to true if there is at least one agent to which a1 is connected that offers
service s for all such services in the set of most frequently used services f (lines 3–6).
Finally, on line 7, if at least one neighbour offers s (that is, if found is equal to true),
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Algorithm 4 frequentServiceConnection(a1, rs)
1. sortByFrequency(rs)
2. f← top(rs)
3. for s ∈ f do
4. found← false
5. for n ∈ connectedTo(a) do
6. found← found ∨ [s ∈ offeredBy(n)]
7. if ¬found then
8. a2 ← networkBasedSearch(a1, s)
9. createConnection(a1, a2)
then we consider the next service in f. If no neighbour offers service s (that is, found is
equal to false), then in lines 8–9 an agent, a2, that offers s is found using network based
search, and a connection is created between a1 and a2.
7.3 Network Disconnection and Failing Tasks
The structural adaptation approaches described above make changes to the organisa-
tional structure without any consideration of whether there is any consequence of the
change. While the latter two use prior knowledge of service use in order to select which
connections to break and make, they are otherwise unconstrained. Allowing agents to
change connections without constraint in this way also allows agents to make any im-
provement they need. However, it also does not seek to ensure that the organisational
structure remains connected, and one potential consequence is that the network of con-
nections that allows agents to communicate with others, either directly or indirectly, can
be partitioned into a number of separate networks. This is problematic; as discussed in
Chapter 6, if the connections that link agents do not form a connected structure, then
it is potentially impossible to locate some services. Since we have not previously been
concerned with dynamic structures, such a consideration was only relevant at design
time in the initial design of the organisational structure. However, in the context of
introducing dynamic structures in which connections change during the operation of the
system, this can be a very serious problem.
Figure 7.1 illustrates this danger. If agent k, during the structural adaptation process,
removes its connection to agent m, then m can no longer reach agents k, p, q, and n.
When agent m receives a task that requires a service that only agents q and n offer, it
will use network based search to try to locate them. If the service location process is









Figure 7.1: A connection removal causing graph disconnection.
performed before the connection between m and k is removed, then both q and n can
be reached through k. However, after the connection has been removed, q and n are
unreachable. To ensure that disconnection does not affect service location, we can either
take measures to prevent the network from disconnecting, or take measures to reconnect
the network when the network is disconnected. We call these preventative and remedial
approaches, respectively.
An example preventative approach is as follows. Before removing the connection between
k and m, we can check that removing this connection does not disconnect the network
before committing the change. Now, to check if removing a connection between agent
k and m disconnects the network, some form of network traversal search is needed
to determine if agent k can reach agent m without traversing the direct connection
between k and m. That is, we need to check if an alternative path exists. Though this
approach is effective, it relies on a graph traversal search that is known to be expensive
[99]. Moreover, such a search needs to be repeated every time a connection removal is
considered.
A remedial approach is one that can recognise, after the fact, that the network of agents
has been disconnected, and can then reconnect the network. However, it is not possible
to create a remedial approach without making using of a central registry. For example,
suppose that the connection between agents m and k has been removed. At this point
the network is disconnected, but this has not yet been detected by any agent. The next
time a service needs to be located it will potentially be unreachable, so when agent m
requires a service that only q and n offer, it cannot find it. If we assume that at least
one instance of the service exists then, when it cannot be located, we can only assume
that the network is disconnected. The only way the network can be reconnected, and
the service located, is through a central registry. As we are aiming to use a decentralised
approach, reintroducing a central registry is not a suitable option.
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In consequence of this discussion, both preventative and remedial approaches weaken
the value of the solutions we aim to produce. Moreover, by spending significant time on
maintaining or repairing the network, we may potentially hide the destructive effect of
an approach that continuously disconnects the network. For these reasons, we choose
not to avoid disconnection, but instead to allow tasks to fail if an agent cannot locate a
required service.
Importantly, determining when a service location process has actually failed is difficult.
If a search process has continued for a length of time, it is impossible to distinguish a
search process that has not searched far enough, and a search process that will never
locate the service due to disconnection. As we have done previously, to address this in
our work, we limit the depth of network based search. If this limit is reached, and the
service has not been located, then the search fails, as does the task.
7.4 Experimentation and Results
In evaluating our structural adaptation approaches, we are concerned with dynamism.
In this context, we cannot use centralised service location, but must instead use network
based search. Importantly, since a fully connected structure cannot be changed, and since
pipelines and hierarchies will immediately be broken by the adaptation, the experiments
in this section consist of agents connected by a random structure, with network based
search, and either random, full service connection, or frequent service connection reor-
ganisation. All other aspects of the experiments are as specified in the previous chapters,
using the experimental setup described in Chapter 4, and the experimental parameters
described in Section 4.4. All experimental results are plotted as averages over time.
Where appropriate we have endeavoured to include error bars to show the distribution
of the results. However for brevity and ease of understanding we have, in some cases,
chosen to merge the results from multiple experiments into a single summary graph and
excluded error bars. In such cases, the fully plotted results, along with error bars, can
be seen in Appendix B.
To make the effect of structural adaptation clear, in each experiment, no structural
adaptation is used until time step 999. Structural adaptation is then used from time
step 1000 onwards. Results that are not plotted over time (that is to say, the frequency
distribution of service location time), only include data collected after structural adap-
tation begins, so that our results reflect the performance of structural adaptation alone.
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Figure 7.2: Service location time for structural adaptation
Additionally, since Chapter 6 identifies a relationship between the number of connections
in an organisation’s structure, the structure’s degree distribution, and service location
time, we consider the number of connections and degree distribution where appropriate,
in addition to service location time and waiting for capacity time as before.
7.4.1 Random Reorganisation
Our first experiment consists of a set of agents employing random reorganisation to adapt
their connections. When random changes are made to a random structure, we expect
no impact on service location time, compared to when the same structure is static. This
is because making a random change to a random structure produces another random
structure.
Figure 7.2 shows that for a service location process that begins at time step 1, service
location time is 500 time steps. At time step 1000 (when reorganisation begins), ser-
vice location time is lower, at approximately 210 steps (highly significant with p-value
5.19× 10−20), showing that, in fact, service location time improves. We have previ-
ously shown that this is typically due to an increase in the structure’s total number of
connections, or an increase in its degree distribution, but this is not the case here. As
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(c) Frequent service connection
Figure 7.3: Service location time frequency distribution for structural adaptation
the structure is random, and changes are random, the number of connections remains
constant as does degree distribution.
This decrease in service location time is instead due to the continual changes being made
to the structure, which occur throughout the service location process. By changing an
agent’s connections, entirely new branches of the network are opened up to the service
location process, so that more agents are queried in a shorter space of time.
In addition, between time steps 1 and 1000, service location time gradually decreases
from 500 to around 210 time steps. Though it appears that service location time is
somehow being affected before structural adaptation begins, this decrease is in fact due
to the length of time that it takes to locate services across a static structure. Consider,
for example, a service location process that begins at time step 1, and takes 1200 steps to
locate a service. This service location process will only benefit from structural adaptation
for the last 200 time steps, so will perform poorly. Now, consider instead the same search
process beginning at time step 500. Here, it can benefit from structural adaptation much
earlier, so service location time is decreased. Finally, if the same process begins at step
1000, then it benefits from the effect of structural adaptation immediately. This causes
the gradual decrease observed in Figure 7.2.
Figure 7.3(a) shows that the frequency distribution of service location time exhibits
a tail-off effect. This is because as network based search progresses (searches further
afield), the time needed to query additional agents increases exponentially.
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Figure 7.4: Average load for structural adaptation
Importantly, Figure 7.4 shows that when structural adaptation begins, agent load almost
immediately increases. This is because by this point service location time has decreased,
so more services are being located, and allocated, causing agents to have more tasks to
execute. More specifically, there is an initial rapid increase in load, followed by a slight
decrease that eventually reaches a plateau. The initial increase beyond the plateau is
caused by the relatively poor performance before structural adaptation begins. Between
steps 1 and 1000 it takes a long time to locate services, so there is a backlog of tasks
waiting to be executed. However, once structural adaptation begins, service location time
decreases significantly, so now all tasks (newly arrived tasks, and backlogged tasks) are
rapidly allocated to agents for execution, increasing load. Once the backlog has finished,
and only new tasks are being allocated, the initial increase in load decreases slightly.
In considering the number of overloaded agents, Figure 7.5 shows that when the backlog
of tasks begins to be executed, a maximum of 40% of all agents are overloaded, which
decreases to 15-25% after the backlog of tasks is completed.
Finally, Figure 7.6 shows that waiting for capacity time increases when structural adap-
tation begins, but then begins to decrease, and continues to decrease when the exper-
iment ends. This is due to the initial number of tasks being allocated once structural



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 7.5: Random reorganisation: number of overloaded agents


























Figure 7.6: Random reorganisation: waiting for capacity time
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Figure 7.7: Average number of connections: full service connection
adaptation begins, and to both new tasks and the backlog of tasks being allocated. As
with agent load, once the system has caught up with the backlog of tasks, waiting for
capacity time decreases.
To summarise, continual, arbitrary changes to an organisational structure can decrease
service location time. This is not because the total number of connections in the structure
have been increased, nor is it because any single agent has more connections at any point
in time. Instead, by continually changing connections, an agent has an increased number
of connections when considered over a time period. Because service location takes time,
during that time the number of agents that can be directly contacted is larger than the
number of connections at any fixed point in time.
7.4.2 Full Service Connection Reorganisation
In experimenting with all agents using full service connection reorganisation, Figure 7.2
shows that service location time is almost as low as that of the fully connected structure
in Chapter 6. This is because when structural adaptation begins, a large number of
connections are created very quickly. As can be seen in Figure 7.7, within a few time
steps approximately 90% of all possible connections have been created and, by the end
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of the experiment, a fully connected structure has emerged. Thus, with regard to service
location time, full service connection reorganisation performs as well as a fully connected
structure, because it produces a fully connected structure.
Soon after structural adaptation begins, the average load of the system rapidly increases,
as shown in Figure 7.4. This increase exceeds that for random reorganisation, and it
also decreases faster to the same plateau. The load eventually achieved is the same as
with a fully connected structure. The number of overloaded agents initially rises, but at
a much higher rate than with random reorganisation (increasing to 80% of agents being
overloaded, rather than 35–40% previously) (Figure 7.8). After this initial increase, the
number of overloaded agents falls to that of the fully connected structure. The same
initial increase can be seen in Figure 7.9, which shows waiting for capacity time initially
increasing, but then dropping to the same level as fully connected structure as the backlog
of tasks is completed.
To summarise, frequent service connection can improve service location time, though
this achieved by effectively creating a fully connected structure. However, this is due to
the rarity of instances of particular services. We can imagine that in a scenario where
there are very few services and many agents offering instances of the same services, then
similar results can be achieved, with a reduced number of connections.
7.4.3 Frequent Service Connection Reorganisation
Finally, when agents adapt their connections using frequent service connection reorgani-
sation, as shown in Figure 7.2, average service location time decreases to between 60 and
75 time steps. When full service connection is used, service location time is improved
by increasing the total number of connections in the structure, but by examining the
results in Figure 7.10 we can see that this is not the case here. To improve service loca-
tion time, frequent service connection does increase the number of connections, yet by
the end of the experiment only 18% of all possible connections are created, compared to
100% when full service connection is used. Essentially, frequent service connection im-
proves performance compared to full service connection, while using fewer connections.
This is a highly significant improvement with a p-value of 3.90× 10−27. This increase
in performance can be partially attributed to the marginal increase in the number of
connections, and the marginal decrease in the distance between agents and the services
they require. However, the major contributing factor is that regularly used services are









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 7.8: Number of overloaded agents: full service connection



























Figure 7.9: Average waiting for capacity time: full service connection
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Figure 7.10: Average number of connections: frequent service connection
much closer, and rarely used services are further away. Less frequently used services are
harder to locate, but as they are rarely needed, the overall result is improved service
location time.
To test whether these results are dependent on the number of agents in the system,
we repeated this experiment with 25, 50, and 75 agents. Figure 7.11 shows that as
the number of agents decreases, average service location time also decreases, and this
is expected — the fewer agents there are, the easier it is to locate services. At time
step 1000, when reorganisation begins, we can see that regardless of the number of
agents, the same pattern of improved service location time is seen. We also repeated the
experiment for 50, 100, 150, and 200 services, and Figure 7.12 shows that regardless of
the number of services, the same pattern of improved service location time can be seen
when reorganisation begins.
Though, on average, service location time decreases from 100 time steps to approximately
70, Figure 7.3(c) shows that after 20 time steps, approximately 90% of all service location
processes have successfully located an appropriate agent. This is a big improvement for
most cases, but for services that are rarely used, service location can take much longer,
in some cases up to 3500 time steps. In addition, the use of this approach causes
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Figure 7.11: Average Service Location Time: Frequent Service Connection, varied
number of agents














































Figure 7.12: Average Service Location Time: Frequent Service Connection, varied
number of services






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 7.13: Number of overloaded agents: frequent service connection
approximately 0–0.1% of tasks to fail. This is an improvement on the number of failed
tasks caused by a random structure with no reorganisation, but is a weakness when
compared to a central registry, which manages to locate services for all tasks.
Like the other reorganisation approaches, frequent service connection exhibits an initial
increase in agent load, as is evident from Figure 7.4, but this increase occurs sooner
because services are located faster. In addition, it also catches up with the backlog of
tasks quicker. Figure 7.13 shows that the number of overloaded agents is initially zero,
but when reorganisation begins the number of overloaded agents jumps because of the
increase in the number of tasks being allocated. However after approximately 500 time
steps the backlog of tasks is complete and the number of overloaded agents is similar to
that of a centralised or fully connected system.
The same trend is shown in Figure 7.14, where the average waiting for capacity time
initially increases, but eventually drops to the same level as the traditional systems. It is
interesting to note the two peaks in waiting for capacity time, which are caused because
services are located so quickly. First, the services for 90% of all backlogged tasks are
located within a 20 time step window, and are all allocated within that window, causing
the first peak. Now, recall from Chapter 3 that all tasks have an initial requirement,
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Figure 7.14: Average waiting for capacity time: Frequent service connection
potentially followed by multiple other requirements. In this first peak, these initial
requirements are executed, and waiting for capacity time decreases once they start to
be completed. However, subsequently, the requirements of any subtasks must then be
executed and allocated; since service location is quick, these cause the second peak in
waiting for capacity time.
In summary, for an environment in which there exists some correlation between service
requirements, frequent service connection can achieve a dramatic performance increase in
average service location time, by decreasing the distance to regularly used services, and
increasing the distance to rarely used services. However, a small number of services fail
to be located, so if failure to locate services is unacceptable, or if there is no correlation
between service requirements, then full service connection is a better option, increasing
service location time, but never failing, and there is no tail-off effect for the service
location time frequency distribution.
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7.5 Discussion
In Section 2.4.6 we reviewed existing evaluations, and found them to be very broad, or
extremely specific to a particular case. Through our evaluation, we have provided an
analysis that is broad enough that we understand the full impact of structural adapta-
tion, and is also specific enough to elicit more from the results than a simple increase
or decrease in global performance. In addition, by offering a comparison between full
service connection, frequency service connection, and an approach that makes random
changes to the structure, we can also distinguish the benefit of making random changes
from the benefit produced through agents actively determining which connections to
change. In general, we have found that all forms of change can improve task completion
time and, in particular, service location time. However, with regard to frequent service
connection, service location can on rare occasions fail, causing tasks also to fail. This
is typically not an acceptable outcome for any system, but there are some applications
where it may be acceptable for some tasks to fail, to achieve significant performance
benefits.
Such behaviour may be acceptable for any application where the result converges to the
actual value as the sample rate is increased, so that the more samples that are produced,
the more accurate the result. As each sample is usually calculated independently, any
Monte Carlo approach that uses random sampling is a perfect candidate to be distributed
across a number of agents, so that each agent calculates a set of samples before they are
all aggregated. Now if calculating a sample, or even a set of samples, is a single task in
our experiments, then a failed task causes the sample rate to be decreased, but does not
cause the overall Monte Carlo simulation to fail. If the number of samples is decreased
significantly, then this will affect the accuracy of the result, but as the frequent service
location approach causes only 0–0.1% of tasks to fail, this produces a 99.9% sample
rate. This decrease is unlikely to have a significant effect on any results, and if it does
then some additional samples can be calculated at little extra cost. The Monte Carlo
method is used in many domains, such as in bioinformatics for phylogenetic inference
[4], financial engineering for derivative pricing [45], statistical physics [12], and social
sciences [83].
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7.6 Conclusion
To summarise, by simply locating services in a decentralised manner, we can cause
service location to take significantly longer than centralised systems, making it difficult
to even assess the allocation and execution of tasks past the point of locating services,
as shown in Chapter 6. However, we have shown in this chapter that by applying any
type of structural adaptation, be it random, full service connection, or frequent service
connection, service location time can be significantly improved, and the majority of
services can be located.
Random reorganisation can improve service location time, meaning that change, for
its own sake, can improve system performance. However, service location time can be
further improved by using frequent service connection, which improves service location
time by increasing the total number of connections in the structure. Finally, frequent
service connection can improve average service location time further still by crucially
decreasing the distance between agents and their most frequently required services.
Though frequent service connection reorganisation performs well, a small number of
tasks always fail. In general, this is considered to be a bad property of any system,
particularly any system where robustness is a key requirement, but in some contexts it





While we have developed techniques that adapt an organisational structure to improve
task throughput, these pay little attention to the underlying need for any particular
structure to suit the application at hand. As we noted earlier, particular structures
can be seen in many applications, in the organisations, tasks, and the protocols that are
used. In this chapter, we extend our previous work to include consideration of topological
constraints by introducing techniques to maintain these constraints while adapting an
organisational structure.
In the context of our work, a set of structural constraints is known as a topology, which
defines the allowed connections in an organisational structure. The constraints ensure
that the structure follows some pattern, such as a hierarchy following a tree structure, or
a pipeline following a line structure. In static organisations, the initial formation of the
organisation must ensure that any connections created follow a given topology that is
usually specified at design time. However, when the organisational structure is adapted
at runtime, as in our approaches, steps need to be taken to ensure that the topology is
not broken when changes are enacted.
Topology preservation is not trivial, as it requires substantial knowledge, not just about
a single agent’s connections, but also about the organisational structure around it; this
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is information that an agent may not have, or cannot easily obtain. The complexity of
preserving topology is amplified when multiple agents simultaneously make changes to
the structure and, while each individual agent’s changes may not break the topology,
when combined they may violate the topological constraints. While we assume that
all agents perform task allocation and execution autonomously, in order to address the
complex problem of topology preservation, we introduce global knowledge and control
of the organisational structure to ensure that any adaptation performed preserves the
organisation’s topology.
This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 8.2 we discuss how topology can be
preserved while reorganising, by filtering changes before they are enacted. We then
discuss more specifically how we can ensure that one change to a pipeline, hierarchy,
or other topologies, can be enacted while preserving topology, in Sections 8.3, 8.4, and
8.5, respectively. In Section 8.6 we then show how the same can be achieved for mul-
tiple changes. Finally, we evaluate the performance of reorganisation while preserving
topology in Section 8.7, and conclude the chapter in Section 8.8.
8.2 Filtering Changes
Consider the frequent service connection approach of Chapter 7, which can analyse the
frequency at which services are required, regardless of whether an agent is in a hierarchy,
pipeline, or a random structure. The result of this approach, and others like it, is a
structure that is continuously adapted. In this section, we reconsider this approach
and break it down into component parts, so that changes are initially suggested and
subsequently filtered in order to consider the impact on topological constraints. Thus,
when reorganising, certain structural changes are not possible. To ensure that these
topological constraints are preserved, we need to ensure that no enacted changes, or sets
of changes, will violate these constraints.
In adapting a structure, we can ensure that topology is preserved in one of two ways.
First, we can use a preventative approach, by ensuring that when a set of adaptations to
a structure is proposed, nothing is changed unless the resulting structure maintains the
existing topology. However, restricting individual adaptations as they are generated can
be excessive in ruling out potential solutions. For example, if the smallest adaptation
that preserves a particular topology always consists of at least two changes, such as
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removing a connection and adding a connection, but individually these are not permitted,
then a single adaptation can never be considered, so reorganisation is impossible.
One change may break a topology, but subsequent changes may break and then re-
establish the topology, ensuring that it is maintained while giving greater freedom when
reorganising. Therefore, the second and preferred option is to use our reorganisation
approaches as they have previously been described, ignoring any topological constraints,
and instead of enacting any changes, producing an initial set of changes — an initial
change set, ics — that could break the topology. This initial change set can then be
adapted to produce a final change set, fcs, which is a set of changes, based on the
initial change set, that preserves the current topology. In this way, reorganisation is a
more modular process with a separation between the reorganisation and preservation of
topology.
We can see this in Algorithm 5, where mas is a multiagent system being reorganised,
suggestStructuralChanges is a function that takes a multiagent system and creates an
initial change set according to some analysis it performs, and preserveTopology is a func-
tion that takes an initial change set and the mas to which it applies, and produces a final
change set that adheres to topological constraints. The overall reorganisation process is
known as topology preserving reorganisation, which is illustrated in Figure 8.1. Instances
of the function suggestStructuralChanges have already been specified in Chapter 7, like
full service connection and frequent service connection. The function preserveTopology





8.2.1 Change Sets and Legality
The smallest adaptation that can be made to any structure is either to add or remove
a connection between two agents, which we refer to as a change. If multiple changes
are to be performed together then they can be grouped into a change set. Removing
a particular connection, or creating another, may break certain topological constraints,
but additional changes may then re-establish the topology. If a change set preserves











Figure 8.1: Summary of topologyPreservingReorganisation.
k n qm p
Figure 8.2: An example pipeline.
topological constraints, even if this is by breaking and re-establishing the topology, then
this change set is legal.
When there is no topology to preserve, any connection can be removed or added, and so
every change set is legal, even those that contain one change; otherwise, however, legal
change sets are more complex. To illustrate, the connection between agent k and agent
n in Figure 8.2 cannot be removed without breaking the pipeline topology. However, if
a connection is removed between k and n, and then a connection is created between k
and q, the topology is preserved.
Generalising this, we can define a change set as a set of the form cs = {cc1, cc2, . . . },
where each element is single change, represented as cc = (a1, a2, act), where, for a change
cc, act takes one of the values in the set {‘remove’, ‘create’}, which respectively denotes
the action of removing or creating a connection between agents a1 and a2. Thus, in
Figure 8.2, the change sets {(k, n, ‘remove’)} or {(k, q, ‘create’)} are individually not
legal with respect to the topology, but if both changes are performed as the change set
cs = {(k, n, ‘remove’), (k, p, ‘create’)}, then this change set is legal.
8.2.2 Transformations and Transformation Templates
If our intention is to remove the connection between agents k and n while maintaining the
topology then, given that the change set cs = {(k, n, ‘remove’), (k, p, ‘create’)} is legal
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with respect to the pipeline in Figure 8.2, this is one of many possible ways in which this
can be achieved, and we refer to this as a transformation. A transformation is a change
set that contains at least one change, will maintain a structure’s original topology, and
contains no more changes than required to ensure that topology is maintained. That is,
a transformation is a non-empty change set that is legal, and also has the fewest changes
possible — it is minimal. When no topology needs to be preserved, a transformation
always consists of a single change. However, when a topology must be maintained, a
transformation typically consists of at least two changes.
To specify a transformation for a particular topology without specifying which agents
are involved in the transformation, we can define a transformation template, which
consists of: some changes, where the agents in each change are variables; and some
constraints between these agents, such as their positions in relation to each other, or
each agent’s number of connections. A template can then be used to generate a change
set that is guaranteed to be legal, as follows. Suppose we have a single change, such
as cc = {(k, q, ‘create’)} from the pipeline example discussed above, which is not legal
on its own, but can be legal as part of a larger change set. By instantiating the agent
variables in a transformation template with the specific agents from change cc, we can
instantiate all other variables for the remaining changes, and so generate a change set
that is legal.
8.2.3 Initial and Final Change Sets
By employing transformation templates, we can generate a change set that contains a
given change, and is legal — it will preserve topology. However, each of our reorgani-
sation approaches (full service connection, frequent service connection) does not suggest
a single change, but instead suggests multiple changes in the form of an initial change
set, ics. Our aim, then, is to use transformation templates to produce a final change
set, which contains changes from the initial change set, and is legal.
Ideally, we want the final change set to include all changes from the initial change set,
but in some cases the topology will restrict this. Consider a scenario in which an initial
change set recommends three changes to the pipeline in Figure 8.2: create connections
between k and m, m and q, and q and k. Regardless of the structure before enacting
these changes, a loop is always formed between agents k, m, and q, breaking the topology,
so it is impossible to include all of the changes. If these are our initial changes, then in
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Figure 8.3: An example of enacting a change in a pipeline.
seeking to preserve topology we should aim to include as many changes as possible from
this initial change set.
Broadly, we can generate a legal change set for each element in the initial change set
by instantiating a transformation template and then, by combining each of these change
sets, we can produce a final change set. However, combining these sets is not trivial,
because there may be conflicts between them, which must be resolved.
In what follows, we consider different topologies and the transformations that can be
applied to them, while maintaining topological constraints. We then generalise each of
these transformations to a number of transformation templates that can later be used
to generate transformations for any structure. We consider the preservation of pipelines
and hierarchies, in Sections 8.3 and 8.4, respectively, with additional discussions about
rings, stars, and a transformation that applies to all structures regardless of topology
in Section 8.5. This is followed by a description of how transformation templates can be
used to generate a final change set in Section 8.6.
8.3 Pipelines
In a multiagent system that is linked by a pipeline topology, all agents are aligned
sequentially. Each agent has two connections, except for the agents at the ends of
the line, which have exactly one. Formally, this can be represented as follows, where
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degree(a) represents agent a’s number of connections.
pipeline(mas) =⇒
mas = (a,c) ∧
∃a2, a3 ∈ a ∀a1 ∈ [a \ {a2, a3}]
degree(a1) = 2 ∧
degree(a2) = 1 ∧
degree(a3) = 1 ∧
a2 6= a3
This can be understood to mean that, apart from agents a2 and a3, which are each
connected to one agent, all other agents a1 in the multiagent system are connected to
two agents.
As the constraints above clearly show a fixed number of connections, a single change —
a single connection added or removed — will always break the topology. To illustrate,
suppose we have five agents that are in a pipeline structure as shown at the top of
Figure 8.3, and a single change specifying that a connection should be created between
agents p and n, (p, n, ‘create’). As can be seen on the left hand side of Figure 8.3, if
this change is enacted, then the pipeline topology is not maintained, so the change is
not legal. In this context, in a pipeline, every time one connection is removed another
connection must be created, and likewise every time a connection is created another
must be removed.
8.3.1 Pipeline Transformations
A single change can never be enacted on a pipeline. Instead, to ensure that a pipeline
topology is maintained we must enact a transformation which, as stated previously, is a
change set that is legal and minimal. If we consider the agents in a pipeline to be a list
or queue, then a single transformation is one that reorders the agents in the list such as
moving an agent forward or backward. More specifically, this can be divided into two
processes: remove agent a1 from the pipeline, and reinsert it next to another agent a2.
This involves removing the current connections of agent a1, and adding new connections
so that it is next to agent a2. This transformation is shown on the right hand side of
Figure 8.3, where agent p is removed from the pipeline, and the gap it leaves is closed
by creating a connection between agents m and q. Agent p is then reinserted into the
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pipeline between agent k and n. This transformation is formally represented as follows.
cs = {(p,m, ‘remove’), (p, q, ‘remove’), (k, n, ‘remove’)
(m, q, ‘create’), (p, k, ‘create’), (p, n, ‘create’)}
Now, through enacting this transformation, we can change the structure in Figure 8.3,
and the pipeline is preserved. Alternatively, we can consider this transformation as a
legal change set that contains our original change, (p, n, create), and so we can enact the
change on the left hand side of Figure 8.3, while ensuring that topology is preserved.
8.3.2 Generating Transformation Templates
Only one possible transformation is described above, but there are actually many possi-
ble transformations that can be employed, depending from where an agent a1 is removed,
and where it is reinserted. For example, agent p could have been reinserted between
agents n and m, instead of k and n, or n could have been removed instead of agent
p, and reinserted between agents p and q, all of which result in p being connected to
agent n. In addition, the removal and reinsertion of an agent becomes more complicated
when considering that either one or both of the agents involved may be at the end of the
pipeline. To capture all of these possible transformations, we consider the problem again
more generally, with the aim of producing some transformation templates. Formally, a
pipeline transformation is the removal and reinsertion of an agent a1 next to an agent
a2, taking into consideration the original position of agents a1 and a2.
Remove Agent Removing a1 from a pipeline depends on a1’s position in the structure.
If a1 has one connection, then it is at the end of the pipeline, and so its only
connection is removed. If a1 has two connections, then it is in the middle of
the pipeline, so both of its connections are removed. In addition, a connection
is created between a1’s previous neighbours, ensuring that the pipeline structure
is maintained. In both instances the result is a pipeline, excluding the single
disconnected agent a1.
Reinsert Agent Reinserting a1 next to a2 similarly depends on a2’s position. If a2
has one connection, then it is at the end of the pipeline, so a connection is created
between a1 and a2, and a1 is now at the end of the pipeline. If a2 has two
connections, then it is in the middle of the pipeline, so we must decide on which
side of a2 to reinsert a1. To do so, we randomly select one of a2’s neighbours, a3,
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Figure 8.4: An example of enacting a change on multiple pipelines.
remove the connection between a2 and a3, and create connections between a1 and
a2, and between a1 and a3. In both instances, the result is a pipeline where a1 is
directly connected to a2.
From the description above, it is clear that the removal and reinsertion of a1 is dependent
on one of four possible states, defined by agent a1’s number of connections, and the same
for agent a2. These four states can be summarised, as shown below, where degree(a1)
represents agent a1’s number of connections.
1. degree(a1) = 2 ∧ degree(a2) = 2
2. degree(a1) = 2 ∧ degree(a2) = 1
3. degree(a1) = 1 ∧ degree(a2) = 2
4. degree(a1) = 1 ∧ degree(a2) = 1
Examples of the removal of agent p and its reinsertion next to agent n in these four
states can be seen in Figure 8.4, where sub-figures (1) to (4) correspond to the four
possible states. For each of the transformations shown in Figure 8.4, the change sets
(cs) are as follows.
1. cs = {(p,m, ‘remove’), (p, q, ‘remove’), (k, n, ‘remove’),
(m, q, ‘create’), (p, k, ‘create’), (p, n, ‘create’)}
2. cs = {(p, q, ‘remove’), (k, n, ‘remove’), (p, k, ‘create’), (p, n, ‘create’)}
3. cs = {(p, q, ‘remove’), (p,m, ‘remove’), (q,m, ‘create’), (p, n, ‘create’)}
4. cs = {(p, q, ‘remove’), (p, n, ‘create’)}
So far, all of these change sets are legal — they preserve topology. However, under
specific conditions, they are not always minimal. Suppose we have the initial structure
shown at the top of Figure 8.3 and, as before, we remove agent p from the pipeline, but
instead of reinserting agent p between agents k and n, we instead reinsert p between
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agents m and n. Using what we have shown so far, we know that degree(p) = 2 and
degree(n) = 2. Therefore, a possible legal change set is as follows.
cs = {(p, m, ‘remove’), (p, q, ‘remove’), (m,n, ‘remove’),
(m, q, ‘create’), (p, m, ‘create’), (p, n, ‘create’)}
However, this change set has two redundant changes (shown in bold), so it is not minimal.
This can only occur when agents are exactly a distance of two away from each other,
or distance(p, n) = 2. In this instance the redundant changes can be removed without
affecting the result, producing the following change set.
cs = {(p, q, ‘remove’), (m,n, ‘remove’), (m, q, ‘create’), (p, n, ‘create’)}
For each of the four possible states given previously, the two agents a1 and a2 can
also be either a distance of two apart, distance(a1, a2) = 2, or not a distance of two
apart, distance(a1, a2) 6= 2. Therefore, we now have eight possible states. Provided
that we have two agents a1 and a2 that are currently not connected, and we wish to
connect them, we have all the tools we need to infer transformation templates that can
be instantiated to generate legal change sets.
8.3.3 Transformation Templates
Based on the eight states described above, Table 8.1 shows a set of transformation
templates for pipeline structures (the table assumes that a1, a2, a3, a4, a5 ∈ a, and a1 6=
a2 6= a3 6= a4 6= a5). Given a single change, such as (a1, a2, ‘create’), an appropriate
transformation template can be chosen according to the constraints on a1 and a2, and
this template can be instantiated to generate a transformation that is guaranteed to be
both legal and minimal, as follows.
Consider again the pipeline at the top of Figure 8.3, and a change cc = (n, p, ‘create’),
where we can instantiate two agents in the following manner: a1 = n, and a2 = p.
Then, since degree(n) = 2, degree(p) = 2, and distance(n, p) = 2, we can identify the
following transformation template in Table 8.1 as being appropriate:
{(a1, a3, ‘remove’), (a2, a4, ‘remove’), (a3, a4, ‘create’), (a1, a2, ‘create’)}
where
d(a1, a3) = 1 ∧ d(a2, a3) = 1
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Conditions Transformation templates
degree(a1) degree(a2) distance(a1, a2)
2 2 6= 2 {(a1, a3, ‘remove’), (a1, a4, ‘remove’),
(a5, a2, ‘remove’), (a3, a4, ‘create’),
(a1, a5, ‘create’), (a1, a2, ‘create’)}
2 2 = 2 {(a1, a3, ‘remove’), (a2, a4, ‘remove’),
(a3, a4, ‘create’), (a1, a2, ‘create’)} where
[distance(a1, a3) = 1∧
distance(a2, a3) = 1]∨
[distance(a1, a4) = 1∧
distance(a2, a4) = 1]
2 1 6= 2 {(a1, a3, ‘remove’), (a1, a4, ‘remove’),
(a3, a4, ‘create’), (a1, a2, ‘create’)}
or
{(a2, a3, ‘remove’), (a1, a4, ‘remove’),
(a2, a4, ‘create’), (a1, a2, ‘create’)}
2 1 = 2 {(a1, a3, ‘remove’), (a1, a2, ‘create’)}
1 2 6= 2 {(a2, a3, ‘remove’), (a2, a4, ‘remove’),
(a3, a4, ‘create’), (a1, a2, ‘create’)}
or
{(a1, a3, ‘remove’), (a2, a4, ‘remove’),
(a1, a4, ‘create’), (a1, a2, ‘create’)}
1 2 = 2 {(a2, a3, ‘remove’), (a1, a2, ‘create’)}
1 1 6= 2 {(a1, a3, ‘remove’), (a1, a2, ‘create’)}
or
{(a2, a3, ‘remove’), (a1, a2, ‘create’)}
1 1 = 2 {(a1, a3, ‘remove’), (a1, a2, ‘create’)}
or
{(a2, a3, ‘remove’), (a1, a2, ‘create’)}
Table 8.1: All transformation templates containing a change to connect agents a1 and
a2 in a pipeline
By instantiating the values for a1 and a2 we get the preliminary change set:
{(n, a3, ‘remove’), (p, a4, ‘remove’), (a3, a4, ‘create’), (n, p, ‘create’)}
Finally, using the extra conditions that distance(n, a3) = 1 and distance(p, a3) = 1, we
can determine that a3 = m, and a4 = q, producing the following change set, which we
can guarantee is both legal, and minimal :
{(n,m, ‘remove’), (p, q, ‘remove’), (m, q, ‘create’), (n, p, ‘create’)}
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A similar process can be used with all transformation templates for each topology. In
this way, a transformation can be created for a single change.
Rings are sufficiently similar to pipelines that they can be considered the same with
regard to topological preservation. Though we could analyse each topology separately,
and find a set of transformation templates to maintain a ring topology, it is easy to see
that a ring is simply a pipeline that loops back on itself such that every agent’s degree
of connectivity is two. In fact, these two topologies are so similar that the same set of
templates can be used. Some of the templates created for a pipeline (i.e. the templates
for when a1 or a2 are at the end of the pipeline) would, if used, break the ring topology,
but as no agent in a ring topology can have one connection, these templates are never
used.
8.4 Hierarchies
In a hierarchy, each agent has two types of connections: a single connection to its direct
superior (or, more simply, its superior); and potentially multiple (or zero) connections to
its direct subordinates (or subordinates). There is always one, and only one, exception
to this: the root of the hierarchy is a single agent that has no superior. Additional
constraints can be added, such as that there exist no loops in a hierarchy, but these are
not required, since the above constraints fully define a hierarchy.
An agent can have any number of indirect superiors and indirect subordinates, where
an indirect superior is the superior of an agent’s direct superior and every subsequent
superior until the root of the hierarchy is reached. Similarly, an indirect subordinate
is the subordinate of every direct subordinate, and every subsequent subordinate, until
the bottom of the hierarchy is reached. To specify a hierarchy formally, we introduce
the predicate superior(a1, a2), which is true when a1 is the direct superior of a2. A
multiagent system, mas, is thus a hierarchy if all agents except a1 have one direct superior
and no other, and agent a2 has no superior.
hierarchy(mas) =⇒
mas = (a,c) ∧
∃a1 ∈ a ∀a2 ∈ (a \ {a1})
¬∃a3 ∈ a superior(a3, a1) ∧
∃a3 ∈ a ∀a4 ∈ (a \ {a3})
superior(a3, a2) ∧ ¬superior(a4, a2)











Figure 8.5: An example of enacting a change in a hierarchy.
The overall number of connections in a tree structure cannot be changed: for a set of
agents a in a hierarchy, there are always |a|−1 connections. However, an agent’s number
of subordinates can increase or decrease, so that when one agent gains a subordinate
another loses one. In this way, an organisation’s structure can vary greatly while still
adhering to the relevant constraints. However, the removal of a single connection always
breaks a hierarchy, and an additional single connection cannot be created, because by
doing so a loop always results. For example, for the hierarchy on the left in Figure 8.5,
if we enact a single change, (n, p, ‘create’), then a loop is created between agents n, p,
and k, as shown at the top right of the figure, breaking the topology.
8.4.1 Hierarchical Transformations
By enacting a single change on a hierarchy, the structure’s topology will be broken. To
ensure that this does not happen, we must instead enact transformations. If we consider
a hierarchy to be a tree, then the basic transformation for any hierarchy is to disconnect
a branch of the tree, and then reattach it, or reconnect it, elsewhere. As an example,
if we take the hierarchy on the left of Figure 8.5, disconnect agent n from its superior,
agent k, and reconnect it to the hierarchy by connecting it to agent p as its new superior,
then we have transformed the structure while preserving the hierarchy, as can be seen at
the bottom right of the figure. This transformation is formally represented as follows.
cs = {(n, k, ‘remove’), (n, p, ‘create’)}
The transformation is both legal, and minimal. In addition, it contains our original
change, (n, p, ‘create’), and so by using this transformation we can perform the change
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shown at the top right of Figure 8.5, with an additional change, and topology is pre-
served.
8.4.2 Generating Transformation Templates
The transformation described above is only one of many possible transformations. We
could have instead disconnected agent p from its superior, and then connected p to n.
There are also cases in which this transformation cannot be used, depending on where
these agents are in relation to each other. For example, if agent p is a direct superior of
agent n, then disconnecting p from its current superior, and then connecting it to n as
a subordinate will create a loop. More generally, to connect an agent a1 to an agent a2,
both agents must first be disconnected so that there is no direct or indirect connection
between them. They must then be reconnected with a direct connection. Both steps
are discussed below.
Disconnect agents The most general case is if neither a1 nor a2 is a direct or indirect
superior of the other. In this case, disconnection can be achieved by either agent
a1 or a2 removing the connection with its superior. However, if a1 is the indirect
superior of agent a2, then a1 and a2 can only be disconnected by removing agent
a2’s connection to its superior. This case, itself, has an exception if a1 is also the
root of the hierarchy. In this case, the two agents can be disconnected by either
removing the connection between a1 and the subordinate that indirectly connects
it to a2, or removing a2’s superior.
Reconnect agents Now that agents a1 and a2 have been disconnected from each other,
we need to reconnect them with a direct connection. This is a simple process,
requiring a connection to be created between agents a1 and a2, such that the
agent that has no superior, is the new subordinate.
From the description above, it is clear that the disconnection of a1 and a2 is dependent
on their positions in the hierarchy, and their positions in relation to each other. To
demonstrate, we assume a hierarchy with agents k, m, n, p, and q that are connected
as illustrated on the left of Figure 8.6, and show how a connection is created between
agents p and n.
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When adapting a hierarchy, the most general transformation is to disconnect an agent
from its current superior, and connect it to another agent, as its new superior. For exam-
ple, Figure 8.6 shows the transformation being used in two ways to create a connection
between agents n and p: the top instance disconnects agent n from its current superior,
and creates a connection between n and p, making p its new superior. Alternatively,
the bottom instance disconnects p from its current superior, and creates a connection


















Figure 8.6: Hierarchy transformations when agents n and p are not in the same






















Figure 8.7: Hierarchy transformations when both agents n and p are in the same
sub-tree, but neither is root.


















Figure 8.8: Minimal hierarchy transformations when both agents n and p are in the
same sub-tree, and p is root.
As Figure 8.6 shows, both instances of the transformation maintain the hierarchy. How-
ever, under particular conditions we must restrict this. In Figure 8.7 we can see that
when agent p is an indirect superior of n, the topology is not always maintained. The
top of Figure 8.7 shows that by disconnecting agent n from its current superior, and
connecting it to agent p as its new superior, agents n and p can be connected while
maintaining the hierarchy. However, the bottom of the figure shows that by disconnect-
ing agent p from its current superior, and connecting it to agent n as its new superior,
the hierarchy is broken. More specifically, the topology is broken in two ways: first, p’s
superior is disconnected from all other agents; and second, a loop is created between
agents p, n, and m.
This is because removing the connection between an agent and its superior must achieve
two things. First, it must enable an agent to connect to a new superior by removing its
current superior and, second, it must break any indirect connection between an agent
and its potential new superior. By examining the bottom transformation in Figure 8.7,
we can see that after removing agent p’s current superior, it is still connected to agent
n, though indirectly. Therefore, if one of the agents is a direct or indirect superior of the
other, then the transformation can only disconnect and reconnect the agent that is the
direct or indirect subordinate. Put simply, only the lowest agent in the hierarchy can be
disconnected and reconnected.
One final special case arises when either agent n or agent p is the root of the hierarchy,
such as agent p in the hierarchy seen on the left hand side of Figure 8.8. Because
agent p is the root, it is the indirect superior of every other agent, so agent n can be
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Conditions Transformation templates
a2 or a1 indirect a1 or a2
superior is root
{(a1, a3, ‘remove’), (a1, a2, ‘create’)}
F F Precondition: superior(a3, a1)
Postcondition: superior(a2, a1)
{(a1, a3, ‘remove’), (a1, a2, ‘create’)}
T F Precondition: superior(a3, a1)∧a1 below a2 in hierarchy
Postcondition: superior(a2, a1)
{(a1, a3, ‘remove’), (a1, a2, ‘create’)}
Precondition: superior(a3, a1)∧a1 below a2 in hierarchy
Postcondition: superior(a2, a1)
T T or
{(a1, a3, ‘remove’), (a1, a2, ‘create’)}
Precondition: a1 is root ∧ a3 on path to a2
Postcondition: superior(a2, a1)
Table 8.2: All minimal change sets containing a change to connect agents a1 and a2
in a hierarchy
disconnected from its current superior, and connected to agent p as its new superior (top
transformation in Figure 8.8), but it is not possible to disconnect p from its superior,
and connect it to agent n.
However, because agent p is now the root of the hierarchy, we have an additional trans-
formation available to us. Once, again, disconnecting an agent from its current superior
must achieve two things: enable the agent to connect to a new superior, by disconnect-
ing from its old superior ; and remove any indirect connection between an agent and its
potential new superior. Now, because agent p is the root of the hierarchy, it has no
superior, so the transformation need only remove the indirect connection between agent
p and n. We can achieve this by removing the connection between agent p and the direct
subordinate that indirectly connects p to n. This transformation is shown at the bottom
of Figure 8.8, where p disconnects from its subordinate, agent m, and connects to agent
n, such that n is p’s new superior.
8.4.3 Transformation Templates
We can generate transformation templates in the same fashion as for pipelines. Each
describes how a hierarchy can be changed while preserving the topology, according to
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the conditions of the agents involved. These templates are shown in Table 8.2, with
respect to two agents a1 and a2, and categorised according to whether a1 or a2 is the
indirect superior of the other, and whether either agent is the root of the hierarchy.
Given these transformation templates, we can take a single change that is not legal,
and we can generate a legal change set that contains this change, by instantiating an
appropriate template. This is achieved in the same fashion as with pipelines, described
in Section 8.3.3.
Now, as stated previously, a star network is a specialised hierarchy where the depth
is always two. To use the transformation templates we have just created, we would
need to add some further constraints, but these would be so severe as to prevent use of
the templates entirely. Therefore, the only transformation that can be used for a star
network is the generic transformation described below.
8.5 Generic Topologies and Other Topologies
Though we have given many transformation templates above, each is only applicable to
a specific topology. However, there is one transformation that can be applied to any
structure. As well as hierarchies and pipelines, we have also used random structures and
fully connected structures, yet we have not offered transformation templates for either.
We discuss each of these issues in what follows.
8.5.1 Simple Transformations
So far transformation templates have been specified for each topology individually. The
only transformation that can maintain all topologies is to swap the position of one agent
with another, such as swapping p with k, by essentially disconnecting p and k from all
of their current neighbours, and then creating a connection between p and each of k ’s
previous neighbours, and creating a connection between k and all of p’s previous neigh-
bours. While this simple transformation can be used on structures constrained by any
topology, specifying a transformation template for it is more difficult. For the hierarchy
in Figure 8.9(c), to connect p to m while maintaining the topology, a connection can
be created between p and m, and the connection between p and n can be removed.
However, if we apply the same transformation to the pipeline in Figure 8.9(a) or the
ring in Figure 8.9(b), then each respective structure is broken.

















Figure 8.9: Five vertices connected in a line, ring, and tree structure respectively.
This ensures that structural constraints are preserved, regardless of the structure’s topol-
ogy, but to do so, many additional changes are needed. To move p next to m, p must
disconnect from all of its previous neighbours. For a pipeline this is little different from
any transformation generated from a pipeline’s specific set of templates, but for a hier-
archy this can be the difference between changing two connections and changing all of
an agent’s connections. In addition, to move p next to m, we can swap the position of
m and k, but in the process k is disconnected from all of its neighbours when it was
previously irrelevant to the transformation. This transformation thus requires a large
number of changes for a potentially small improvement.
8.5.2 Unconstrained and Fully Constrained Structures
Some structures do not require the use of transformation templates to generate a trans-
formation. In a random structure (a structure that is not constrained by any topology),
there are no constraints to break, so all changes in the initial change set are legal, and
there is no need for it to be altered. There is also no need to use the templates that are
applicable to all structures, described above, but this is not to say that they cannot be
used. Conversely, fully connected structures also need not use templates since they are
sufficiently constrained that no changes are possible, making the use of transformations
and templates redundant.
8.6 Generating Final Change Sets
To recap, in this chapter we have so far shown how a single change can break a struc-
ture’s topological constraints. However, by ensuring that a single change is part of a
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transformation, we can ensure that the change is enacted, while preserving topology.
Finally, by using transformation templates given in Tables 8.1 and 8.2 we can easily
generate transformations for pipelines and hierarchies, respectively, by instantiating a
transformation template with the agents from a single change.
Now, as stated previously, our aim is to use transformation templates to ensure that each
change in an initial change set can be combined into a final change set, that consists of
as many initial changes as possible, while ensuring that topology is preserved. However,
we have only shown how this can be achieved for a single change. In this section, we
show how this can be achieved for multiple changes.
8.6.1 Union of Change Sets
The most simple, and perhaps naive, way to generate a final change set is to gen-
erate a transformation for each element of an initial change set, and then create the
union of all these transformations, but by doing so conflicts are created. To demon-
strate, suppose we have a pipeline as shown in Figure 8.10(a), and the initial change
set ics = {(m, p, ‘create’), (m, q, ‘create’)}. For each of these changes, if we instanti-
ate an appropriate transformation template, then we can generate the following two
transformations.
cs1 = {(m, k, ‘remove’), (p, n, ‘remove’), (k, n, ‘create’), (m, p, ‘create’)}
cs2 = {(m, k, ‘remove’), (m,n, ‘remove’), (k, n, ‘create’), (m, q, ‘create’)}
If, in seeking to combine these changes into one larger set, we create their union, fcs =
cs1∪cs2), then some of the changes conflict, as shown in Figure 8.10(b) where each cross
represents the removal of a connection, and each dotted line represents the creation of a
k m qn p
k m qn p




Figure 8.10: Applying changes from two change sets.
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connection. Here, some connections are removed twice (denoted by a double cross), such
as between k and m, and some are created twice. Even if we ignore duplicate changes,
we can see in Figure 8.10(c) that the resulting structure is no longer a pipeline. This is
caused by transformations being generated and enacted concurrently.
8.6.2 Preserve Topology
To ensure that such conflicts do not occur, we consider each change cc ∈ ics sequentially:
for each change, a transformation is generated and added to the final change set, ensuring
that no conflicting changes are included. In addition, each subsequent transformation
is not generated with respect to the current organisational structure, but rather with
respect to an internal model of the structure after all current changes in the final change
set have been enacted, ensuring that all additional changes are generated using up-to-
date information. This internal model is called the organisational structure model, osm,
and the function updateModel(osm,cs) is used to update the current model according






5. for ccics ∈ ics do
6. if ccics ∈ fcs then
7. scs← scs ∪ {ccics}
8. else
9. cs← generateTransformation(ccics, osm)
10. confict← false
11. for (a1, a2, act) ∈ cs do
12. if [act = ‘create’] ∧ (a1, a2, ‘remove’) ∈ scs then
13. conflict← true
14. if [act = ‘remove’] ∧ (a1, a2, ‘create’) ∈ scs then
15. conflict← true
16. if conflict = false then
17. fcs← fcs ∪ cs
18. osm← updateModel(osm,cs)
19. for (a1, a2, actx) ∈ fcs do
20. for (a1, a2, acty) ∈ fcs do
21. if [actx = ‘create’∧ acty = ‘remove’]∨ [actx = ‘remove’∧ acty = ‘create’] then
22. fcs← fcs \ {(a1, a2, actx), (b1, b2, acty)}
23. scs← scs ∪ {ccics}
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By considering each change in the initial change set sequentially, we ensure that each
transformation is atomic, removing any conflicts between multiple transformations. This
approach is specified formally in Algorithm 6, and discussed below. As parameters, the
algorithm expects an initial change set, ics, and a multiagent system mas. It begins
by creating an empty change set, cs, final change set, fcs, and successful change set,
scs. The set scs is used to track all changes from the initial change set, that have
been successfully added to the final change set. The internal model of the organisational
structure is also initialised to the current structure of mas on line 4, using the function
buildModel(mas).
For every change cc ∈ ics, we begin by checking if cc already exists in the final change
set on line 6. If it does, then it has already been added, so no transformation is needed.
Instead, the change is just added to scs on line 7 and the next change is considered.
If it does not exist, then a transformation, cs, is generated on line 9, using the func-
tion generateTransformation(cc, osm), which uses transformation templates to produce
a change set that contains the change cc, and any additional changes according to the
template used. It is important to note that the transformation, cs, is generated in the
context of osm, rather than the current structure of the multiagent system, ensuring that
the transformation is generated with the most up-to-date information. Next, on lines
10–15, each change in the generated transformation is checked, to ensure that it does
not reverse any changes that have already been added to scs. If a conflict is found, then
the entire transformation is discarded. Note that changes in cs can reverse changes that
are not in scs, but are in fcs.
If no conflicts are found between scs and cs, then cs is added to the final change set on
line 17, and osm is updated on line 18. Finally, the final change set is checked for any
contradicting changes. If two changes exist such as (a1, a2, ‘create’) and (a1, a2, ‘remove’)
that state two opposing operations, then they cancel each other out, so both are removed
(lines 19–22). At this point we have a final change set that contains the change cc and
is legal, so on line 23 cc can be added to scs, before continuing to the next change in
ics.
8.7 Experiments and Results
In this chapter we have shown how structure can be adapted while preserving a particular
topology. Our aim in this evaluation is to: first, evaluate whether structural adaptation
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can improve the performance of topologically constrained organisations, when compared
to static structures; and second, determine whether there is any increase, or decrease,
in performance, when compared to structures that are not topologically constrained.
We ran similar experiments to previous ones, using the experimental setup described
in Chapter 4 and the experimental parameters described in Section 4.4. However, we
also introduced some minor differences. In Chapter 7, the use of random structures and
unconstrained reorganisation made it difficult to detect network disconnection, which
ultimately caused tasks to fail, and also caused network based search to continue in-
definitely. For this reason, the search depth of the network based search approach was
limited. However, one of the benefits of maintaining a topology is that disconnection is
no longer an issue, so network base search no longer has a depth limit.
We have already shown that topology preserving reorganisation is made up of two
functions: suggestStructuralChanges and preserveTopology. The function suggestStruc-
turalChanges is instantiated by either random reorganisation, full service connection, or
frequent service connection from Chapter 7, and the function preserveTopology has been
the main focus of this chapter, where either pipelines or hierarchies are preserved. First
pipelines are evaluated, with and without reorganisation, and against random structures.
This is followed by the same evaluations for hierarchies.
As with all previous experiments, results are plotted as averages over time. Where
appropriate we have endeavoured to include error bars to show the distribution of the
results. However for brevity and ease of understanding we have, in some cases, chosen to
merge the results from multiple experiments into a single summary graph and excluded
error bars. In such cases, the fully plotted results, along with error bars, can be seen in
Appendix B.
8.7.1 Pipelines
In order to evaluate reorganisation while maintaining pipeline topologies, we use the
transformation templates specified at the end of Section 8.3, in conjunction with ran-
dom reorganisation, full service connection, and frequent service connection. Recall, in
Chapter 6 we estimated that service location time for a static pipeline of 100 agents
is between 1300 and 2550 time steps, depending on the position of the agent in the
pipeline. In addition, many services failed to be located. We expect service location
time to be significantly decreased when reorganisation is used.
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Figure 8.11: Random vs. pipeline structure, using random reorganisation: service
location time



























Figure 8.12: Random vs. pipeline structure, using random reorganisation: average
load
Random Reorganisation By using random reorganisation, service location time is
decreased to approximately 200 time steps as shown in Figure 8.11. This is also the
same performance achieved when a random structure is used (and so no topology is
being maintained). In addition, as can be seen between time steps 1 and 999 in Fig-
ure 8.12, when a pipeline structure is static, average load is approximately 2% because
no tasks are being allocated, due to poor service location time. However, at time step
1000 reorganisation begins, and so load increases rapidly. A pipeline that is randomly
reorganised does not achieve the same average load as a random structure, but there is
a slight decrease in load after approximately 2000 time steps as the backlog of tasks is
executed. Because tasks wait longer to be executed (Figure 8.13), average load is less
than when there is no defined topology (Figure 8.12), though in both cases all tasks are
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Figure 8.13: Random vs. pipeline structure, using random reorganisation: waiting
for capacity time.
executed. Finally, waiting for capacity time drops to between six and seven time steps
when the backlog of tasks is completed.
Full Service Connection When full service connection reorganisation is used there
is an initial improvement in overall performance, when compared to static pipelines, but
this improvement is slowly reversed after the initial increase. In Figure 8.14 we can see
that service location time initially decreases, but it is much higher than when full service
connection is used on a random structure and, subsequently, begins to increase again.
This can be more clearly seen in Figure 8.15 where load increases, from approximately
2% to over 40% within a few time steps of reorganisation starting, but steadily declines
over the remainder of the simulation. Similarly, in Figure 8.16, the waiting time for a
task increases as more tasks are successfully allocated, decreasing later, and with higher
variance.
This is caused by the restrictive nature of pipelines. When there are no topological
constraints, frequent service connection increases the number of connections until an
agent has at least one connection to an agent offering each service. However, when
maintaining a pipeline, each agent can only have a maximum of two connections, so if
an agent already has two connections, then any further changes will remove previously
created connections. Since agents use some services more than others, it is likely that
the first connections created will be to other agents offering the most regularly used
services, but these are also likely to be the first connections to be removed when further
reorganisation reverses these changes. Thus, by the end of the simulation, agents have
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Figure 8.14: Random vs. pipeline structure, using full service connection: service
location time.



























Figure 8.15: Random vs. pipeline structure, using full service connection: average
load



































Figure 8.16: Random vs. pipeline structure, using full service connection: waiting for
capacity time
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Figure 8.17: Random vs. pipeline structure, using frequent service connection: service
location time
























Figure 8.18: Random vs. pipeline structure, using frequent service connection: aver-
age load
mostly disconnected from others offering their most regularly used services, and are
instead connected to those offering services used only occasionally.
Such a phenomenon could be addressed by adapting full service connection so that an
agent periodically checks the services its current neighbours offer, and create connections
to agents offering the missing services. However, this does not overcome the limitation of
two connections. For example, if an agent requires 10 services, but can only connect to
two other agents, then it cannot connect to enough agents to ensure that each required
service is offered by a neighbour. Instead, it must prioritise services, in a similar fashion
to frequent service connection.
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Figure 8.19: Random vs. pipeline structure, using frequent service connection: wait-
ing for capacity time
Frequent Service Connection When frequent service connection reorganisation is
applied to pipeline structures, performance is significantly better than reorganising
pipelines with random reorganisation and full service connection reorganisation (with
p-values of 1.37× 10−25 and 1.44× 10−57 respectively). In Figure 8.17 we can see that
service location time varies between around 100 and 200 time steps, which is an improve-
ment over random reorganisation, where service location takes just over 200 time steps
(Figure 8.11), and this performance is sustained, unlike when full service connection is
used (Figure 8.14). However, service location time is still higher than when frequent
service connection is used on a random structure, which is also shown in Figure 8.17. In
Figure 8.18, the average load increases almost instantly when reorganisation starts, then
begins to decrease, and finally reaches a plateau, similar to when random reorganisation
is used on a pipeline (Figure 8.13), but with sharper changes. The same sharp increase,
and decrease, can be seen for waiting for capacity time in Figure 8.19.
As with frequent service connection reorgnisation in the previous chapter, we want to
explore whether these results only occur with the specific parameters used in this exper-
iment. To test this, we repeated this experiment with 25, 50, and 75 agents. Figure 8.20
shows that as the number of agents decreases, average service location time also de-
creases, and this is expected — the fewer agents there are, the easier it is to locate
services. At time step 1000, when reorganisation begins, we can see that regardless of
the number of agents, the same pattern of improved service location time is seen. We
also repeated the experiment for 50, 100, 150, and 200 services, and Figure 8.21 shows
that regardless of the number of services, the same pattern of improved service location
time can be seen when reorganisation begins.
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Figure 8.20: Average Service Location Time: Pipeline - Frequent Service Connection,
varied number of agents


































Figure 8.21: Average Service Location Time: Pipeline - Frequent Service Connection,
varied number of services
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Figure 8.22: Random vs. hierarchical structure, using random reorganisation: service
location time
Summary Through experimentation we have compared the performance of static
pipelines, and pipelines and random structures that are reorganised by random reorgan-
isation, full service connection, and frequent service connection. We have shown that,
in general, any form of reorganisation can improve the performance of a pipeline, when
compared to a static structure. Full service connection improves performance, though
this improvement is not sustained. However, random reorganisation and frequent service
connection both achieve significant improvements for service location time. In addition,
when compared to random structures (structures that do not preserve any topology),
we found that by preserving pipelines only a slight decrease in performance is observed.
8.7.2 Hierarchies
When considering hierarchies, we use the transformation templates introduced at the
end of Section 8.4, in conjunction with random reorganisation, full service connection,
and frequent service connection. Recall that in Chapter 6 we estimated that for the
static hierarchies generated in our experiments, service location time is between 1,074
and 3,258 time steps. As with pipelines, we expect that reorganisation will improve
service location time.
Random Reorganisation When random reorganisation is used on a hierarchy, per-
formance as a whole is improved when compared to static hierarchies: Figure 8.22 shows
that once reorganisation begins, average service location time decreases to approximately
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Figure 8.23: Random vs. hierarchical structure, using random reorganisation: agent
load



































Figure 8.24: Random vs. hierarchical structure, using random reorganisation: waiting
for capacity time
300 time steps. Tasks are allocated at a faster rate, causing the average load to increase,
initially rapidly, and within around 500 time steps to as high as 60% (Figure 8.23). As
the backlog of tasks is completed, load decreases to 50% after approximately 1500 time
steps, as with random reorganisation on a random structure. Because more tasks are
successfully allocated after reorganisation begins, there is competition over agent capac-
ity to execute tasks, so task waiting for capacity time increases quickly (Figure 8.24).
Full Service Connection When hierarchies are reorganised using full service connec-
tion, overall performance is improved when compared to static hierarchies and, as with
pipelines, this effect is slowly reversed by further reorganisation. Figure 8.25 shows the
initial improvement in service location time, which drops to just below 500 time steps,
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Figure 8.25: Random vs. hierarchical structure, using full service connection: service
location time



























Figure 8.26: Random vs. hierarchical structure, using full service connection: average
load
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Figure 8.27: Random vs. hierarchical structure, using full service connection: waiting
for capacity time
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Figure 8.28: Random vs. hierarchical structure, using frequent service connection:
service location time
























Figure 8.29: Random vs. hierarchical structure, using frequent service connection:
average load
before increasing slightly. We can see in Figure 8.26 that full service connection causes
load to increase rapidly to around 40%, before slowly decreasing to below 20% by the
end of the simulation. The same trend can be seen for waiting for capacity time; as
tasks take longer to be allocated, there is less competition for agent load, and so tasks
wait less time to be executed (Figure 8.27).
Frequent Service Connection Interestingly, here frequent service connection no
longer provides the best performance overall. In Figure 8.28 service location time ini-
tially decreases, but quickly increases again. Though service location time begins to
slowly decrease approximately 200 time steps after reorganisation begins, this is not
because service location time is improving, but rather because from approximately time
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Figure 8.30: Random vs. hierarchical structure, using frequent service connection:
waiting for capacity time
step 1200 onwards, an increasing proportion of service location processes are not com-
pleting before the end of the simulation. With the worst results not being accounted
for, average service location time appears to decrease. This is supported by the results
for load in Figure 8.29), where load initially increases to 60%, but quickly decreases
again, to below 10%. The same trend can also be seen for waiting for capacity time
(Figure 8.30).
This poor performance can be attributed to the operation of frequent service connection
itself. Assume we have a set of agents that have been reorganising for some time, and
so are close to their regularly used services, and far from rarely used services. If an
agent receives an arbitrary task from the environment, then the first required service
may be offered by an agent in the system. According to our estimates in Chapter 6, in
the worst case a hierarchy will take 9,816 time steps to locate this service, though as
reorganisation moves rarely used services further away this can increase further.
Once the service has been located, the task is allocated to the appropriate agent, and
the first requirement is satisfied. Now, if the task has further requirements, according
to our requirement correlation model in Chapter 3, all required services will be from a
single service category, and these will tend to be an agent’s most frequently used services.
Frequent service connection has moved these services closer to each agent, and so the
time needed to locate these services is likely to be low.
From this we can conclude that locating a task’s first required service is slow, but locating
all subsequent required services is fast. However, because the worst case for hierarchies
is so high, in many cases the first required service is not located within the time of the
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simulation, and so we cannot see the benefit of locating frequently used services. Indeed,
because so few tasks are being executed it is unclear whether agents have yet determined
what their must frequently used services are. This problem exists for pipelines, as
well as hierarchies. However, when the search distance in a pipeline increases, search
time increases polynomially; in a hierarchy as the search distance increases, search time
increases exponentially, therefore the effect of worst case results are more prominent,
highlighting this issue.
Summary As with pipelines, we found that reorganisation, in general, improves ser-
vice location time for hierarchies, when compared to static hierarchies. However, frequent
service connection no longer performs the best because by increasing the distance be-
tween agents and their occasionally used services, some tasks do not even begin within
the time span of our experiments. Instead, the best performance is achieved by random
reorganisation.
8.8 Conclusion
In this chapter we have described a novel reorganisation framework known as topology
preserving reorganisation, which can reorganise an organisation while preserving the
structure’s original topology. We also provided six instantiations of topology preserv-
ing reorganisation: three of which use random reorganisation, full service connection,
and frequent service connection, while preserving pipelines; and three of which preserve
hierarchies, using the same structural adaptation approaches.
In the general case, we found that by reorganising an organisation’s structure, overall
system performance is improved when compared to static structures. However, there
are exceptions to this, such as when using frequent service connection to reorganise a
hierarchy. We also found that by preserving topology, performance is slightly decreased
when compared to unconstrained (random) structures. This is expected, because struc-
tural constraints can forbid beneficial changes to the structure, that an unconstrained
structure can enact.
In addition to these specific results above, broadly we have shown how the decision
to adapt connections can be effectively separated from the complexity of maintaining
a topology, which can be addressed once a decision has been made about all changes
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to the structure. This has allowed us to use intuitions about how agents should be
connected, and indeed any future intuitions, and apply them to a number of topologies
with little effort. Finally, enabling any system to preserve topology while reorganising
allows systems with structural constraints to make use of reorganisation approaches that




This thesis has been concerned with the need for distributed systems to reorganise
in support of more efficient operation. In particular, and unlike previous approaches
to reorganisation, the thesis has considered the need to preserve existing topological
constraints so that specific organisational structures, suited to the application at hand,
can be maintained despite this reorganisation. The work has focussed on the particular
case of distributed task allocation and execution, but the techniques and results are
generally applicable and relevant.
This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 9.2 a summary of this thesis is pro-
vided, highlighting some major milestones in our work, along with a list of our major
contributions. This is followed by a description of some of the limitations of our research
in Section 9.3, and a discussion about some potential future avenues of work that build
on this thesis. Finally the chapter concludes in Section 9.4, with some final remarks.
9.2 Summary and Contributions
9.2.1 Centralised and Decentralised Service Location
The thesis has covered key issues in relation to an investigation of task allocation and
execution, notably examining and comparing several approaches. Beginning with an
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analysis of the basic processes involved, it identified key aspects that can lead to a
degradation of performance, and used these as the basis for developing techniques to
improve this performance. More specifically, since the time needed to locate services is
the most significant (and relevant) contributor to performance, this provided the focus
for the subsequent analysis through both centralised and decentralised approaches.
In centralised service location, the amount of time needed to locate services is related
to the load on the central registry. Because of the inherent limitations in centralised ap-
proaches, however, a move to consider decentralised approaches becomes important. In
considering decentralised service location across different organisational structures, sev-
eral conclusions became clear. First, as the number of connections increases, the distance
between agents and the services that they require decreases, and thus the time needed
to locate services decreases, but the number of connections that must be maintained
is increased significantly. Second, a greater distribution of links across a system, such
that some agents, or even a single agent, has significantly more connections than oth-
ers, decreases the distance between agents and the services they require, thus improving
service location time, but in doing so communication bottlenecks are introduced.
9.2.2 Structural Adaptation
Given this analysis of centralised and decentralised systems, and in particular to enable
a system to adapt to environmental changes, we then moved to an investigation of
three approaches to adapting the connections between agents at run time. Two of these
approaches were motivated by the relationship between the distance between agents
and services, and its effect on performance. By actively reducing the distance between
agents and services through structural adaptation, service location time can be improved
significantly, though it is clear that random changes can also improve performance.
Random reorganisation improves service location time because repeated changes to a
structure enable an agent to have direct contact with more agents over a period of time,
than would be possible at any fixed point in time, thus improving service location time.
With full service connection, location time is decreased because the number of over-
all connections is significantly increased, which also directly improves service location
time. Finally, frequent service connection causes only a slight increase in the number of
connections, and the degree distribution does not change, yet service location time is im-
proved significantly, on average. Importantly, by adopting the assumption of correlated
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services (that subsets of services tend to be required together), service location time
improves merely by decreasing the distance between agents and their most frequently
used services. However, a small number of tasks fail to be executed.
9.2.3 Structural Adaptation Constrained By Topology
In contrast to other work, we also sought to develop techniques to preserve topological
constraints rather than make arbitrary changes to a structure. Building on the tech-
niques developed thus far, we provided techniques that not only make it possible to
preserve topology when undertaking reorganisation, but also achieve performance bene-
fits from doing so, when compared to static structures. In addition, by maintaining such
structures, we can ensure that the network stays connected, so that no service location
processes fail. Thus, by enabling structure to be adapted while preserving constraints,
systems that would otherwise be static (such as telecommunications networks), can also
adapt their structure.
9.2.4 Contributions
We can extract the key contributions from this summary more succinctly below.
• We have provided two fundamental approaches to improving task throughput, by
reducing the distance between agents and the services they require.
• We have provided an approach to decrease the distance between agents and the
services they require most frequently, based on the assumption that subsets of
services are required or used together.
• We have introduced a framework, together with specific techniques, to adapt struc-
ture that is constrained by topology.
Moreover, there are several additional, secondary contributions, as follows.
• We provided an analysis of the process of completing tasks, resulting in a modular
decomposition of task allocation and execution, and an analysis highlighting the
phases of task completion that can be affected by structural adaptation.
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• We revealed a correlation between the number of connections in an organisation,
the variation between each agent’s number of connections, and the distance be-
tween agents and services, which ultimately affects service location time.
9.3 Limitations and Future Work
Though we have sought to provide a general analysis and techniques so that our work is
applicable to as wide a scope as possible, inevitably there are limitations. This section
provides a discussion of these limitations and develops considerations of possible future
work that builds on the work described in this thesis.
9.3.1 Simulation Environment
One of the major limitations our work is in the simulation environment itself. Ideally, we
would be able to perform experiments without a limit on network based search, so that
our results were not affected. In many cases the results were difficult to interpret because
a large number of services had not been located when the experiments ended. Ideally,
we could run simulations for millions of time steps, to get a more accurate representation
about the performance of network based search, when performed on random structures,
pipelines, and hierarchies.
9.3.2 Task Allocation and Execution Model
When modelling task allocation and execution we considered agents to be heterogeneous,
but only to the extent that each agent offers different services. Apart from this, all agents
behave in the same way. In particular, we have assumed that all agents execute tasks at
the same rate, because it had little bearing on the main focus of this thesis. However, for
any context in which execution speed varies greatly, allocating tasks to inappropriate
devices can cause severe delays, so incorporating varied computational abilities could
enhance the analysis and provide a more appropriate model.
Moreover, in our analysis of task allocation and execution we constructed a model of
task completion time that can be divided into five phases. However this thesis primarily
focused on service location time, so when modelling our problem we specified that: all
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agents execute tasks at the same rate (as indicated above), so that one device is no
more desirable than another; there is only one instance of each service, so load cannot
be distributed; and the cost of communication is uniform regardless of the type of
communication. Though none of these factors affects the validity of our results, they are
all important with regard to the wider goal of improving task throughout in distributed
systems.
One potential avenue for future work is therefore to extend our task allocation and execu-
tion model so that it more fully describes the environment. For example, by extending
agents so that different devices execute tasks at varying speeds, and by introducing
multiple instances of services, we could consider how structural adaptation affects load
distribution. More specifically, we could consider, not just how to locate services, but
also which particular service instance, out of all services instances, should execute a
task.
9.3.3 Decentralising Topologically Constrained Reorganisation
While we have shown that it is possible to preserve topology while adapting an organ-
isation’s structure, our approach requires that reorganisation be enacted by a central
entity that manages a system’s organisational structure. However, as we have indicated,
relying on a central registry represents a single point of failure. This is also true when
using a centralised approach to reorganise, but with one key difference. Service location
is a system-critical process, so that when the central registry fails the system’s operation
is compromised. Nevertheless, since our reorganisation approach aims to improve service
location rather than enable it, if the reorganisation process fails, then the system can
still function, albeit on a static organisational structure.
Though reorganisation is not a system-critical process, there are other problems that
must be addressed. To preserve topology while reorganising we make two key assump-
tions. First, we assume that the entity that is reorganising the organisational structure
has access to information about each agent in the system, and this information is readily
available. Second, we assume that it is possible for this entity to assume control of the
entire organisational structure. When developing an approach to preserve topology we
did not consider the retrieval of information because it was out of scope of what we set
out to achieve: develop an approach to adapt structure, while preserving topological
constraints. However, depending on the context, these may not always be realistic as-
sumptions. If the information required to reorganise is distributed across a large number
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of agents, then collecting all this information is a complex task for one central entity. In
addition, if agents are in different areas of authority then it may not be acceptable to
have one entity controlling the whole organisational structure.
First and foremost, to adapt an organisational structure, information about the current
structure is required — it is impossible to ensure that changing connections will not
break structural constraints, without knowing the current form of the organisational
structure.
Second, information about the agents in the structure is required to determine which
adaptations must be made. For example frequent service connection, in a general sense,
creates a connection between an agent and agents offering instances of its most fre-
quently required services. This requires information about the services each agent uses,
and how frequently they are required. Now, if information about a small number of
agents is required, this can be retrieved by directly querying each agent for the infor-
mation. However, if information is required from many agents or, in some cases, every
agent in the system, then there is a potential need for a more efficient data collection
approach. In such situations, when large amounts of data are being collated, it may also
be useful to consider when information needs to be accurate and complete, and when
partial information is acceptable, even if complete information is ideal. Each of our
reorganisation approaches only relies on each agent’s local information, such as service
requirement frequency. However, if an alternative approach requires that an agent com-
pare its number of connections to the average number of connections of all other agents
then, to get an accurate average, the central entity needs to know how many connections
each agent has. For a large agent population, a reasonable estimate can be determined
by querying only a sample of the agent population.
9.4 Final Remarks
To conclude, we have developed approaches to improve task throughput, specifically
focusing on decreasing the time required to locate services. We have explored the effect
of decentralising service location, and analysed how services can be located across a
number of structures. We have shown how simple changes to these structures can help
to improve the location of services and, finally, we have introduced a framework to
ensure that when an organisation structure is changed, any constraints on the structure
are preserved.
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More broadly, we have taken some significant steps to widen the scope for self-organisation
techniques. In prior analyses, reorganisation typically changed any and all connections
if so required, to ensure that system performance was improved. However, by doing so,
it was impossible to constrain the reorganisation appropriately. By introducing an ap-
proach to preserve topology when making changes to an organisation’s structure we have
enabled self-organisation to be applied to systems that are constrained by their nature.
By designing our framework in a modular fashion we have ensured that existing reor-
ganising approaches can be easily adapted to preserve structure, and future approaches
need not actively maintain topology. Instead, when structural constraints need to be




Throughout this thesis notation is used to formally represent various key elements. This
notation is governed by the following conventions. Sets are always represented by one
or more small, upper case letters, that form an acronym of the set’s name; for example
a represents a set of agents. Elements in a set are represented by one or more italicised,
lower case letters, such as an agent a ∈ a. There is one exception to the rule that
elements are lower case: when we describe a set of sets, each element is represented
by small upper case characters, in a similar fashion to all other sets. To help identify
between multiple elements from the same set, a subscript is used to number each element.
Finally, all functions are represented by full words, such that all characters are italicised,
and lower case, with the exception of the first character of the second word, third word,
and so on, which is upper case (this is typically referred to as camel case).
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A.2 Terms
A.2.1 Sets
a The set of all agents.
c A set of agents that an agent is connected to.
cs Change set. Set of elements describing changes to an organisation’s topology.
es Set of services that an agent has, so far, encountered.
f Set of most frequently used services.
fcs A change set, known as a final change set.
ics A change set, known as an initial change set.
lwd Set of requirements, each of which is dependent on others, but of which no
others depends.
nad Set of requirements, each of which is not a dependant of another.
r A set of requirements contained in a single task.
rot Requirement Ordering Tree. A set of constraints between requirements.
rs Set of services that an agent has, so far, required.
rt A set of running tasks. Tasks that an agent has started to execute.
s The set of all services.
sc A service category.
scs Successful change set.
si A set of service instances.
t A set of tasks that an agent has received.
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A.2.2 Variables
a, k, m, n, p, q, u Each refers to an agent.
lra, pa, dsu, sc Devices from the eScience scenario.
act Denotes the action taken performed by a change: remove or
create.
b The number of children at each level of a search tree.
c A connection between two agents.
cc A single connection change to an organisation’s topology.
cr A central registry for agents or services.
d The depth of a search tree.
dr Dependant requirement.
e The distance from an agent, to the nearest end of a pipeline.
l The length of a pipeline.
mas Multiagent system.
nc The number of connections to change when randomly
reorganising.
nod A requirement’s number of dependants.
nor A task’s number of requirements.
ns Number of services in a particular system.
nsc Number of service categories.
nsi Number of service instances offered by a single agent.
osm A model of the organisational structure.
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pr Parent requirement.
r A requirement.
rot A dependency between requirements.
rt A running task.
rtc An agent’s running task capacity. The number of tasks that an agent
can run at once.
s A service.
si A service instance.
srt Service required rime. The number of rounds that a service is required.
t A task.
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A.2.3 Functions
buildModel(mas) Returns a model of the current organisational
structure.
connectedTo(a) Returns the set of agents, to which agent a is
connected.
createConnection(a1, a2) Creates a connection between agent a1 and a2.
degree(a) Function to calculate the number of connections
an agent a has.
distance(a1, a2) Function to calculate the distance between
agents a1 and a2.
enact(fcs,mas) Enacts the changes in fcs onto the structure of
mas.
frequentServiceConnection(a,rs) Reorganises agent a’s connections using fre-
quent service connection.
fullServiceConnection(a,rs,es) Reorganises agent a’s connections using full ser-
vice connection.
G(n, p) Generates a random network according to Erdo˝s
and Reny´i’s model for random graphs.
generateTransformation(cc, osm) Generates a transformation, in the context of
osm, that contains cc .
generateTree(r) Generates a requirement ordering tree, including
all requirements in r.
networkBasedSearch(a, s) Performs network based search from agent a, for
service s.
offeredBy(a) Returns the set of services offered by agent a.
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pipeline(mas) Returns true if mas is a pipeline.
preserveTopology(ics,mas) Filters ics to ensure that it will preserve
topology.
preserveTopologyReorganisation(mas) Reorganises agent a’s connections, while en-
suring topology is preserved.
rand(a) Returns a random element from the set a.
random(x, y) Returns a random value between x and y.
randomReorganisation(a) Randomly reorganises a set if agents, a.
removeConnection(a1, a2) Removes a connection between agent a1 and
a2.
searchT ime(b, d) Returns the time for network based search to
search d levels, when each node expands to b
children.
sortByFrequency(s) Sorts the set of services in set s by how fre-
quently they have been required.
suggestStructuralChanges(mas) suggests changes to an organisational
structure.
superior(a1, a2) Returns true if a1 is the superior of a2 in a
hierarchy.
top(rs) Returns the set of top required services.
Appendix B
Results With Error Bars
B.1 Introduction
Throughout this thesis, summary graphs are often provided for brevity and ease of
understanding. However, for completeness, this section provides plots to show average
service location time, with error bars to confirm the accuracy of these results (+/− one
standard error).
B.2 Service Location Time When Adapting Structure
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Figure B.1: Service location time, random reorganisation
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Figure B.2: Service location time, full service connection reorganisation













































Figure B.3: Service location time, frequent service connection reorganisation
B.3 Service Location Time When Preserving Topology
B.3.1 Pipeline
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Figure B.4: Service location time, random reorganisation, pipeline






































Figure B.5: Service location time, full service connection reorganisation, hierarchy






































Figure B.6: Service location time, frequent service connection reorganisation, pipeline
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B.3.2 Hierarchy
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Figure B.7: Service location time, random reorganisation, hierarchy
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Figure B.8: Service location time, full service connection reorganisation, pipeline
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Figure B.9: Service location time, frequent service connection reorganisation, hierar-
chy
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